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William O'Shaughnessy reflects on the end

Iceberg Media.com is no bare- bones
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STUDIO SESSIONS

Tests may soon show whether two new
antenna designs would be viable for AM
broadcasters in the United States.
Manufacturers of both systems claim
that, because these antennas are small and
they do not require the customary ground
system, radio stations may well benefit
from reduced land use and easier zoning
approval for building antenna sites.
In the meantime, controversy reigns
over performance claims made by manufacturers of the CFA, or Crossed-Field
Antenna, and the EH antenna, which
takes its name from the two fields of
propagation, the E or electric field and
the H or magnetic field.
Inventors of both designs have tried to
allay concerns raised by station and consulting engineers, manufacturers, the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers Inc. and the NAB.
But the companies behind these antennas have yet to prove their designs are
suitable for use in the United States as
replacement radiators for the standard
vertical antenna with wire ground system.
One of the antennas, the CFA, is being
See ANTENNAS, page 6

Clear Channel has switched on afive-station auxiliary site atop
New York's spectacular new Condé Nast building at 4 Times
Square. RW takes you on aphoto tour in this issue. Shown: the
Shively Master FM Antenna is on the inner tower. Visible are
the vertical and horizontal elements, with round radomes on the
junctions. Each bay of the three-bay antenna has four elements
on each face of the four-sided tower.
Pa g
e

Photo copyright John Lyons, used with permission
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Transisition to digital on your
timetable with the new Harris
Impulse Digital Console by
Pacific Research & Engineering
It can accept either analog or
digital inputs and reconfigure
from analog to digital easily —
right in your studio. You can get
the benefits of adigital console
for les'; than the cost of most
analog consoles. To find out
more, call us today. Or, feel free

1

to act on Impulse.
next level solutions

ZRIS
1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com
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NEWSWATCH•

Charges Fly in
Newsletter Suit
Clear Channel Communications is
suing the trade newsletter Inside Radio
and its publisher, Jerry Del Colliano. The
broadcast group has alleged that Inside
Radio tried to force Clear Channel to buy
the publication.
The suit, filed in U.S. District Court in
November, charges Del Colliano with a
"vicious and concerted campaign of coercion, public vilification and harassment."
Clear Channel Radio CEO Randy
Michaels said Del Colliano has been using
the newsletter to "disrupt our business and

cause our employees to question the
integrity of their company."
Saying competitors can use the information to attract Clear Channel employees
and challenge Clear Channels business,
Michaels said, it's "time to put an end to
this harassment."
Del Colliano responded with a statement in his publication, "If Clear Channel
employees question the integrity of Clear
Channel, it's for their own reasons, not
legitimate news stories published in Inside
Radio."
Before the lawsuit was filed, Inside
Radio and Clear Channel traded jibes over
contest-rigging allegations.
The man who made the allegations,

Andy Martin, lost in his bid for aseat in
the Florida state senate in November.
Before the election, Martin said he filed
consumer fraud charges in all 50 states
against the broadcast group (RW, Nov. 22).
Clear Channel said the claims were a
promotional ploy and Martin's allegations
were "without merit and should be subjected to intense scrutiny."

NRB Sets 2001
Convention Dates
National Religious Broadcasters confirmed dates for its 58th annual conven-

tion, Feb. 10-13, 2001 in Dallas.
The NRB convention will feature
spiakéri, author's, humorists and musicians. Saturday evening's opening general
session is to be emceed by humorist
Chonda Pierce and feature amessage from
Pastor Greg Laurie of Harvest Ministries,
Riverside, Calif.
Plans for the 2001 convention include
educational workshops featuring industry
experts.
Workshop topics include Internet
Technology, E-commerce, Online Ministry
and Promotions; Biblical Foundations for
Fundraising; and Transforming Christian
See NEWSWATCH, page 5
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This new AUDITRONICS CONSOLE is DIGITAL so you
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MILIAKER

FCC Report Card for Year 2000 Kennard on

LPFM, Streamlining,
EEO Were Big Rule
Changes This Year
by Leslie Stimson

Photo: Paul J. Al, hme

WASHINGTON The end of the year
is asuitable time to take stock of notable
rule changes affecting radio that were
made by the FCC, and to consider the
issues left pending for the new year.

should be out "relatively soon?'
Personal attack, political editorial
rules: A federal appeals court ordered the
FCC to repeal the personal attack/political editorial rules before the election ad
season began. NAB and RTNDA had
fought the rules for more than 20 years,
saying they were obsolete and chilled
free speech.
The rules were part of the now-defunct
Fairness Doctrine. The personal attack
rule required stations to notify a person
whose honesty, character or integrity had
been attacked and give that person the
chance to respond.
The political editorial rule required
licensees that endorsed or opposed candidates to give them achance to respond.
The FCC wanted the rules temporarily
suspended while it studied station behavior during the elections.. FCC Chairman
Bill Kennard said the commission still
intends to determine whether the rules
should be reinstated as part of broadcasters' public interest obligations.

expressed by a so-called " triggering"
application for an allocation, upgrade or
channel change.
Reclassification would be triggered
only where a specific, conflicting
demand for the spectrum is expressed.
An affected Class C station then will
have an opportunity to preserve its
Class C status by obtaining aconstruction permit for facilities that meet or
exceed the new Class C minimum
antenna height.

The FCC's new home in Washington
LPFM: In January, the FCC created rules
for a new class of LPFMs that would
eventually allow an undetermined number
of 100 W stations on the air. Low-power
supporters had pushed for 1,000 W stations. By fall, the FCC was reviewing
about 1,200 applications and expected
more to arrive by the end of the year.
Channel protection of existing stations
from LPFMs has been a hot issue for
broadcasters, who believe all current channel protections, including thirdadjacents,
should be protected from interference. In
September, the FCC gave temporary protection to third-adjacent channel protection while it conducts interference tests.
NAB, National Public Radio, the
Consumer Electronics Association and
the International Association of Audio
Information Services believe the plan
would allow more interference on the FM
band. Legislation to restore full channel
protection was attached to an appropriations bill before Congress recessed for
the elections. It was unclear where the
LPFM measure stood as members
returned for alame-duck session.

The FCC expanded the types of facility changes covered by expedited one-step
licensing procedures.
Issues deferred included stations negotiating their own interference agreements
and a new Point-to- Point terrain-dependent signal propagation methodology.
The commission also deferred action
on making any decisions on giving relief
to Class D stations ( grandfathered under
100W) until the LPFM rules are finalized.

Technical streamlining: The commission released further changes to streamline radio's technical rules. One major
change involves Class C FM stations
operating at heights above average terrain
below 450 meters. A new class CO ( C
Zero) will apply to stations with HAATs
between 299 and 450 meters. Class Cs
fitting into this category now would have
the opportunity to upgrade, or be reclassified if another applicant has aconflicting demand for the spectrum.
Because Class Cs are protected to their
full 60 dBu coverage contour, the FCC
felt the reclassification tied to a specific
demand for underused spectrum better
served the public interest. Unlike the
original proposal, stations would be
reclassified from C to CO only if aconflicting demand for the spectrum is

Enforcement Bureau: The commission
ayear ago combined what had been separate enforcement activities scattered
among several bureaus. Assessing the
performance of his staff this fall, new
Enforcement Bureau Chief David
Solomon said he believed the bureau's
action's in calendar year 2000 demonstrated that the FCC is serious about
enforcement.
More than 180 pirate radio stations
were shut down since the bureau began.
Solomon said this was the highest number ever achieved.
The bureau issued or proposed indecency fines against 10 stations for atotal
of more than $ 100,000. Broadcasters
have long said the commission's indecency vs. obscenity guidelines are hard to
understand. Solomon said new guidelines

Internet
Voice Traffic

Chairman Compares
Net Telephony to
Early Radio; Promises
A Light Hand
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard has
said many times during his tenure
the commission is backing off regulating the Internet, to give its services time to develop.
The commission has begun abroad
Notice of Inquiry on whether or hou .
it should regulate the "pipe" getting
consumers to the Net, such as cable
and other high-speed platforms. But
overall, it seeks to reduce barriers to
consumers and to those who wish to
provide various Internet services.
What follows are excerpts from a
speech Kennard gave to attendees of
the " The Voice Over Net Conference"
in September

Pending: Kennard said the staff was working on anew definition of abroadcast market for ownership purposes. Kennard wants
to make the FCC's antitrust review process
more open and predictable.
Also pending at the close of the year
were the rules governing FM translators
for the companies developing satellitedelivered digital audio broadcasting
technology.

As you know, Bill Paley was the
father of the modern business of
broadcasting. In 1928, Paley's father

e

EEO: While broadcasters say they agree
with the spirit of the new EEO rules, they
say the changes have increased their
paperwork obligations.
Stations are required to widely disseminate information about job openings,
including Web postings. Stations also
may design their own outreach programs;
but they must keep record including race,
ethnicity and gender of applicants. They
must keep an annual EEO report in their
public file.
The FCC also reinstated the requirement that stations file annual employment reports.

See KENNARD, page 12
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VAULTXPRESS" knocks your competition out of the
"radio ring" by empowering you to sound like the
heavyweights without having to pay aheavyweight price!
VAULTXPRESS" manages all your radio studio needs
in asingle nonproprietary PC-driven environment —
combining production, automation, news, voice
tracking, satellite feed interfaces, audio previewing,
voice recording applications and Internet technologies.
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without paying abig price!
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From the Editor

A Book Lover's Holiday Gift List
Let's reach over to the bookshelf and
see if we can find some recent titles you
might consider putting in someone's
stocking this year.
"Networking: A Beginner's Guide" by
Bruce Hallberg gives the basics in that
technology, including design and configuration, cabling and hardware, WAN connections, protocols, remote access and
security matters,
You'll learn how to use hubs,
repeaters, routers and bridges; work with
protocols like TCP/IP and NetBEUI; set
up network client computers; and install
NetWare 5, Windows 2000 Server and
Red Hat Linux.
This is a365-page soft-cover instruction book with clear diagrams, acompre-

you manage radio talent and want to get
the most out of them in how they prep,
perform and plan post-production, it will
walk you through the process: where to
find good people; what questions to ask;
show prep tricks and rules; performance
points; how to aircheck and how to create
an audition tape.
It's abook you scribble in; Geller
gives us lots of worksheets, checklists
and evaluation forms. Programmers will
get the most out of it; but the book is
suitable for ambitious air talent.
Some tips seem obvious to me, but
there's alot of good stuff. Geller knows
what she's writing about. It's 280 pages,
although it could have been condensed
substantially.

hensible format and acompanion Web
site. It is published by Osborne/McGraw
Hill; ask your bookseller for ISBN # 007-212226-9.
It lists for $29.99 and is available at adiscount to SBE members; visit wwwsbe.org
and click on "SBE Bookstore."

"The Powerful Radio Workbook" retails
for $39.95. Call ( 800) 248-4242 or ask your
bookseller for ISBN # 0-9647930-5-9

* * *
On the programming side, consultant
Valerie Geller writes "The Powerful
Radio Workbook," asoft-cover from M
Street Publications.
This book is about how to aircheck. If

*

*

research, promotion, production and syndication. Topics are touched on broadly.
Look elsewhere for intensive training.
But it's afriendly overview.
Keith uses lots of visuals, including
actual station rate cards, program guides,
hourly programming clocks, logs, avail-

Paul J. McLane

*

Teachers will like the fifth edition of
"The Radio Station" by Michael C.
Keith, published by Focal Press. So will
radio managers willing to hire inexperienced employees.
Hand this to someone who is starting
out or is familiar with only one part of the
station. It walks you through management,
sales, news, programming, engineering,

User's packets are
encrypted before
being sent through
the VPN " pipe"
through the
Internet. Incoming
packets from LAN
arrive encrypted.

A contestant is unable to answer a
question on Truth or Consequences.'
From This Was Radio'
ability reports and so on. It also discusses
the impact of consolidation, satellite
radio and Net radio.
The paperback is 336 pages and is a
bargain at $29.95. Call ( 800) 366-2665
and ask for ISBN # 0-2.40-80388-4.
* * *

Remote access server
(running VPN software)

Remote user is authenticated
here and packets are
encrypted/decrypted for
VPN connection

A typical VPN connection. From Networking: A Beginner's Guide'

Switieh
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automatically keeps your
stations on course...

If you're weary of listening to Rush,
Don, Laura and friends, go back in audio
time with "This Was Radio," aset of two
CDs packed inside abig hardcover book
filled with photos.
The CDs contain lots of excerpts from
radio's Golden Age. Sure, we've all heard
the most famous bits: Abbott and
Costello figuring out "Who's on First,"
Fibber McGee opening that closet door

and Herbert Morrison's riveting news
report of the Hindenburg exploding.
But the collection lets us sample the
sounds of Il Duce, the Italian dictator
Benito Mussolini; of Sen. Huey Long of
Louisiana, once considered the most
powerful politician after FDR; of Bob
Hope visiting aMarine Base; of H.V.
Kaltenborn, Eddie Cantor and Ed Wynn.
Mae West and Don Ameche play
Adam and Eve in a "saucy sketch that
gets Ms. West banned from radio."
Marlon Brando is heard in ascene from
"Streetcar Named Desire," and Marilyn
Monroe almost gets married to Charlie
McCarthy in her only radio role.
Like many nostalgia books, this one
forgets that radio could also be used for
less appealing purposes. There is no
mention, for instance, of controversial
Charles Coughlin, the "radio priest" who
boasted 30 million listeners at his peak
and was seen by many as apurveyor of
isolationism and anti-Semitism. Iwould
like to have heard aclip.
But the book/CD set is alovely gift.
The 68-page book contains great photos,
including some super "backstage" shots
of cast and soundmen plying their trade.
Remember, these are program
excerpts. If you prefer full shows, you'll
find lots to choose from at big retail
bookstores or online. Many old-time
classic programs are now available on
cassette and CD.
"This Was Radio" by Ronald
Lackmann is published by GAA Corp.
and retails for $39.95. Ask your bookstore for ISBN # 07413-0038-9.
Happy holiday.

"The ARC- 16 handles multiple sites with ease and has been
sturdy and reliable. Combined with AutoPilot, it gives me the
ability to set up complex control and monitoring routines.
Because of the Burk we were able to comply with the
unattended operation rules right from the start."
Rick Levy
Broadcast Signal Lab
Boston, MA

Change
Pattern

"Buy the company,
not just the box..."
Maintain
Power Levels

BuRK
TECHNOLOGY

Phone: 1-800-255-8090 Email: sales@burk.com
www.burk.com
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GUEST COMMENTARY

'Fly in the Milk' Engineer
An African-American
Engineer's Perspective
by Ben Hill
PHILADELPHIA Istood in front of
my CCA transmitter the other day,
wondering why it was as temperamental as it is.
Ithought back to the days when
engineers spent the better part of their
days at the site, taming these beasts,
being right there to catch the intermittent problem. Engineers even had
rooms and showers.
I'm sure some of you have been
around an old installation or two to
marvel at how much time was spent
with so many engineers to keep the
plant sparkling like amuseum.
Engineers have diminished in numbers at an alarming rate. High-tech data
delivery and communication applications plus Internet opportunities have
drained thé numbers of recruits to a
minimum and emptied the transmitter
rooms.
Studios and offices have moved from
towers to downtown locations and we
followed, leaving the sites behind.
Remote control
Advances in remote- control capabilities were instrumental in this mix, as
were combo jock operations. So for us,
due to our hectic schedules, we may get
to the site weekly or monthly for avisit
— maybe even as infrequently as once
a season. Also, consistent maintenance
schedules for studio and broadcast gear
have become much harder to keep.
There just aren't enough qualified
personnel available to fill the needs.
We need fresh, new minds in this
business. We must find them or our
members will dwindle to very low
numbers.
Can we increase these numbers? Can
we provide the platform or vehicle to
fill these jobs? Can we give minorities
and women many opportunities to compete for these jobs? Can we fill this
coming void?
Iwas purely aproduct of affirmative

action in the early ' 70s, getting abreak
because the station, with aheavily ethnic audience, wanted more representation in its hiring practices to reflect the
audience it served.

Career fairs
Career fairs are everywhere and your
station sometimes has abooth or helps
sponsor the event. Minority newspapers
and traditional black colleges do agreat
job and send grads to job fairs. Innercity training programs send public service announcements to stations. Check
with the news/PSA directors for leads.
At Clear Channel Communications
Inc. in Philadelphia, we have a newly
formed Diversity Committee to help
recruit minorities into radio.
Even career day at your child's high
school will help find and inspire young
people toward the radio biz.
Well, time to get back to the CCA. It
`L. doesn't see me often enough and it's
acting alittle timid. It needs some TLC.
Go visit your transmitters more
often. They miss you. And go find more
Ben Hill
people for this business. We need them.
Ben Hill is chief engineer of WDASing to trade publications and Encarta
This was truly a noble idea, to the
AM-FM, Philadelphia. Reach him via
Africana, the African-American version
point that Iwas treated as a prodigy
e-mail at BENEBEN@aol.com
of Microsoft's Encarta encyclopedia.
(but Iwas no prodigy). Iwas a timid
RW welcomes other points of view at
In many large markets, the city pop19- year- old who could fix tape
radioworld@imaspub.com •
ulations are more than 50 percent
machines and radios, but who had never seen a cart machine or a wily sales
manager! Iwas the " fly in the milk,"
and boy, was Iin for an education!
Ilook back on that chance Iwas given and wonder today if those kinds of
opportunities are still present. I've been
asked over the years, in many places,
"How do you get into the radio business?" Iwill venture to say most of us
would respond, "Go to college or tech
school and intern at astation."
Or, "If you want to be ajock, go to
small-town U.S. and work for peanuts."
Most of us would agree it's ahard business to get into no matter what position
is pursued.
Dhen I
was alittle girl,
my mother used
The world for minorities shows lower numbers of college attendees and
to send me to the store co shop - not (God forbid) to spend too much
graduates and even lower numbers for
employment in the radio business, each

aU

Value, Simplicity, Dependability
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money but still to get the best.

• NEWSWATCH•
Continued from page 2

Radio Powerfully.
Special events during the convention include the Program Showcase
highlighting the best new Christian
TV and video programs, the
Intercollegiate Religious Broadcasters
Student Radio and TV awards and the
Al Sanders Scholarship essay contest
winners. IRB students also will be
able to participate in ajob fair featuring more than 20 employers.

IAAIS Board Names
McLane, Garver
ROANOKE, Va. The International
Association of Audio Information
Services has named three broadcast

aso-called "fly in the milk."
African Americans and Hispanics
make up nearly 33 percent of the population in the United States, but only 15
percent of employees in radio, accord-

minority, but many can't seem to »
find
jobs outside of the urban-formatted stations, whether they are rookies or seasoned vets.
Women in engineering make up a
pitiful 2 percent, and less than 15 percent of those women are in upper management, according to trade publications and Encarta Africana.
But women represent more than half
of the audience and population. Can we
fill the void? Yes, we can.

industry professionals to its board of
directors.
Radio World Editor Paul McLane
and actress Kathy Garver were named
as public directors.
McLane has 21 years of experience
in radio. He has done volunteer reading for the Delaware Association for
the Blind, and worked with radio
reading services as a subcarrier
receiver salesman.
Garver is an actress and voice talent who played "Cissy" on the TV
show " Family Affair" and appeared in
the movie "Apollo 13."
Leticia Graham- Corona, a volunteer coordinator for Sun Sounds
Radio- Reading of Arizona, was
appointed to fill aboard vacancy and
will serve as a member director
through June 2001.

the same with my
makes the best-

a

.3) Today, it's

son's Radio Systems company. He
not the most
expensive. It's afamily tradition!

601 Heron Drive
Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(856) 467-8000 phone
(856) 467-3044 fax
www.radiosystems.com
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Antennas
Continued from page
used overseas, but neither has been FCC
type-certified.
The CFA was developed in the 1980s
by Scottish university professor Brian
Stewart, Dr. Maurice Hately and one of
his students, Dr. Fathi Kabbary. Patents
are held only in the names of Hately and
Kabbary, who share equally in any profits, said Robert Richer, president of
Crossed Field Antennas Ltd.
Richer and Kabbary formed CFA Ltd.
in Farmington, Conn., in 1999, to pursue
worldwide distribution for the antenna.
Richer said the company holds CFA distribution rights for everywhere but Egypt.
EH on the scene
Debate over the CFA has been going
on for some years. Newer to the discussion is the EH antenna.
Ted Hart, its engineer and inventor,
said his product is an evolution of the
CFA. Hart said his work on the EH
antenna dates to 1998. He has since
formed EH Antenna Systems in
Eatonton, Ga. Prior to that, Hart wrote
articles about the CFA for an amateur
radio publication.
Hart is CEO of the company and Bob
Zimmerman is vice president of engineering.
Representatives for both Crossed Field
Antennas Ltd. and EH Antenna Systems
have spoken at conventions in recent
months to try to prove to broadcasters
that the designs, which both manufacturers claim to be revolutionary, work as
promised.
Yet engineers continue to question
those claims.

Radio World

from conventional antenna theory. ( See
sidebar, page 7.)
They claim broadcasters can achieve
the same coverage area and eliminate real
estate-hogging AM tower arrays by using
these smaller, shorter antennas.
Critics say these claims are not supported by data and that both designs are
based on an incorrect interpretation of
antenna theory.

na uses asingle cone (Fig. 2). Both manufacturers claim extraordinary improvements in bandwidth and efficiency.
Part of the efficiency dispute stems
from differences in fundamental definitions used by the inventors and the critics.
For example, the CFA inventors say
that, because no power is wasted in the
creation of any near-field energy, their
antenna is automatically more efficient
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Crossed Field
Antennas Ltd.
Principals: Robert Richer, president;
Maurice Hately and Fathi Kabbary,
other investors. Richer is president of
the company; Kabbary and Hately,
the coinventors, are "involved on a
daily basis."
HQ: Farmington, Conn.
Founded: 1999
Contact: (860) 676-0051, Fax
(860) 677-9639

EH Antenna Systems
Principals: Ted
Hart, CEO; Bob
Zimmerman, VP
of engineering.
The company is a
division of R&A
Management
Ted Hart
LLC.
HQ: Eatonton, Ga.
Founded: 1998
Contact: (
706) 484-1984
E-mail: w5qjr-@ netcommandercotn

But the public will soon get achance
to learn more. Consulting engineering
firms Hatfield & Dawson and duTreil,
Lundin & Rackley will supervise testing
of a demonstration CFA in Shropshire,
England, where a 1kW CFA is being
built in an open field ( RW, Oct. 25, p. 3).
Ted Hart atop the newest EH antenna. In the background are earlier designs
The test site is not near any existing
In a standard, vertical wire antenna,
than a standard, quarterwave radiator
structures.
the electric and magnetic fields combine
with a120radial ground plane.
"One of the criticisms of the CFA is
to form an electromagnetic ( EM) wave
Critics reply that these nearfield charthat it is merely having its signal reradiin the far field at a finite distance from
acteristics are part of the radiation
ated by other structures," said CFA
the radiator.
process of conventional monopole antenPresident Robert Richer. "This will elimiStandard antennas also create separate
nas. Dr. John S. Belrose, senior radio scinate that concern."
electric and magnetic fields that are not
entist with the Canadian Radio Richer said construction was to be
in phase in the near field. These near
Television & Telecommunications
complete by midNovember and that test
fields are the cause of substantial EM
Commission in Ottawa, presented test
results should be known by the end of
interference.
results of a CFA built in Canada and
December.
Supporters of the CFA and EH antenmodeled after the CFA in service in
nas claim the products create EM radiaTanta, Egypt. He made his presentation
Recommendations
tion directly at the antenna, eliminating
to the IEEE Broadcast Technology
"(We were) asked to recommend atest
or greatly reducing the separate E and H
Society Annual Broadcast Symposium in
plan and supervise/conduct the necessary
near-field radiation and EM interference.
Vienna, Va. in late September.
tests," Dawson said. "( We) have provided
such a plan, which was reviewed by a
number of others in our firms and elseFig. I. CFA antenna
where, and we will supervise/conduct the
tests we have recommended."
Caution appears warranted. According
Anecdotal data collected by some of
to several antenna consultants contacted
ihe inventors and users of the CFAs in
by RW, neither company has demonstratoperation overseas lack substantive meaed, using controlled and accepted test
surements including field intensity readmethods, that their antennas work and are
ings and skywave performance, because
aviable replacement for the familiar AM
the conditions under which measurebroadcast tower.
ments have been taken have not included
critical baseline parameters such as input
Displacement current
power determination, observers said.
The inventors of both antennas have
Data collected using the model built
based their designs on the creation of a
Fig. 2 EH antenna
by CRC indicate numerous shortcomings
displacement current within the antenna.
in the CFA's performance, said Canadian
This displacement current is formed by
Electrically, both of these antennas
Eric Wandel, director of product develradio scientist Be!rose. According to his
exciting an electric voltage across the
are extremely short, generally under 8 opment for antenna manufacturer
tests, the antenna is difficult to tune and
capacitive coupling between abase and a percent of a wavelength. Most experts
Electronics Research Inc., moderated that
has impedance characteristics of an eleccylinder or cone portion of the antenna
claim that their behavior is simply that
session. Several consulting engineers
trically very small antenna.
that, in turn, produces amagnetic field.
of short, fat antennas, which tend to be
sought to refute the mathematics and
To real-world broadcasters, one of the
RF or electromagnetic radiation compoor radiators.
physics claims of both the CFA and EH
most critical issues will be the antenprises both an electric field and amagnetPoor radiators may be inefficient or
antennas.
na'sscalability. If an antenna is scalable,
ic field.
have narrow bandwidth or they may proMany questioners challenged some of
it works across a band of frequencies
At the heart of the debate over the viaduce lots of skywave signal or react
the fundamentals behind their antenna
with equally predictable performance.
bility of these antennas is how the invenunpredictably to weather changes. The
design, specifically, the efficiency and
Any new antenna to be sold for this
tors are interpreting the mathematical
tests planned for both antennas will help
bandwidth claims.
market would have to conform to FCC
theory contained primarily in Maxwell's
determine whether this is the case with
While the CFA was invented in the
regulations pertaining to efficiency and
equations of how antennas work.
the CFA and EH antennas.
late 1980s, its inventors have not formalskywave radiation. However, getting
The CFA and EH proponents say their
The CFA uses adisc that acts like a ly released much data on the radiation
that approval may be difficult because
designs are revolutionary and that they
capacitor and a modified cylinder, each
characteristics of the antennas and what
another major issue standing between
should be viewed as aradical departure
fed separately ( see Fig. 1). The EH antenhas been released has not been validated.
See ANTENNAS, page 7
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Antennas
Continued from page 6

the proponents«and opponents concerns
how the antenna will be modeled.
Standard broadcast antennas are modeled using computer programs that were
developed based on well- documented
antenna performance and accepted
mathematical and physics principles.
FCC definitions of conductivity and
inverse field characteristics of standard
vertical antennas are based on these data
as well as the empirical data collected
over the years describing standard
antenna performance.
Critics say today's computer models
based on classic physics and antenna theory such as Maxwell's fourth equation
accurately describe the performance of
the CFA and EH antenna.
The inventors insist that these classic
computer models, among them NEC4D, cannot be used. They think the
physics behind the NEC-4D modeling
program, for example, does not account
for the displacement current in the
antenna. Displacement current is what
they base their claim on about how the
antenna works.

Some observers dispute these claims.
For example, Silliman, Hatfield, Belrose
and Stanley maintain that NEC4D modeling shows the antenna to be what they

If you could

7

said Rackley. "One thing is for sure:
Conclusive test results will give at least
one side in the debate cause to go back
and rework their analysis."

turn the thing on and prove

that it works, how can you refute hard data?
— Carl Gluck

believe it is: an electrically short, fat
antenna.
Others still leave room for doubt.
"I choose to remain open-minded,"

Dawson said, "There is no question
that the full-scale CFA antennas which
are in operation radiate, but many short,
fat antennas can be made to radiate mod-

You Can Look It Up
Hankering to brush up on Maxwell's
Fourth Equation? Looking for an elusive reference on Poynting Vector synthesis? Forgot Ampere's Law?
Useful resources include acollege
physics book, Reference Data for
Radio Engineers or The NAB
Engineering Handbook.
You can also check out these books,
articles and Web sites for information
on electromagnetic theory, fundamental
concepts using aminimum of mathematics, and the CFA and EH antennas.
•Information on Numerical Electromagnetic Coding is provided at the
University of Missouri-Rolla Web site
at www.emclab.umr.edu/ Click on
"Numeric Electromagnetic Modeling"
under EMC Modeling Tools.
•The presentation given by John
Stanley at the IEEE symposium, including text, slides and AVI files, is available
at http://members.aol.com/jnrstanley/
For information relating to the IEEE
symposium, go to www.ieee.org
•The original CFA patent can be
researched at www.uspto.gov
Search for patent # 5,155,495.
•A discussion of how electromagnetic
waves are created is included in the
article "Antennas without Maxwell,"
Journal of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering, Australia, Vol. XVIII, No.
4( December 1999), by H.E. Green.
•Recent articles about the CFA and EH
antenna systems are archived in the
Reference Room in Radio World's Web
site at www.rwonline.com
•Two sites that require you to register
and subscribe to online publications
(one for free, one for a fee) are
www.ednmag.com/ednmag/
and
www.antennex.com Both have articles
on the CFA antenna and on electromagnetic theory and practice.

No matter where your remotes take you,
with a Matrix codec, you've got options.
nettenie.w

Comrex Corporation. 65 Nonset Path. Acton, MA 01720
Tel: ( 978) 263-1800 Fax: ( 978) 635-0401 Fax- on- demand: ( 978) 264-9973
Email .info@comrex.com

erately well, just not with high efficiency.
Such short, fat antennas can also exhibit
fairly reasonable bandwidth. On that
basis, the antenna very well may have
useful applications."
The EH antenna, facing the same
efficiency and bandwidth challenges as
the CFA, is about to undergo similar
testing. EH Antenna Systems has
applied for an experimental license at
1590 kHz on the test site being constructed in Eatonton, Ga.
Hart is hopeful that the tests, which
will be conducted by Stu Graham of
Graham
Brockman
Consulting
Engineers, Atlanta, will support his
claims as well.
The EH antenna will be tested against
a 65- foot vertical radiator with a 120radial ground system. Hart said, "When
See ANTENNAS, page 8
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RAI's Fassio on Italian CFA
Former Project Manager Details the Installation
and Performance of a CFA in San Remo, Italy
Crossed- field antenna installations can
be found in other parts of the world,
including Italy, the United Kingdom,
Brazil and Egypt.
Dr. Alberto Fassio of Radiotelevisione
Italiana, the national public service radio,
television and telex broadcaster for Italy,
worked closely on the installation and
testing of aCFA antenna near San Remo
in northern Italy.
Fassio was responsible for RAI's AM
department and was CFA project manager until May of 1999. He then changed
his responsibilities to TV, FM, digital
video broadcasting and Eureka 147 DAB
installations.
Installed last year, the San Remo CFA
is being tested and operated.
RW Technical Adviser Thomas R.
McGinley conducted an e-mail interview
with Fassio regarding his experiences
with this CFA antenna.

contact Mr. Kabbary in Egypt. Iwent to
Cairo, Egypt, in January 1995 to survey
the Tanta installation where Ievaluated
the behavior of their 6kW CFA.
(Ed. note: Maurice Hateley and Fathi
Kabbary are two of the the inventors of the
antenna.)
Due to the fact that this CFA was a
very small structure, it seemed a very
good solution for many of our AM transmission sites. RAI decided to build and
test one in Italy. The test site is at San
Remo with an old 6 kW transmitter on
1182 kHz.
Even though the contract was awarded
in late 1996, RAI and RAI WAY, our new
company in charge of RF installations and
maintenance, both had problems with the
local city council and the Italian laws
governing electromagnetic pollution. That
stopped the works for about two years
until 1999 when the installation began.

RW: You were closely involved with the
successful installation of a CFA antenna.
Tell us more about it. Where exactly is it
and who owns it and/or paid for the
installation? What frequency and power
input are used?
Fassio: Idiscovered the CFA while reading Wireless World in 1994. Ithen contacted Mr. Hateley and asked him how to

RW: Who installed and measured its performance?
Fassio: The installation was handled by
Kabbary himself with an Egyptian assistant, according to the terms of the contract. RAI WAY and Kabbary did alot of
measurements in the region around the
site with good results.
Field strength values of the CFA measured very close to those radiated by the
old 80-m mast, which was removed. (
80
meters is 262.4 feet or 0.31 wavelength
at 1182 kHz. That is a " tall quarterwave" tower.)

Antennas
Continued from page 7

that test data is available, it will be
furnished to all interested parties." He
hopes that EH Antenna Systems will
receive its authorization to test soon.
Waiting for data
Broadcasters want hard evidence
on the performance of both the CFA
and EH antennas before they can
believe the manufacturers' claims.
"The FCC and others will almost
assuredly not accept anecdotal evidence: they require comprehensive,
hard data," said Milford Smith, vice
president, engineering for Greater
Media Inc.
Carl Gluck, vice president of
technical research for Salem
Communications Inc., agreed. He
wants to see an FCC directional
proof of performance conducted.
"If you could turn the thing on and
prove that it works, how can you
refute hard data?"
Once the single antenna questions
are answered, the effect that might be
most beneficial to U.S. broadcasters is
how these antennas might be used in a
directional antenna array.
Cost for both products is unknown.
Richer said the CFA will be priced by
power requirements with atypical 10
kW antenna going for about
$250,000, installed and tested.
Hart estimates the EH antenna may
be priced as low as $ 40,000, but
prefers to wait to give firm numbers
until the tests are complete.

RW: What did it cost to install? Who created the design?
Fassio: The installation was not expensive. Icannot provide the exact amount.
Kabbary designed and installed it as I
said before.
Different installation?
RW: Did this CFA antenna replace a
conventional vertical antenna with a
buried ground system? Does this CFA
antenna differ in any significant way
from those installed in Egypt?
Fassio: Yes, it did replace the 80- meter
vertical mast but for the moment is still
under test. Our CFA is similar to the
Egyptian CFA, but Icannot comment
about their phasor since Iwas not able to
see it at the time of my visit in Tanta.
RW: Were complete " before and after"
.
field measurements of the old antenna
and the new CFA taken? What was the
average effective ground conductivity of
the area around this antenna?
Fassio: The measurements were completed after the time Ileft the project so
Ihave not seen those papers. The average effective conductivity is low along
the cost but it increases to the north of
the site towards the mountains. Ido not
have the data with me.
RW: What specific measurement methods
and test equipment were employed to
evaluate its performance?
Fassio: Field measurements were made
by aportable field intensity receiver. The
phasor was tuned up with an HP 8753C

network analyzer.
The RAI AM department is waiting to
do other measurements regarding efficiency. Iwant to point out that for us as
broadcasters, it was important to replace

and running and you have 20/20 hindsight, what would you have done differently in its implementation?
Fassio: If any future installations of CFA
antennas are done, the work will be done
by an Italian installer. The installation was
not carried out in the same way as we normally do, requesting a local company.
This was an experiment and it was more
easily accepted by the authorities that way.

San Remo, Italy CFA installation
the old mast with asmall antenna, due to
the laws, as Isaid before.
It is not our core business to perform
specific studies on it. We are not a
research center. So all special measurements will be made later, taking into
account the free time our AM department
will have for that.
RW: Were the measurement results ever
made public.? If not yet, will they be? Did
the achieved performance match your
expectations?
Fassio: Yes. The final measurements
matched the designer's and our expectations. Further details will be available in
the near future.
Tlricky modifications
RW: How long did it take to construct
and tune up the antenna to achieve the
performance it is producing now? What
specific problems did you encounter, if
any, in getting it to perform properly? Is
it hard or "tricky" to get tuned up?
Fassio: The antenna was built in three
weeks and the tuneup was tricky. The
phasor design was changed due to modifications that were necessary during the
assembly of the disc and its distance to
ground. So the phasor needed some mods.
RW: Was the antenna intended to deliver
any skywave coverage? If so, was skywave
performance measured or evaluated?
Fassio: No.- No skywave was requested.
RW: Now that this CFA antenna is up

RW: Do you think that the CFA antenna
is truly a scientific breakthrough in
antenna design?
Fassio: As Isaid, it is not our business,
especially in AM, to carry out specific
studies on antennas. Ican say that the
CFA solves installation problems and
maintenance costs. And it satisfied concerns of Italian authorities regarding electromagnetic pollution. The near field was
effectively lower than before.
RW: What applications or situations would
be ideal for a CFA antenna and where
would be someplace aCFA antenna would
not be appropriate, in your opinion?
Fassio: Ideal situations for the CFA for
example would be transmitters on top of
buildings or where the broadcaster has
problems with local authorities gaining
permission to erect masts. Icannot say
anything about the "not appropriate" situations because the tests we conducted
were limited.
RW: Would you recommend the CFA
antenna to others?
Fassio: Irecommend it for anyone to
test. All broadcasters have their own specific problems. For me, it is not important
to decide if the Kabbary theory is right or
wrong or to push atheory against someone who thinks " Maxwell is Maxwell
and its theory cannot be changed."
The important thing, for a company
making abusiness decision, is to find a
solution to aproblem to possibly reduce
the expenses. And the CFA does that. e
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As the Sun Sets on Kennard Era
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON Are radio engineers
and other executives going to remember
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard mostly as
the man who brought them low-power
FM? What is his legacy? And how might
politics affect the makeup of the FCC
next year?
-Kennard, aDemocrat, is likely to leave
his post in 2001. Publicly, he has said he
intends to fill out his term to its completion
in June. But most observers believe
Kennard will step down sooner if
Republican George W. Bush assumes
office as president. That outcome was still
uncertain in late November.
But even under aPresident Al Gore,
Kennard is not expected to stay beyond
next summer, having served his term as
chairman since 1997 and as FCC general
counsel before that.
His term will be remembered for more
than just the low-power FM debate.
Common sense
Kennard is the first African-American
chairman of the FCC. When asked how he
would lead the agency when he became
chairman at the end of 1997, Kennard said
common sense would prevail. He
expressed reservations about the pace of
station consolidation since passage of the
Telecom Act.
Protecting the public interest, eliminating obsolete rules and regulating
only enough to promote competition
were among his stated goals when he
became chairman.
When Kennard took office, the agency
was still implementing portions of the
Telecom Act not related to radio.
His agency saw the proliferation of
wireless services and the growth of the
Internet. It's still grappling with how to
provide sufficient spectrum for everincreasing demand by potential users.
One of the first broadcast issues
Kennard sought to explore was whether the
FCC should ban broadcast liquor ads as
part of protecting the public interest.
Although aformal inquiry into the issue
died in the face of congressional opposition, broadcasters created their own selfimposed versions of aban. Beer and wine
ads, which make up the majority of alcoholic beverage advertising, escaped change.
For broadcasters, Kennard has paid particular attention to trying to increase diversity, both in ownership of broadcast stations and in station hiring practices.
Kennard encouraged broadcasters to start
funds to help minorities invest in stations.
The commission also revamped its EEO
rules during his chairmanship.
The FCC moved to electronic filing and
streamlined much of broadcasters' paperwork requirements during his term.
"Trying to renew alicense 15 or more
years ago was an incredible undertaking,"
said Frank Montero, who recently completed a stint as director of the FCC's
Office of Communications Business
Opportunities and is now a partner of
ShawPittman. "That's all changing."
The agency streamlined its offices during Kennard's term. Separate tasks were
combined a year ago in the new
Enforcement Bureau, under which 180
illegal station operators have since been
shut down.
In his first interview as chairman with a

radio trade publication, Kennard told
Radio World in January 1998 that lowpower FM was the hot issue he intended to
explore. He said many people lacked
opportunity to own or work at stations, and
he wanted to change that by creating anew
low-power class of FM stations.
Former commissioner Andrew Barrett, a
Republican, said he wasn't sure Kennard
would achieve his goals, depending how
LPFM is implemented, but said "I'm not
going to criticize him for believing it."
"If you look at people who own property," he said, "none of us wants to be regulated and we don't want to change."
Throughout his term, Kennard has said
he wants to show restraint and not rush to
regulate the Internet (see page 3). The FCC
has made some "Net-impacting decisions,"
said former commissioner Rachelle Chong.
She said those decisions include regulation on items like a standards battle
between the cable and television industries
over interactive personal TV; reciprocal
compensation issues for Internet-bound
traffic; whether IP telephony gets regulated
under traditional common-carrier regulations; and whether nonaffiliated ISPs can
get government-mandated access to cable
modem systems.
However, Chong said, "To the extent
hey (the current commissioners) leave,

anything is possible given that Internet policy is atrendy political football for politicians, much like TV violence."
The president appoints the FCC chairman. The person he chooses must have
been confirmed by the Senate as acommissioner. Therefore, if Bush takes office,
he may appoint any of the current commissioners as chairman, but presumably he
would choose Republican Commissioners
Michael Powell or Harold Furtchgott-Roth
as chairman or acting chairman in January.
Selection
Should the président want to select as
chairman someone not already on the
agency, that person must go through the
Senate confirmation process, and the president must first select an acting chairman.
The balance of power on the commission will depend on the outcome of the
election. But in any event, the makeup of
the commission's top leaders and staffers
will change as at least two seats, and possibly three, would be vacated in 2001. How
many commissioners leave and when that
happens depends, in part, on the outcome
of the election.
Under aGOP White House, the majority of the commissioners would shift from
the current Democratic majority to a3-2
Republican tilt.
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The seats of Democrat Susan Ness and
Republican Furchtgott-Roth would be
available right away for the next administration to fill. If he steps down early,
Kennard's seat would also be available. If
he doesn't, that seat opens up June 30.
Furchtgott-Roth's term expired in June.
President Clinton has renominated Ness
to asecond term, but her confirmation has
been held up in the Senate. Depending on
who's elected, she may receive aone-year
appointment during the congressional
recess. However, she can only stay until
next fall, at the end of the first session of
the 107th session of Congress — if she's
not replaced before then. A so-called
"recess appointment" does not guarantee
her afull extra year.
Both Ness and Furchtgott-Roth could
either be reappointed for full five-year
terms, or replaced, depending on which
political party would be in the majority.
Replacements would need Senate confirmation. Powell's term ends in June of
2002; Democrat Gloria Tristani's term is
up ayear later.
Realistically, FCC commissioners
would be far down on the priority list of
confirmation hearings. Like any political
appointees, their confirmation is subject
to a certain amount of horse- trading
between the White House and the Senate
as members of the administration and
Congress review their political appointee
list, say observers. That means the new
FCC may not be completely in place for
several months.

Patten Was aDigital 'Bridge'
by Gregory J Robb
NEVADA CITY, Calif.Where the
imagination goes, so went the late
Michael D. Patten, co-founder, chief technology officer and chairman of GrahamPatten Systems. His engineering designs
spawned ageneration of digital audio
mixers that have been adopted by audiophiles all over the world, industry colleagues said. They saw Patten as abridge
that allowed broadcasters to drive from
the analog age into the digital era.
Patten, who died recently at the age of
53, saw digital before digital even came
about, from his first-class honors graduation, with a Bachelor of Science degree
from the United Kingdom's University of
Birmingham.
The young Patten began his extensive
work on digital technology at Standard
Telecommunications Laboratories, the
British research center of ITT Industries
Inc. He assisted in the development of the
first high-fidelity 12-bit audio digitizers
and designed one of the first digitizers for
Phase Alternation Line television signals.
Go digital ...
Mike Patten's exploration of digital
technology took off when, in 1975, the
Grass Valley Group Inc. recruited him to
pursue the development of digital television. His was the imagination behind several of GVG's most successful video production switchers and digital video effects
systems.
Tim Prouty, formerly asales representative at Graham- Patten, said Patten
helped to drive the transition from analog
to digital.
"People were still designing analog circuits and were still designing things with a
pencil. When you go back to the early

'80s, that's just the way it was done.'
Patten left GVG in 1980 to form
Graham-Patten Systems in California's
Sierra foothills. There, the company
enjoyed an industry coup with Patten at
the helm. Jim Ward, Graham-Patten's
chief financial officer and co-founding
member, remembers Graham-Patten's
claim to fame.
"Some of the
engineering people
from ABC contacted
Mike ... and had him
design and build an
audio mixer for the
1984
Olympic
Games."
Patten is remembered for his precision.
Friends Michael Patten
describe aperfectionist who took his time
and polished what he did. Patten's trademark was the efficiency of his product.
Howard Mullinack, the CEO of
Graham-Patten Systems, confirmed that
Patten's knowledge provided acrucial
competitive edge.
"Mike knew how to put atremendous
amount of power into a very small
amount of code. The amount of present
power available on the (early) chips was
somewhat limited. But he was able to
squeeze the last 99.9 percent out of it."
Mullinack characterized Patten as the
perfect engineering partner.
"He was extremely focused on detail,
and recognized that his area of expertise
was in technology. And ( he) was more
than happy to let me and other people run
the rest of the company," said Mullinack,
who had only known Patten for about a
year.
The industry appeared to be similarly
impressed with Patten's work. In 1991,

The Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences awarded Patten aTechnical
Emmy for the D/ESAM line of GrahamPatten edit suite audio mixers.
"He never really stepped up and took
credit for (his work). As far as he was concerned, this was ajoint effort, acompany
effort. He was willing to stand up and
accept an Emmy for the product, but he
did it on behalf of the team," Prouty said.
He said success stemmed from
Patten's expertise for the details of awellconceived idea. "Where Graham-Patten
was very different was coming out with
an idea of ... handling audio editing the
same way you would handle video."
Legendary
Patten was also an extraordinary person, said colleagues. Many ajoke has
been chortled at the expense of the "engineer's personality" — adinosaur-sized
stoic attitude that has made the broadcast
engineer alegendary figure.
"I mean, he (Patten) would be the first
one up on the dance floor at the
Christmas party, or even wear the scarecrow thing for Halloween," said James
Ward, CFO of Graham- Patten. "I'm a
financial guy and ( am) somewhat electronically challenged. So he would
always be there to help in any he could.
He was an awfully nice guy."
Patten's ideas inspired anew generation that, under his tutelage, developed
into what many industry insiders say are
superior engineers in the specialty of
Digital Signal Processing code.
Mike Patten died of asudden stroke on
Sept. 14. He is survived by his wife.
Pamela, his mother and his sister.
Company executives had not decided
by press time whether or how to fill
Patten's position.
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took $400,000 of the family cigar fortune
and bought CBS Radio. He told his son
to go run the company.
No one thought that radio would
amount to much. NBC was only two years
old and was struggling. CBS was in worse
shape. It had only 16 affiliates. It was losing money. CBS didn't even own asingle
radio station. Paley was 27 years old in
1928 and had no broadcasting experience.
But Paley understood something very
important about radio. He understood
that the power of radio was in its reach.
When Paley came to broadcasting, the
networks sold programming to radio stations. The radio stations bought the programming, so they were the clients.
Paley developed anew business model. He just gave the programming away to
the stations, to get the widest distribution.
and made the advertisers his clients.
Paley shifted the paradigm in radio,
and in the process, he jumpstarted an
industry that became the most important
cultural medium of his time.
He stood the conventional business
model on its head. He thought outside the
box. You in this room are not only thinking outside the box, you've got a whole
new box, and it's called the Internet. Iam
confident that you will use it to shift the
paradigm and forever change the way
people use the telephone in this country.
So here we are, present at the creation
of the IP telephony revolution.
You only have 1percent of the voice
traffic in this nation.
Iwas thinking about the top reasons to
encourage IP telephony. Ihad 10 reasons,
but we are streamlining at the commission, so now Ihave only 5.
• The string and two-paper-cup phone
system we have between the FCC and the
White House has gotten notoriously
unreliable lately.
•So telemarketers can find ever-cheaper
ways to harass people during the dinner
hour.
•So we can actually get some equipment
at these conferences, instead of just consultants.
• So Net- savvy teens will finally free up
the traditional phone for their tech-illiterate parents.
• Because when you're angry it's so
much more satisfying to slam down the
mouse.

'-•

Then and now
Of course, IP telephony would not
have been possible without the birth of
the Internet.
The role of the government in the new
economy is hotly debated these days, but
Iwill tell you that much of the new economy could not have happened without
government. ...

'My top priority

When technologists began to use the
telephone network for "enhanced services" in the 1980s, we declined to regulate those services, paving the way for
the unregulated Internet. ...
In the mid- 1990s, the whole process
culminated with the passage of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996. That
act radically departed from the past by
taking two big steps:
First, it ended the 100- year- old
monopoly franchise over the last mile;
and, second, it embraced competition as
the organizing principle for the future.
My tenure at the FCC has been devoted to implementing the 1996 Act. We
have moved aggressively to open up the
last mile to competition from anyone
willing to invest in bringing the
American public competitive choice in
phone service.

at the FCC is to get

high-speed broadband access into every
home and hamlet in this country.'

In the 1960s, the federal government
funded a Defense Department computer
network called ARPANET, and the
National Science Foundation worked to
extend this nascent net to universities and
industry.
But the ARPANET was a long way
from the network the Internet is today. To
create that, you had to crisscross the
country with a transport backbone and
get cheap modems and computers into
America's homes and offices.
The FCC's initial instincts were right:
Allow entrepreneurs to innovate, and
trust the American people to choose the
technology they want. When telephonerelated equipment like computers and
modems and their software surfaced in
the 1970s, we did not regulate them. And
we told the monopoly phone companies
that you had to allow people to plug them
into the network.
In the 1980s, government broke up
AT&T and opened up competition in
long-distance services. Investment
flowed into long distance, laying the
foundation for the Internet backbone.

That's why we have so much competitive local access to the Internet today. ...
Our wireless policies today are
encouraging the migration of the Internet
from our desktops to the palms of our
hands.
Now my top priority at the FCC is to
get high-speed broadband access into
every home and hamlet in this country. ...
Americans on the Internet jumped
from about 3 million in 1994 to more
than 130 million today, and virtually
every country on the planet is following
our lead in opening markets and creating
opportunities for entrepreneurs.
Your industry is on the map now. How
do Iknow that? ... Iam beginning to
hear calls for alevel playing field. ...
Today, people are telling me that voice
communications, whether delivered by
the Internet or the traditional phone companies, should be treated the same:
licensed the same, regulated the same
and taxed the same. In other words, more
regulation for IP telephony. ...
During this transition, the answer is
not to saddle nascent technology with the

Photo: Leslie Stimson

Kennard

You may have 1percent of the voice
traffic now, but estimates are that in five
years you will have 15 percent of the
traffic. Industry estimates (predict) that in
just three years, 300 million people
worldwide will be using voice over the
Internet.
Iam convinced that once Americans
discover the cost and functionality of IP
telephony, they will leave the circuitswitched world forever.
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FCC Chairman Bill Kennard
increasingly obsolete legacy regulations
of the past.
It's not that one playing field is level
and the other is not. They're two different
playing fields.
Their architectures fundamentally differ. and so should their rules.
Sword and shield
Ialso think that regulation is too often
used as ashield, to protect the status quo
from new competition — often in the form
of smaller, hungrier competitors — and
too infrequently as asword, to cut apathway for new competitors to compete by
creating new networks and services....
Like the emerging broadcast industry
at the time of Bill Paley, now is the time
for you to invent new paradigms, new
ways of using your technology to provide
service to the public.
You need to be working on new applications and new business models, on perfecting your technology.
The best thing we can do for ourselves
is to give you the time and space to create
and grow.
So that is my pledge to you: to stay out
of your way. ...
Isupport and applaud the independence of the Internet, including the delivery of voice traffic over the Internet.
And Ialso oppose any plan to levy any
new fees or taxes on IP telephony ... here
is all Iask in return.
Design the curb cuts in your products
and your services now. Make them
accessible. ...
Give attention to the kinds of problems
the Internet must resolve if it is to be the
truly democratic medium that it can be,
problems of privacy and copyright, of consumer protection and access for all. •

All FM transmitters are not created equal
But they're pretty darned close
We think Bext transmitters last alittle longer, sound alittle better and cause fewer total trips up the mountain than our competitors'. But within reason, all the major manufacturers turn out identical performance. Unless you go to the cheaper brands,
you should expect well-engineered products that work reliably.

So why buy Bext?

Bext is known for excellent, stable, great-sounding FM exciters. We pioneered the frequency-agile

exciter in 1985. Our high-powered transmitters are just as well made. And our pricing is still lower than the Big Three.

And the company?

If you've had RF trouble, try Bext. Engineers who try us come back. Maybe it's because all we do is

RF, or it could be the support...or we like to think it's the family atmosphere...the way we treat our customers.

Any Special Offers?

All the time. Right now, we've put together afrequency- agile solid state 1kVV FM transmitter with

2- bay antenna, listed in our catalog at 512,075, on sale for alimited time at $ 8,760. It would make agreat backup, huh?

RF innovations for the broadcast world since 1985 muff
—
1045 Tenth Ave San Diego CA 92101 • USA • 619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474 • mail@bext.com • www.bext.com
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Rambling Without Gambling
A Leading New York Broadcaster Ponders Whether
Radio Still Has a Place for Older Listeners
William O'Shaughnessy
George Plimpton once called radio "a
nifty, little device ... a marvelous companion which follows us damn near
everywhere." E.B. White observed long
ago that "aradio was more than abox or
kitchen appliance." Radio is still the
medium closest to the people because it
is free and "over the air."
Former New York Governor Mario
Cuomo ( who still does an intelligent,
highly literate weekly show on upstate
public radio stations) likes to remind
broadcasters that the instruments of communication which reside in their care and
keeping have the potential to resemble
more than ajukebox.
75-year ramble
With his customary eloquence, Cuomo
advises us that aradio station can resemble aplatform or forum, which can make
a community " stronger, better ... even
sweeter ... than it is."
Radio is like the biblical Lazarus.
Television couldn't kill it. Cable and the
Internet couldn't do it in. Maybe the only
thing that can conquer radio is radio
itself. And its listeners.
These thoughts occurred to me when

Newsday's Peter Goodman delivered the
sad news that John R. Gambling was
leaving WOR.

Today,

Imus brings to his many fans. And
Gambling the Younger's benign, lowkey ( dare Isay: pleasant?) performances were never accompanied by the
dazzling production values and quickness of Scott Shannon.
Gambling was a morning man the

the sad truth is that stations are

worth more ' in play' among speculators than
they are being operated as radio stations.

Gambling's departure marks the end of
the longest- running family franchise on
New York radio. For 75 years through
war, turmoil, social change and prosperity, aGambling has presided over WOR's
morning show. " Rambling With
Gambling" was the oldest, permanent,
established, floating early-morning radio
program in the nation.
John R. Gambling did not have the
edginess and occasional vulgarity of
Howard Stern or the rich admixture of
social commentary and bombast Don

way the listeners of our father's time
imagined them to be: agreeable, comforting, reassuring reasonable, nonthreatening, optimistic, hopeful. And
he was a mighty good, reliable companion. These were qualities and
attributes handed down to him by his
father John A. Gambling and grandfather John B. Gambling.
It was a matter of breeding and good
bloodlines which enabled him to produce
"family entertainment" that was a welcome and reliable in homes all over the
metropolitan area.

No matter the terrors, disappointments and loneliness of the previous
night, there, for seven decades, was the
comforting, soothing voice of a
Gambling to reassure us, get us centered and help us greet a new day by
dawn's early light. It seemed like it was
ever thus around here. They were an
enduring and endearing fixture of great
value and warmth in our lives.
No trash
"I liked the Gamblings because they
were clean, friendly and ... nice," said
Grace Sensbach, aWestchester woman
who collects antiques ( no pun intended!) and was very upset by recent
developments at 710 on the AM dial.
She was too much of a lady to point
out that John Gambling also lacked a
"trash mouth," which appellation has
been affixed to some of Mr. Gambling's
contemporary competitors.
So John R. Gambling's departure is
an unwelcome sign of the times. It is
not unlike the disappearance of the
family farm on the airwaves. Today, the
sad truth is that stations are worth more
"in play" among speculators than they
are being operated as radio stations.
Most frequencies in the New York
area have now fallen to speculators and
absentee owners. "Asset managers"
have replaces the old-time, independent
broadcasters who once considered
theirs aprofession instead of an industry. The quaint notion that a radio station operates as apublic trust is now a
hollow echo from the halcyon days of
broadcasting.
See GAMBLING, page 16
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RFS Broadcast

N3WS HAPPENS,
... and now RWOnline brings it to your desktop every day.

EA

Introducing

new feature on RWOnline

Every business day the Radio World editorial staff will provide you with the latest in radio news
and technology. Begin your work day with the scoop on:

•Digital Radio

•New Product Launches

•Mergers and Acquisitions

•Who's Doing What and When

•FCC Regulations

•Trade Show Coverage

Every two weeks, you depend on Radio World to provide you with in-depth coverage
of all the happenings in radio. Now turn to www.rwonline.com to provide you
the same excellent coverage - every weekday!

Spomored br

flet your RW NewsBytes NOW!
n'•:;„e„ , www.rwonline.com/dailynews
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Total Systems Solutions
for FM Radio
• Complete RF Systems
for FM Radio
• Broadband or Single
channel
• Feeders, rigid line,
switching units, pressurization equipment
• Range of combiners
from Starpoint
through to Balanced
• Horizontal, vertical
and circularly polarized applications

RES Broadcast
59 Dodge Ave
North Haven CT, 06473
tel +1203 239 3311
fax +1203 239 9260
info@rfsbroadeast.com
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Talk radio is suddenly intimate

Telos TWO —
Dual Digital Phone Hybrid
Two independent digital hybrids connect to a single
ISDN ( BRI) line for the highest possible caller quality.

Telos 2101 —
Multi-Studio Talkshow System
Dynamically allocate ISDN PRI (T-1 or E-1) lines across your entire facility.
Expandable up to 120 simultaneous callers and 32 studios.

Telas Digital Talkshow Systems
It takes you by surprise: the occasional
phone call so clear and clean, you'd
swear your caller was in the very
next nom. What if your callers could
always sound this close and personal?
Introducing the new generation of
digital talk show systems from Telos.
With intuitive, easy- to- use controls
that lelp make your talk segments
smooth and error free (whether you're
juggling a few calls or a few dozen)
and the 'latest advances in digital
phone hybrids from the company that
invented them. Never have your callers
sounded

so consistently loud

and

crystal clear - it's the next best thing to
having them there. Don't just talk to
your audience... get intimate.

Telos Systems. Connected.
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Tees TWOx12 Integrated Talk.show System
Using P0 -3ar ISDN lines, the T \A/Ox' 2handles up to 12 callers on two

digital hybrids

www.telos-systems.com

The intuitive phone controller tames even the wildest talk shows

TELOS

SYSTEMS
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AME:11CA

+ 1.216.241.7225 •

TELOS

SYSTEMS

EUROPE

+ 49.81.61.42.467
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Gambling

veteran general manager, are both enormously respected for their generosity
and stewardship.

sliiiting demographics dictated by
Madison Avenue marketers who crave
only the hip, young and impressionable.

Continued from page 13

Truth to tell, it would be nice to
blame Mr. Gambling's demise on one
of the aggressive, new business school
MBA gunslingers who now populate
the ranks of our tribe as aresult of consolidation.
Broadcasting family

But WOR is controlled by the scion
of a great broadcasting family. The
Buckleys are an altogether benevolent
bunch compared to some of the conglomerateurs now preying on the electronic media in every community. Rick
Buckley and Bob Bruno, his affable,

No matter

the terrors, disappointments

and loneliness of the previous night, there,
for seven decades, was the comforting,
soothing voice of a Gambling to reassure us.

But in this day and age, even a nice
family like the Buckleys has to make
"prudent" business decisions based on

It has happened before. And all too
often. Iget a flash of déjà vu as my
thoughts drifts back to the once glori-

full info streamingmedia.comi ll

business - technology - content
CONFIRMED

KEYNOTES:
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Microsoft Corp.
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A
Ken Williams
,

es,dent 6 CEO

Stan Lee Media

Paul Berberian

ous WNEW with the incomparable
William B. Williams and programs like
"The Make -Believe Ballroom" and
"The Milkman's Matinee."
The much lamented DJs and greatly
missed air personalities of the 1960s,
'70s and ' 80s merely had to entertain.
Now radio performers are called on to
titillate, distract and shock us. And they
must have never, ever, under any circumstances, cause us to think about anything
of redeeming social value or the great
issues of the day.
Room for nice
Although one has to acknowledge that
the problems and pressures facing society are quite different in this high-tech,
electronic, speeded- up day and age, I
wonder if there is any room left on the
airwaves for performers who are only as
"clean, friendly and nice" as Mr.
Gambling. Ultimately, only the discretion of the audience will determine
whether there is any room for taste, class
or grace notes on the airwaves. WOR
didn't let young Gambling go. We did.
RS. There may be some hopeful signs
that civility is not completely lost to the
popular culture. Recently Iencountered
74-year-old Tony Bennett in Manhattan
telling one and all at a party that his
recent concert at the vast Radio City
Music Hall was " Sold Out" with not
even "Standing Room Only."
And then Michael Carney ( Art's
nephew), leader of the hottest society swing band in the country, called to
report that the song most requested for
the first dance at weddings is now
Jerome Kern's lovely classic "The Way
You Look Tonight."
But this doesn't lessen the sadness that
accompanies John Gambling's dismissal.
Gambling's father John A. Gambling
was inducted into the Radio Hall of
Fame last month.
William O'Shaughnessy is president
of Whitney Radio/WVOX(AM) and
WRTN(FM) in New Rochelle, N.Y He is
aformer president of the New York State
Broadcasters association and former
NAB Radio Board member.

Co- Founder.
President d CEO
Evoke Ommortications

Broadcasting has come along way.
How far will it go...?
DECEMBER 12TH - 14TH 2000
San Jose McEnery Convention Center
Profit from the 100 million channel universe

STREAMING
MEDIA
WEST 2000

The World's Largest Internet Audio & Video Event
The World's Largest Broadband Content Marketplace
The Industry Meeting Place

CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION
6 Dynamic Keynotes - 250 Visionary Speakers - 300 Cutting- edge Exhibitors - 15,000 Enlightened Attendees
Full Conference info &

web www.streamIngmedla.com/west

email
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Exhibitiry, with pre- registration:

regIsterstreamingmedla.com

call 1 ( 888) 301-8890

or from outside the U.S. call +1415 593 4800
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The Seven- Foot-Tall
Crowd Magnet
R&D Innovations offers the
Super Prize Machine, a customized
standalone, interactive game with a
sound system. No setup or breakdown is needed.
"It's like a giant slot machine,"
said Scott Leonaggeo, president of
R&D Innovations.
Players are challenged to pull the
handle on the seven- foot- tall
machine to win prizes promoted by
station personalities.
The SPM also has a wireless
microphone connection, " so the
jocks can stand near by and do a
'Coney' thing to draw people over,"
said Leonaggeo. The Super Prize
Machine panel allows the station to
place their call letters or sponsors'
logos.
The Showcase Remote Booth is
another product designed for live
broadcasts.
For information contact R&D
Innovations at ( 800) 852-9706 or
visit www.superprizemachine.com
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Even among professional CD

The CDR-W66 ( not shown) adds

recorders, the Sony CDR- W33

balanced XLR analog and AES/EBU

and CDR-W66 stand apart.

digital I/O plus 2X speed duplication

Three DSP functions fine-tune

with asecond CDR-W66.

your sources.* There's alimiter
with adjustable ratio. A 3-band
EQ. And Super Bit Mapping®
circuitry that captures near 20- bit
quality on industry-standard 16-bit
compact discs. Conveniences
include wired or wireless remote
operation and even aPC keyboard
input for CD TEXT- entry. Sony's
24- bit A/D and D/A converters

The Sony CDR-W33 and CDR-W66
deliver the design and operational
capabilities that professional
applications require. And you
get every last bit of performance
without spending your every last
dime. To find out more, call
1- 800-472-SONY, ext. CDR.
*Analog sources only on CDR-W33.

help maintain resolution.
The CDR- W33 uses standard
unbalanced analog audio, SPDIF
and optical digital I/O.

SONY®
1-800-472-SONY ext. CDR
www.soiecomipmaucrio

02000 Sony Electronics Inc. Al nets rammed. Reproduchon in wholeo, in pert without anitten plane/Son is prohibited.
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LPFM Is an ' Opportunity Wasted'
Dear RW,
In reference to the Sept. 13 LPFM
Reader's Forum ("Low-Power FM: Goat,
Not Hero), it is obvious that Iwas, like
many other people that Iknow here, misinformed as to the purpose of LPFM
licensing and legitimization.
We are in avery remote, isolated rural
community in central Alaska, and the
possibility of obtaining an LPFM license
and going "on the air" has excited anumTHE LPFM EXPERTS
LPB can help you:
FIND a frequency
APPLY with the FCC
BUILD your station
1111111•111innia

LPB

ber of people in the area, especially commercial enterprises.
It was my understanding (and many others' as well) that the impetus for opening
up such licenses was to legitimize/legalize
many of the commercial LPFM pirates that
were, and still are, on the air across the
nation — thus bringing them into the real
radio fold and forcing them to adhere to
the same standards as everyone else.
However, once the FCC went public
with the licensing application process, it
was evident that the licenses were only
open to nonprofit, governmental and/or
educational organizations.

the LPFM was on 103.3. The radio was
situated 1,000 feet from the LPFM tower.
The results were just abit of splash to
the full-powered station that dramatically
disappeared after driving 1mile away from
the LPFM tower. The full-power station
caused drastic interference to the LPFM.
The radio Iused was a 20- year-old
Panasonic RF 2200. Iused my Nissan
digital car radio and achieved the same
results. Ihave done a number of studies
with different situations and have come
to the conclusion that LPFM will not in
any way harm full-power stations.
On this test, the LPFM was on the first

The local populace

adjacent protection above or below its
assigned frequency.
Our local NPR station, KPBS(FM),
also carries reading service for the blind.
They operate atranslator on the lower second-adjacent channel for the Northwest
part of the city. On KPBS, the upper second- adjacent is a translator owned by
Educational Media Foundation, better
known as K-Love. The translator is on the
same mountain as KPBS' transmitter and
operates at 1watt at HAAT of 590 meters.
This translator far exceeds what an LP100 can run and it is only two channels
removed from KPBS' assigned frequency.
In fact, LP- 100 stations are limited to a
See LPFM, page 19

would love to

have access to LPFM, but it would only be
viable on a commercial basis due to the
economy of the region.

www.lptoinc.com
LPB Communications, Inc.

AUDITT1

— Michael K. Godwin

(610) 644-1123
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PRODUCTS for EVERY
BROADCASTER
from the
Specialists in Practical Precision EngineeringTM

Toll free ( 800) 281-2683
Local ( 805) 684-5415
Document Server ( 800) 391-0017
Web Page www.rdlnet.com

Does your company offer a product
or service related to LPFM?

Place your ad on
this page.
Call the Radio World Ad Sales
Department today (
800) 336-3045,
ext.154 for more information.

This greatly disappointed, frustrated
and angered some here. There is only one
radio station in this region ( within 100plus miles) and no TV. The local populace would love to hase access to LPFM,
but it would only be viable on acommercial basis due to the economy of the
region and scant budgets of the nonprofit,
governmental, educational entities.
LPFM could be a godsend to small,
isolated rural communities such as ours.
It appears to most of us here that the
LPFM opportunity has been wasted.
Maybe someday.
Michael K. Godwin
Chief Engineer
U.S. Army Broadcasting Service
Ft. Greely, Alaska
Dear RW,
Iam an engineer for an FM station and
have been for 12 years. Ihave had the
misfortune of listening to the CD that
was presented by the NAB on Capitol
Hill. In my opinion it was the most
ridiculous thing Ihave ever heard.
Iwas furious to hear such nonsense, a
complete misrepresentation of what
would happen in the real world on FM.
Ihave performed some tests on my
own. Iused afull-powered FM radio station 10 miles from an LPFM and deliberately placed it one adjacent away. The
full-powered station is on 103.5 MHz and

adjacent from an existing full-power station. Current FCC rules state it must be
on the third adjacent. You may listen to
my results on the Internet at
http://frank959.homestead.com
This test is very real, unlike the bogus
test at the NAB. It's not the interference
NAB is worried about, it's that an LPFM
might serve the public more efficiently.
Frank Vela
Chief Engineer
WTBH(FM)
Crystal River, Fla.

www.audemat.com
Ph: 978-392-2110
. Fax: 978-392-2287

World Leaders
in Low Power FM

sbs
For full details of the complete
sbs low power FM product range
Contact:

Dear RW,
Our community has applied for aconstruction permit for alow-power FM station that will serve three small communities outside of San Diego, Calif. We will
be the first audio service in the area.
We will serve many unmet local needs
that cannot be met by San Diego broadcasters such as local EAS alerts for local
wild fires, promoting local events, local
news and many other community issues.
Interference is not the real issue for the
NAB or NPR. The technical evidence is
overwhelming that low- power FM stations will not cause harmful interference
to existing full-power stations.
Ilisten to a Mexican station every
morning on the way to work without any
problems, as do many other people in
San Diego. The station has no second-

Broadcasters General Store
(352) 622 7700

urn -Key
LPFM
Systems

-Transmitters
-Mixers
-Mics
-Transmission Line
-Antennas
Wireless Feeds

Simple -Affordable- Reliable
i'lione

770 964.3530

Fax

770 964 2222
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Can't Always Get What You Want
RW Reader Responds to Complaints About
Radio Station Call-Letter Squatting Online
Marvin Cheplco
This is in response to William
Barnett's Guest Commentary in the
Sept. 27 issue concerning online
"squatting" — ownership of domain
names by a third party. Icertainly
understand your unhappiness at finding out that others have claimed something you think of as yours, but ownership of aname is avague concept.
The FCC might assign your radio
station the call sign KRUD, giving you

LPFM
Continued from page 18

HAAT of 450 meters. At one point in time
this translator was operating at 10 watts.
Where was the outcry from either the
blind or sighted community about interference issues?

There hasn't

the right and obligation to so identify
it on the air and in other correspondence. However, that does not give
you the exclusive rights to KRUD in
other activities.
You do not own that unique combination of letters.
What's in a name?
II Iwant to put up an office building
and call it Krud Corner, you probably
would be powerless to stop me, especially if that building was in another
instead of pumping hundreds of thousands of dollars of PAC money into the
halls of Congress to try to buy what they
can't prove.
Broadcast owners were uninvited to
the LPFM party; they cannot apply for
the new stations. These ownership
restrictions are the root of the problem.
They have worked hard to convince
Congress they could not survive if own-

been any public outcry of

interference complaints despite the hundreds of
short-spaced and grandfathered super- powered
FM stations that have been operating for years.
— Norm Scott
There hasn't been any public outcry of
interference complaints despite the hundreds of short- spaced and grandfathered
super-powered FM stations that have been
operating for years. Hundreds of translators are operating at power levels way
above what alow-power FM station will
be able to run due to HAAT restrictions.
If interference was the real issue, the
NAB would have built a low-power station to prove its interference claim

ership caps were kept in place. Now their
worst nightmare has come true: new FM
stations, of which you can only own
ONE — and that one station must be
locally owned.
To make matters worse, the stations
can't be sold. My God, what if this kind
of thinking were to catch on as the FCC
considers other matters like expanding
the FM band? It could be 1934 all over
again! We can only hope.

city and there was no claimed link to
your station.

Iunderstand

19

several William Barnetts in the country. They have just as much right to
that name as you do and to apotential
www. WilliamBarnett.com domain.
As for the outrageous price they
want to charge you for the use of the
domain, that's called free enterprise.

the unhappiness of

finding out others have claimed something
you think of as yours, but ownership of a
name is a vague concept.

Indeed, you don't even own your
personal name. There are probably
The NAB will quench anything or
anyone that even looks like it might try
and take away any of the gains they
paid millions for in the 1996
Telecommunications Act. They don't
care if they have to smear the professional reputations of the FCC chairman
or the chief of the MMB as they tried to
do by passing out to members of
Congress a fraudulent interference CD.
Some in Congress were more than willing to be fools, as they jumped aboard
the NAB $$$ gravy train.
Now the NAB is worried about the
impending invasion from the sky as we
approach the launch of satellite radio.
They are too stupid to realize that right
now the FCC has 1,200 low-power FM
applications — which may be 1,200
more good reasons why the public should
stay tuned to local FM broadcast stations
and not bother with satellite radio.
Just think: if the FCC listened to the
NAB in the past, we would not have FM
broadcasting, cable TV, low-power TV,
satellite radio and now low-power FM.
Wow, a perfect score, Eddie! Now Mr.
Fritts, go to the blackboard and write
"public interest" 100 times. Maybe then
you will understand it is not spelled
shareholder interest!
Norm Scott
Potrero, Calif.

You had the opportunity to buy it
cheap, but because you had no idea the
Internet would be so successful in its
early days, you didn't. Similarly, I
wish Ihad had the foresight to buy
Xerox or Microsoft stock when they
were cheap years ago, but Idoubt
they'd accept that as a valid argument
for selling it to me at alow price today.
Bottom line: you don't own aname,
only the use of it in a particular area
or activity. People who do own something have every right to ask whatever
price they wish for it. You have the
right to refuse or make acounteroffer.
Since there is only one KRUD station, there should be a very limited
market for the www.krud.com domain,
so I'd suggest you make a reasonable
counteroffer and see what happens.
Marvin Chepko is CEO of Veni Vici
Video in Atlanta.
RW welcomes other points of view.
Write to radioworld@imaspub.com
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We understand if you're abit nervous about
trying Spot Traffic, the revolutionary new
Internet spot delivery system. Change can
he scary. However, stations from coast to
coast are finding that Spot Traffic is the
quickest, easiest, and most reliable way to
receive radio spots and traffic instructions.

BE UNAFRAID.
Be very unafraid.

All you need is aweb- connected computer
and your station is ready. No fancy software.
No passwords. No user names. Just point
and click. And did we mention that it's
free? Ah, suddenly it's alot less scary. Call
us today at ( 800) 229-7234 or visit our web
site. We'll hook you up and tell the advertising world that your station is " web- ready".

www.spottralfic.com

SPOT TRAFFIC
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The Mysteries of Diplexing
Sharing an AM Site? Do Your Homework Before
The Design Engineer Shows Up to Start Work
W.C. Alexander
This is the fourth installment in a
series of articles about shared use of
transmitter sites. The previous part
appeared in the Nov. 8issue.
Another forgotten requirement for
diplexing a directional station is the
installation of pass/reject filters in the
antenna monitor. The monitor needs to
be sent back to the manufacturer for this

LABS, INC.

self- impedance measurements should be
made. For driving point impedances, after
inserting the bridge, be careful to readjust
the phasor for the proper phase and ratio
values on the antenna monitor.
This tunes out the insertion effect of
the bridge. Correct all reactance readings
for frequency.
Base currents on all directional elements. Measure diese with atoroidal or
thermocouple ammeter of known accuracy.

FROM CONCEPT
TO OPERATION
K1NTRONICS OFFERS THE
STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGN
SERVICES AND TOP QUALITY
PRODUCTS TO PUT YOUR
STATION ON THE AIR WITH

The goal

is

to create a diplexer that

will be transparent to both the highand low-frequency transmitters.

THE COVERAGE YOU NEED
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

CUSTOM HIGH POWER AM
DIRECTIONAL ARRAY DIPLEXERS

RACK MOUNTABLE MAIN AUX DUMMY
LOAD TRANSFER SWITCHES

ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION, CLIMATECONTROLLED PRE-FAB ANTENNA
TUNING HOUSES OR TRANSMITTER
BUILDINGS

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. BOX 845
BRISTOL, TENNESSEE 37621-0845
PHONE: 423-878-3141 de

Í

FAX: 423-878-4224
EMAIL:
KTL@KINTRONIC.COM
WEB SITE:
http://WWW.KINTRONIC.COM
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for accuracy certification after filter
installation.
Unlike single- frequency antenna tuning
units ( ATUs), which often are constructed
on open- frame chassis with little or no
shielding from other components, diplex
filters must be well shielded from other
components and filters in the system.
This typically means that each filter
must be in a shielded enclosure with no
common walls with other enclosures.
Sometimes this means constructing
the filter in ametal box and inserting that
box into another, common metal housing. Other times it may mean placing the
filter in a completely separate metal
enclosure.
The designer will determine the configuration and layout of the diplexer after
he completes the electrical design and
examines the physical layout of the site.
Checklist
The design engineer will need agood
deal of information before proceeding
with the planning of a diplexer design.
You must provide this information or else
pay apremium for the engineer to come
to your site and gather the information.
Accuracy is everything. Mistakes at
this stage have abig impact on cost and
will cause delays later in the project. Here
is apartial list of information the design
engineer will need to begin directional
and nondirectional diplexer designs:
Self-impedance measurements on both
frequencies for the driven element, and
driving point impedance measurements
on all directional elements in the array
for all modes of operation at the directional frequency. If you have an impedance bridge, oscillator and detector you
can make these measurements yourself.
For self- impedance measurements, be
sure to disconnect all ATU components
from the tower before measuring. If part
of adirectional array, the design engineer
will state whether to float (open) or short
the other towers in the array during the
self- impedance measurement.
Center as well as sideband frequency

The power of both stations for each
mode of operation.
Directional antenna parameters
(phase, field ratios and base current
ratios) of the directional station for each
mode of operation.
Schematic diagrams of all existing
antenna tuning units. If you don't have
the original schematics, you can sketch
some yourself, identifying the values of
all components as best you can.
Capacitors will have values and ratings
stamped on them; coils usually have a
manufacturer's ID plate with the coil valMARKET

PLACE

0.C. White Riser
Has Inside Wiring
Now you can mount your O.C.
White mic boom on a riser, and not
have ugly wires to worry about.

ALLIED
A riser accessory will be available
in February that hides the wires
inside. It has a removable bottom
flange for acustom look. You can use
the bottom flange for a template and
for backup underneath a desk/table,
or bolt the flange to the tabletop.
A black 3-pin XLR-type mic socket is integrated into the riser top.
Custom tops including exotic woods
and compositions are available by
special order in quantities. The riser
height can be customized as well.
The O.C. White product line is now
represented by Allied AirNet Services
and is available from O.C. White
dealers.
For more information e-mail
dbocw@aol.com or call ( 765)935-3893.
See 0.C.
White products at
ocwhite.com/html/microphone_arms.html

ue. Provide copies of any field notes or
other information on the installation and
tuneup that you can find.
A complete and accurate drawing of the
site layout. Pay particular attention to the
vicinity of the tower bases, tuning houses
or tuning units and either make the drawing to scale or give dimensions. This information is critical in planning the mechanical construction and layout of the diplexer.
The design engineer may ask for more
information after reviewing the first set of
data.
The goal is to create a diplexer that
will be transparent to both the high- and
low-frequency transmitters. It must provide excellent isolation, prevent the creation of intermodulation ( IM) products
and provide for the safety of those working at the site.
The amount of success achieved largely depends on the quality and accuracy of
the information you provide.
Ishould mention that it is possible to
combine three or even four AM stations
into one antenna.
In areas where tower sites are few
(such as Hawaii), it is not uncommon to
find several stations sharing one antenna. Adding additional stations simply
means adding additional filters for each
station.
Losses go up and bandwidth often
narrows, but practical compromises often
can be reached. Voltages across insulators
and elsewhere can become quite high
when combining multiple stations, so
concessions have to be made.
Next time we will look at what must
be done to share an FM or TV tower with
an AM station, and vice versa.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting. t
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Dedication ... at What Cost?
Dick Boekeloo
When Iread the Aug. 2 RV article
"The New Face of Engineering," it struck
me as odd that the radio industry even
wonders where the engineers have gone.
Add air talent to the equation, too.
Questions were raised about alack of
dedication and commitment.But Iask:
dedication at what cost?
Contracts and obligations
As acontract engineer. Iam abit of an
oxymoron. After 20 years in radio sales,
management and very minor ownership, I
awoke one morning to realize that, for
me. it was all very unsatisfying.
In the face of government tax policies
that discriminate against the selfemployed, a good salary, profit sharing
and free turbo Z-cars, Ithrew it all away
to start as acontract engineer for $600 a
month.
Was this dedication or stupidity? Both.
No regrets, though.
It offers the unique perspective of
understanding both sides of the desk fully. Even more fascinating, staff members
will tell me their true views now when
they might not dare if Iwere the boss.
There is areason engineers and air talent avoid aradio career; they are rational
beings. It has less to do with money and
everything to do with frustration.
It started with engineers under re-regu-

lation and moved to the air talent when
radio stations started consolidating down
to dysfunctional staff levels. The process
overwhelms the engineer as we pile computers on top of computers into studios
never designed for them. This is despite
automation and not because of it.

My wife

cal backup equipment in kind.
Imay yet get to go, though. I'm optimistic that the $ 30,000 in very old
receivables is going to come in any day
now, so Ican hire my backup for you. All
Ineed is someone irrational enough to
agree to it for aweek.

is going to Hawaii; Icannot. Iam

expected to function around the clock as a parttimer on behalf of stations that will not make a
commitment to critical backup equipment.

From the perspective of smaller market stations selling in the $ 2-$40 a
minute range, here is a smattering of
issues guaranteed to cut the payroll.
As acontractor, stations expect me to
be available 24/7/365 and Iwell understood that going in.
But, wait a minute. My wife is going
to Hawaii with family next spring. I, her
husband, cannot go with her. The reason
is Iam expected to function around the
clock as apart-timer on behalf of stations
that will not make acommitment to criti-

NSN Keeps Your
Network UP!

hour round trip to the airport.
In one fell swoop vanishes the date
with my wife, 10 hours of engineer time,
hours in off- air time and Ireceive 12
calls from people who don't understand
why the tube in a30 year-old FM transmitter can't be bypassed.
Oh, yeah, I'm in agood mood, now.
Taking responsibility
1have some very good stations in my
charge. Iwould expect that my examples would happen in the smaller markets, occasionally. But Ihave also talked
with the $ 2,000- a- minute station engineers who would pen a similar epistle.
The difference in the letter they would
write is it would have more zeros in the
numbers and a lot more of those pesky
purchase orders.
The problem comes down to something so elementary, it is easy to miss.
When you are ready, Mister CEO, go
among the great unwashed and listen. To
start, here is apiece of advice my ex-boss
offered years ago when he promoted me
to manage his stations:

How many times does one depreciate
that good old Marti M3OB RPU?
"If an employee says you are full of
Boss, I'll make you adeal. You agree
bull to your face, take a good look first
to drive and maintain aCorvair and I'll
before you fire him. He just might be
find some way to keep the M30 running,
right and deserve a 'thank you,' instead.
no extra charge.
And never be afraid to hire people at
No? Wait a minute! What was that I least as good, if not better, than you. It
heard about expense control? Or does
will be askill that Icould never afford to
that apply just to the other departments?
lose. And it is why Ihired you."
Larger corporations are fascinating
creatures that create admin staffs someNo wonder Iworked 20 years for him.
what larger than the product staff.
After afew pounds of bull have shed,

This has all the appeal

of Dogbert's

human resource answers to motivation.

Building the world's most
advanced satellite delivery
platform available to the
radio industry.
Call us to find out why
both the small regional
and the nation's
largest networks
utilize NSN.

H
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But, the admin folks are not the ones
asked to give up their "family day" off,
week after week, to do a Sunday afternoon remote at the gun and boat show.
This has all the appeal of Dogbert's
human resource answers to motivation.
What is rational about making the
engineer go to the 30- mile remote tiansmitter site to Coidirm what he warned
about in amemo aweek ago?
The tube was going south, it just finished the trip and there is no spare. It cannot be ordered until morning with an extra
$400 cross-country air freight charge so it
can be installed this evening after the two

one discovers the answers have little to
do with mundane issues like salary. It
is, instead, another form of expense
control.
Iasked up front, "Dedication at what
cost?" From where Isit, practicing attrition in the name of expense control
results in dysfunctional staff levels and
productivity is costing staff their professionalism and families. That is the price
of dedication that a good staff member
will no longer pay.
RW welcomes other points of view.
Send e-mail to the address on the inside
last page.
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Combiner Facility Tops Times Square
Clear Channel Switches on New Auxiliary FM Site
in Condé Nast Building Over Heart of Manhattan
Scott Fybush
Developers don't often have radio in
mind when building a new skyscraper.
But when New York's Durst Organization
decided to build anew 52-story tower in

the heart of Times Square, there was no
question from the beginning that the top
of the building would be an important
element in construction.
The project began with the stations
under Chancellor's ownership. Thanks to

Pack,
Rack • • •
or Stack'em!
Call or
write for
free
detailed
brochure.

•

de l
e

mergers, they subsequently were owned
by AMFM and now Clear Channel.
Today, the structure towers above midtown Manhattan as the home of the
Condé Nast magazine empire. At its peak
sits astate-of-the-art auxiliary FM transmitter site now used by five Clear
Channel radio stations: WHTZ(FM),
WKTU(FM), WAXQ(FM), WTJM(FM)
and WLTW(FM).

Ain • ••••••.......
deb,
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Mono and Stereo Mixers and Expanders
MX100, MX200 & MXS100 Three Input Mic/Line Mixers
XP100 & XPS100 Four Input Companion Expanders

•Low noise Mic/Line switchable Inputs
•Phantom Power • Independent headphone and
Balanced line outputs • Bright 3 color LED meter • XLR connectors
•External power or battery operated • UL & CE Markings
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INCORPORATED
328 W. Maple Avenue. Horsham, PA 19044
Tel: ( 215)443-0330 • ( 800) 959-0307 • Fax: ( 215)443-0394 • http://www.atiguys.com

In addition to the space Clear Channel
leases, there's room for seven more auxiliary FM sites, with the possibility of digital TV transmitters in the future.
As the plans were drawn up for 4
Times Square, Durst hired Riser
Management of Burlington, Vt., to contact the city's broadcasters.
"They did ageneral mailing to all the
engineers in New York City, telling them
they were building acommunications site
on top of their new building and looking
for broadcasters to go on amaster antenna," said John Lyons, chief engineer of
WAXQ(FM). "They wanted to make it a

communications site and they wanted to
do it right."
Doing it right ended up costing about
$2 million, a budget split between the
broadcasters and Durst.
Because of the new federal RF exposure rules, the stations at Empire State
found themselves unable to use the backup master antenna lower down on that
building.
"The standard for RFR dropped to 10
percent of what it was," Lyons said.
He said if more than four stations
switched from Empire's ERI master
antenna to the Alford backup antenna
lower down on the building, the new
standards would have forced Empire's
86th- floor observation deck to close,
clearly an unacceptable outcome for one
of the city's top tourist destinations.
The audience was receptive for Riser's
pitch.
•"They were obviously talking to the
other big players — CBS and Emmis,"
said Lyons.
In the end, though, it was Chancellor
that stepped up to the plate and signed
the contract that gave it "pioneer status"
on the roof of 4Times Square.
As a pioneer, Chancellor could help
design the building's FM facilities. Other
groups interested in the site later would
See NYC, page 25
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have to work with the equipment installed by Chancellor
and Riser.
"(Riser) decided that if there were problems, they
could solve them better if they just had one broadcaster
to bark at instead of several," Lyons said.
The design process began as the building was constructed.
"The first time Iwas up on the top of the building, I
was standing there with just steel and God. There was

band," said Bob Surette, manager of RF engineering at
Shively.
Shively engineers had worked with Riser during the
design process, exchanging engineering CAD drawings
to make sure the antenna and the support structure were
matched perfectly.

:APT 10IN S
Photo 1
4 Times Square as viewed from the southeast
Note antenna atop building.
Photo 2
Electricians move one of the Shively combiner
modules into place on the frame.
Photo 3
Myat 3- 1/8inch transmission line on a unistrut
frame to the input section of the Shively combiner
modules (one per station).

nothing else there," said Lyons.
The contract with Riser and Durst gave Chancellor
about 600 square feet, a 1,750 kW generator and anearly blank slate to choose the rest of the site's equipment.
Because this was one of the most prominent new
buildings in New York, architectural requirements were
already in place for the antenna structure. The building,
leased to Condé Nast, was to be crowned with asquare
mast, requiring afour-sided panel antenna.
The choice was aShively 6016, which is designed for
afour-sided structure.
"It has avery omnidirectional pattern across the FM

Photo 4
Wyat line after penetration from combiner room
into Clear Channel transmitter room for connection
to Harris Z10 transmitters. Line layout was
designed to minimize elbows and for ascetic value.
Facade wall was cut to tightly wrap the transmitters and racks to force air through the racks and
transmitters.

"Because Riser had spent so much time designing
our antenna into their building, it was probably aforegone conclusion of what they would use," said Surette.
Shively also supplied its model 2540 combiner to
the project, providing room for up to adozen stations to
eventually join the master site.
When the time arrived
to choose transmitters, Chancellor
— then in the process of being
merged into AMFM — wanted to
be prepared for the future.
"We were looking for something
IBOC-ready," said Lyons, referring to the expected development
of an in-band, on-channel standard
fo, digital audio broadcasting.
At the NAB99 convention,
Lyons and other AMFM engineers
looked at Harris Z10 transmitters
and liked what they saw.
"Both USADR and Lucent were
using Z transmitters as IBOC-only
transmitters," said Harris FM product manager Daryl Buechting.
"The Z had been out since NAB
'96, it was an established, fieldSee NYC, page 26

Photo 5
Rear of Z10 transmitters showing individual
Andrew dummy loads and Dielectric coaxial
switches ceiling-mounted above transmitters to
conserve floor space. Ladder tray goes across all
transmitters and connects to the SIL rack (off to
the right of the picture).
Photo 6
The other side of the Shivety combiner modules,
with the outputs daisy-ctiained with an Andrew
dummy load (reject load) at the end of the line.
Photo 7
This shows the Shively lockout/tagout switch in
the operating position. Engineers wanted a definite
positive means to isolate RF from the antenna whenever anyone had to work in the aperture.
Photo 8 ( Page 26)
Across the middle of this picture are visible three
Scala STL antennas for WLTVV, VVUM and WAX0
mounted on the east face of the outer radio tower.
SIL antennas for WHTZ and WKTU are positioned
on the south face. The outer tower rises 70 feet
above the roof including four levels for up to 1,000
antennae. The inner tower climbs to 140 feet, on
which is the two-bay Shively Master FM Antenna.
Photos copyright John Lyons, used with permission
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proven product."
A few weeks later, the engineering
team flew to Quincy. Ill., where Harris
staged ademonstration of IBOC waveforms passing through the ZIO.
"We also showed them what we
were doing with DTV," said Buechting.
"We kicked the tires and saw that it
worked," said Lyons.
Five ZIOs were soon on the way to
the building site, along with Harris
Digit CD digital exciters for the five
stations.
AMFM picked Myat to provide the
transmission lines from the transmit-

ters to the combiner and from the combiner up to the lines Shively had provided with the antenna.
From bare steel to finished site,
AMFM had just four months to make
its new facility operational.
"We started building the walls in the
middle of July and by the beginning of
October, everything was ready to rock
and roll," said Lyons.
All this in the midst of a busy midtown Manhattan construction site,
bustling with workers fitting out the
rest of the building to become the new
home of The New Yorker, Vogue and
Glamour.
By Sunday, Oct. 17, everything was
ready. All five stations — WAXQ(FM)
at 104.3 MHz, WHTZ(FM) 100.3,
WKTU(FM) 103.5, WTJM(FM) 105.1
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Drive this...
Crown transmitters are stand alone low
power units and can be configured with
optional stereo generator and audio
processor. Thousands of broadcasters
around the world have come to appreciate
the rugged, reliability of the Crown
Broadcast line of transmitters.
So when making your decision on a new
exciter, RF driver or low power transmitter,
reliability should be at the top of your list.

reliability as an RF driver while maintaining
the audio purity associated with FM
broadcasting today. The internal low

Crown Broadcast builds reliable transmitters
from 1watt to 2 ki owatts.

pass filter allows the exciter to be placed
directly on- air in the event of a main
transmitter failure.

Contact Crown for reliable, efficient
broadcast transmitters.

Get in the driver's seat

broad cast
PO Box 2000 • Elkhart Indiana 46515-2000 • 219-294-8050 • 800-294-8050
Fax 219-294-8222 • www crownbroadcast corn
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and WLTW(FM) 106.7 — came up
from the Condé Nast auxiliary site
within four hours, without incident.
It was the first time all five stations
had off- site auxiliary transmitter
capability.
Of course, because the site at Condé
Nast is "only" an auxiliary, it hasn't
seen as much use as the Empire State
Building or the World Trade Center.
Nevertheless, it's had a few chances to
show what it can do.
"WKTU's ( main transmitter) is
down at the World Trade Center and
there has been some DTV work on the
master antenna there overnights," said
Lyons, which means WKTU has been
using the Condé Nast site quite abit.
"We've driven around the signal at a
distance of about 45 miles and you
can't tell the difference" between the
signals from Condé Nast and Empire
or the World Trade Center, Lyons said.

Ready for what's next
The Condé Nast site could see even
more use in the next few years, as
IBOC tests come to the Big Apple.
"At some point we'll be doing it,"
said Lyons, and making the conversion
to digital is already in the plans.
"There's no need for a separate
IBOC combiner," Lyons said, because
the ZIOs can handle both analog FM
and IBOC with the addition of a new
module. Lyons expects that any IBOC
tests conducted by Clear Channel will
take place from Condé Nast.
Lyons also expects some company
up on the Condé Nast site.
"We did an SBE meeting last month
up there and gave the other engineers
in town the 50-cent tour," he said.
The site has room for seven more
FMs, and Lyons said most of the work
needed to add more stations to the site
is done.
The Shively combiner can accommodate additional stations in any frequency order, so additional groups
putting
auxiliary
sites
at
Condé Nast just need to " put up their
walls" and install transmitters and
transmission lines.
Lyons noted one more advantage to
the $ 2 million project: its proximity to
Clear Channel's studios. While WHTZ
and WKTU are across the Hudson
River in New Jersey, "Condé Nast is
closer to three of the studios than the
Empire State Building by a considerable amount."
In fact, Lyons measured the distance
from Condé Nast to WLTW's Times
Square studios as " 200 feet, door to
door."
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Climb Into the Doghouse With Bisset
Preparing the AM Array for Winter, Maintaining
Coupling Networks and Looking for Crispy Critters
Jelin Bluet
We wrap up our transmitter site
inspection with some tips for engi-

neers who manage AM arrays.
At the base of each tower sits a
"doghouse" — sometimes a building,
sometimes just an aluminum box. The

components housed within match the
tower impedance to the 50- ohm
impedance of the transmission line. In
directional arrays, you may find more
components or networks used for Day,
Night or Non- Directional modes.
With another person on site with
you, inspect the interior of these networks. Before you begin to inspect,
make sure the power for the station is
off, the transmitter door is open — to
keep the interlock open so the transmitter is not accidentally turned on —
and the remote control is in Local.

weather turns cold and snowy.
Once inside, clean and inspect.
Many coupling networks have an AC
plug, so use it for your vacuum and
trouble lamp.
No AC? Use the flashlight and
damp rags. Before you begin the
inspection, afew precautions.
First, open the .1-plug on the tower
side of the network. That will prevent
any re- radiated energy from coupling
into the tower and into the network
while you work.
Open the incoming J-plug, just to
be safe. As you remove these plugs,
did they just slip out or did you have
to work at it?
You want a tight connection here,

Fig. 2: A static drain choke should show no signs of burns or arcing

Fig. 1: A coupling network consisting of coils and capacitors

Take with you a can of bee spray,
foaming sealant, 3- in- 1 oil, a strong
flashlight or trouble lamp, some damp
rags and avacuum.
The locks on coupling networks
may be either padlocks or internal
locks. In either case, lubricate the lock
mechanism thoroughly with the oil.
Pay attention to the locks before the
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Got aproblem'
Since 1982, Henry Engineerin
"blue boxes" have been
solving your problems!
• Audio Interface
•Audio Mixing
• Audio Distribution
•Telephone Information
• Digital Audio Storage
• Control Interface
Over 60,000 units in use worldwide.
How can we help you?

ENGINEERING

Blueboxes, Inc.

www.henr'yeng.com
Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077

so if the plug slipped out, tighten the
spring blades by squeezing them
together with a large set of pliers.
Don't twist or rotate the blades
because some J- plug jacks are soldered and the prongs of the jack will
break off.
Inside the coupling network, you
See WORKBENCH, page 28
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Workbench
Continued from páge 27

may have a light socket. If there is no
switch, unscrew the bulb slightly when
you are done. This will save on the
bulb life. Also, keep aspare bulb on the
floor of the ATU in its cardboard case.
With your vacuum or rag, dust the
components, remove all cobwebs,
rodent and bee nests.
As you work, you will encounter a
number of components that you'll need
to clean and inspect. Coils are first.
As you clean and dust each coil, be
careful not to jiggle or move any of
the copper straps that tap the coils.
You might grab each tap to ensure
they are tight, but do not change their
location.
If you have a permanent marker,
place a mark on either side of the coil
clip, so you'll know where it belongs
should it fall off. If rotary coils are
used, inspect the wheel that rotates
around the coil ribbon or tube.
Age and arcing can damage or
destroy the ribbon or tube. Failure can
be disastrous, so look for pitting or
burn marks.
All connections into and out of the
coil should be snug, but do not overtighten. If the hardware used for the
connections has discolored — usually
showing agreen tinge — replace it.
Corrosion on connections can
cause intermittent problems. Your time
is better spent replacing the corroded
hardware than searching for intermittent faults.
The issue of hardware is an important one, be it AM or FM.
Steel hardware is affected by the RF
frequency. The steel will heat up as it
absorbs the RF. Ferrous hardware will
drive you crazy as you try to track down
what's wrong. Use only brass or nickelplated brass hardware — that includes
washers, as well as bolts and nuts.
This hardware is made up of nonferrous metals. Don't just grab a bolt
or screw off the workbench for tightening or securing things in the RF
chain — the results can be disastrous!
* * *
Maintenance of capacitors is the
next issue.
The ceramic body should not be
cracked. Vacuum capacitors should be

_
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clear, not cloudy. The interior metal
plates should be shiny as you view
them through the glass.
As with coils, check all hardware
for tightness. Loose hardware makes
for a poor electrical connection. Heat
will build up at the loose connection
and eventually will cause failure or
component damage.
Don't over- tighten the hardware but
make sure it is snug. Over- tightening

into or out of the circuit. Inspect the
contacts for signs of "hot switching."
When a contactor is switched while
transmitter power is applied, contacts
will burn. Eventually, they will fail.
Inspect the linkage of the contactor
as well. In order to get the contactor to
switch, have your assistant switch the
mode switch at the transmitter building.
Movement should be swift, not
sluggish. Sluggish movement may

the drawing several times. Once
you've got the schematic drawn, you'll
need to identify the components.
Newer coils usually have a label or
plate on one of the triangular supporting struts. Capacitors usually are
labeled on an end plate.
Remember to write down the capacitor values. The label identifying the
capacity of the capacitor often is damaged when these components explode.
Having this information before any
disaster strikes will help get you back
on the air quicker.
Once the components are identified
on the schematic, put acopy in aplastic page protector and tape it to the
wall. Keep another copy up at the
transmitter building, as well.
If you've done this work at night,
before closing the cabinet, get your
assistant to stand outside of the enclosure. Sweep your flashlight or trouble
lamp around inside the box and ask
your assistant to watch for any light
leaks. Seal any holes with the foam
sealant you brought along. Cable entry
holes should also be sealed.
Coupling network maintenance is
time-consuming but, when thoroughly
performed, you can do it just once a
year. Keeping the box clean and
weathertight is half the battle.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 30 years. He is a district
sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach
him at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission
to ( 703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
jhket eharrk.com

Figure 3.All components are labeled in this coupling network
vacuum capacitor brackets can cost a
fortune. Handle these components carefully. For best results, use the factorysupplied mounting brackets or clips.
Some capacitors and most coils are
mounted on standoff porcelain insulators. These insulators can crack or
break. Moisture and dirt accumulate in
the cracks and can lead to unstable
performance, arcing and failure.
When tightening hardware mounted
in porcelain insulators, always use a
fiber washer on each end of the insulator. And remember, this is ceramic. It
will break under stress. Don't overtighten.
Do not move any of the copper pipe
or strap connecting the various components. Clean them with the damp rag
or vacuum but do not change the physical location.
* * *
RF contactors switch components

point to worn or binding linkage
assemblies.
If you have adirectional station that
uses contactors, have at least one
replacement contactor on the shelf.
Contactors play an integral part in the
AM array and losing one can keep you
off the air for an extended period of
time.
Finally, inspect the static drain
choke or tower lighting choke for
burns as shown in Fig. 2, page 27. Any
sign of discoloring should be investigated.
As you button up the box, a few
final thoughts.
First, make sure all components are
identified. The manufacturer labeled
each part in Figure 3, so they are easy
to locate on the schematic.
What happens if you don't have a
schematic and the parts are not
labeled?
Draw out the circuit and identify the
parts yourself. You may need to redo
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Moving?
Don't leave us!
Send Us by mail, fax, or e-mail your
future address, along with your current one (
with the date when your
new address goes into effect)
to: Circulation, RW,
PO Box 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041
or by
fax at: ( 703) 998-2966
e-mail: rwcirc@imaspub.com
changes of address take
four weeks to process.
Thanks!

Dependable Modulation Monitors for AM & FM
520 AM Mod-Monitor

530 FM Mod-Monitor

•Built-in, tunable preselector for accurate
off-air measurements
•Easy-to- read, peak- hold modulation
display
•Alarm and RS-232 data outputs
•Companion active antenna option

•Off-air operation with 8station presets
•High- resolution displays for deviation,
audio, pilot, RF signal and multipath
•Accurate and affordable
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1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831)458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: intoeinovon.com

STUDER

Studer Creates Radio Broadcasting Solutions

High quality for small budgets
Studer's legendary precision engineering is now available to radio
professionals in acompact and inexpensive digital package.
The On- Air 1000 is a 10- fader digital console with alarge graphical
uier interface and intuitive ergonomics. Sharing the same operating
pYosophy and impressive feature set that has made the On- Air 2000 so
successful, the On- Air 1000 integrates seamlessly with radio automation
Over the last 50 years, Studer's name
has become synonymous with reliability.
Thousands of radio broadcasters all

Studer
North America

solution.

Main Office:

over the world put their trust and

Toronto, Ontario M36 2M3

their professional reputations in our

Phone + 1416 510-1347

hands. Because our technology

systems such as Studer's DigiMedia to provide the complete broadcast

Fax + 1416 510-1294

"lrilLJ1E31111EDIFII.
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WIN ; :

eMail studer@ mail.studer.ca

will not let them down.
Because it is by Studer.

www.studer.ch
The new Studer On-Air 1000 Digital Broadcasting Console

Studer Headquarters: Switzerland - 41 1870 75 11 / Direct Subsidiaries: Austria + 43 1865 16 76 0 / France + 33 145 14 47 80 / Germany + 49 621 777 08-0 / UK + 44 208 953 67 19 / Japan + 81 334 65 22 11 / Singapore + 65 225 51 15
Sales Offices: New York + I917 439-5824 Nashville + 1615 300-4827 Los Angeles + 1818 841-4600
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The 27.5kW transmitter was installed
at a specially-designed facility that also
houses a35 kW 816-5C transmitter and a
G5CPS Broadband Antenna System purchased last year from Continental for
Dick Broadcasting's WZRR(FM).
And Continental completed the installation of an 816R-5C FM transmitter at
Bristol Broadcasting's WAEZ(FM) in
Greenville, Tenn. The 35 kW transmitter
is the latest of Bristol's 11 Continental
transmitters....
Nassau

Australia. Klotz equipped the 110,000seat stadium with 13 VADIS platform
mainframes, delivering audio signals
from multiple venues for worldwide
broadcast and live sound reinforcement
on-site.
Klotz said its platform created the open
architecture for audio distribution, routing and format conversion. Frames were
in the stadium, control rooms, performance stages and the International
Broadcast Center. The company said the

Broadcasting

a radio group in
the Northeast, was awarded
an exclusive five-year contract
from
The
Port
Authority of NY and NJ
(PATH) to provide news services and ad marketing sales
in all 13 PATH stations.
PATH serves some 67.3
million commuters in the
heavily populated New York
City area and its suburbs.
Nassau projects net revenue of between $ 2 million
and $3 million by the end of
2001. The group competed
for the contract to provide
headline news, financial
reports, weather, sports, ads
Audio Director of Ceremonies Bruce Jackson,
and PATH service messages
right, and Sound Engineer Steve Law in Sydney
on PATH Vision. The intranetbased broadcast system uses fiber optic
approach saved time and money beyond
cable to send information to 275 monithe limitations of copper wiring.
tors covering 37 viewing zones.
"Using afiber optic network for audio
Joan E. Gerberding, president of
distribution has proven to be the best
Nassau Radio Network, the national sales
solution for covering enormous cable
division of Nassau Broadcasting, was
runs," said Wil Stam, project engineer for
named to manage the development and
Klotz Digital Australia. He said the risk
performance of PATHVision for Nassau.
of signal loss, high- frequency roll-offs
Gerberding said Nassau launched a and interference due to transmitter radiaWeb site, www.nassauvision.com, to
tion is bypassed by fiber.
"explain the concept of this new advertis"Who's Buying What" is printed as asering medium."
vice to our readers who are interested in
Nassau, based in Princeton, N.J., owns
how their peers choose equipment and serstations primarily in the mid- sized affluvices. Information is provided by suppliers.
ent suburban markets of the northeastern
Companies with news of unusual or
United States....
prominent sales should send information
Klotz Digital AG provided its fiber
and photos to: Radio World Managing
optic- based VADIS platform for the
Editor, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA
Summer 2000 Olympics in Sydney,
22041.
Partners,

selected AP
as its chief content provider for its
newly created all- news, Spanish- language radio station, WNNY in New York,
"Noticias 1380."
WNNY is using AP broadcast. Latin
American and Metro New York news
wires. AP will provide approximately
250 stories per day in Spanish. WNNY
also receives regional news and information relating to stories in Central and
South America....
And AP Radio is back in at Clear
Channel's four- station cluster in
Springfield, Mass.
AP said WHYN(AM), WHYN(FM),
WNNZ(AM) and WPKX(FM) have
returned to AP as their content and information provider.
"We are looking forward to along and
growing relationship with Clear Channel
Communications," said Thomas P.
Callahan, general manager of AP Radio. ...
Wheatstone helped the Canadian
Broadcast Corp. simplify its studio
operations with the first installation of
Mega Communications

Radio

the new digital Audioarts D-70 console.
Studio 523 is used by French Regional
Radio to broadcast news and information
in Toronto on CJBC and on repeaters
beyond the city, according to CBC
Manager of Systems Engineering ( Radio)
Tom Holden. That studio is equipped
with aD-70 12.
Audio is routed through the console's
AES interface to integrate with external
automation. Studio 522 will use alarger
20-input D-70....
Spanish

Broadcasting

Systems

signed acontract to buy three 816R- 2C
transmitters
from
Continental
Electronics. The 21.5 kW FM transmitters will be installed at WCMQ(FM)
main and WRMA(FM) auxiliary sites to
serve Miami and South Florida....
Continental
also
said
Dick
Broadcasting took delivery of its second
transmitter for combined facilities for
two Birmingham, Ala., stations. The new
816R-4C will transmit for WYSF(FM),
flagship station for the syndicated "The
Rick and Bubba Show."
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Reliability
A Power Levels from 1kW to 30kW
High Efficiency, Grounded Grid
Single Tube Design
A Wideband Quarter Wave Cavity

The WizardTM has gone

STEREO!

for Lowest Synchronous AM
A Solid State Driver with Patch
Around Capability
A Optional Automatic Power
Control & VSWR Foldback

The new ORR FMSA-1
gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities. .
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BEI-AR
ORIITOR STEREO MONITOR

THE. WIZARD
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A Motorized Tuning Controls
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A Advanced Overload & Protection
Circuitry
A Automatic Re- start After
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Power Failure
A INEXPENSIVE!

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And
with the RS- 232 port
operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

ARMSTRONG
M
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BELAR

ELECTRONICS LikuaRA-rupnr, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA
[610] 687-5550 • FAX [610] 687-2686
Call. write or FAX for more information on Beier AM, Rai, Stereo. SCA, and TV monitors.

TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH:
E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com •

315/673 1269

Fax: 315/673 9972

www.armstrongtx.com

www. bela r. corn

bclients rely on us to deliver
treaming audio.
the Aplex 2020."

ineerin
ud . id oServices
nt Audio Engineer
ecria.com - Denver, CO

Westwind Med:a.com

is a leading digital audio provider for
Internet communities such as Lycos, iVillage.com, Edelity Investments,
TheStreet.com and PeopleWeb. These clie.nts demand the best,
and Westwind's audio engineering department ensures that level of
performance...even on connections as slow as a28.8 dial up!
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"It was no surprise to us : hat the number

"We've tested other processors and nothing comes close to the
consistently high audio quality and loudnEss of the 2020".

one FM station in town also uses the

2020 -

the best sounding processor

The Aphex 2020 is a digitally controlled analog processor that is
configurable as the high quality, cost-effective, one box solution for
FM, Satellite Uplink, Mastering and Webcasting.

on the air and on -he Web."

FOR THE FINEST PROCESSING FOR FM ,SATELLITE UPLINK, MASTERING AND WEBCASTING
CALL APHEX TODAY OR VISIT

APFIEX
SYSTEMS

vVWVv.APHEX.COM

TO

SCHEDULE ADEMO

Improving the way the world sounds"
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com
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• 5, 10, 15 Channel Models

• Modular internal electronics

• On Air 8( Prodution System

• Fully DC Controlled for Reliability

• Mix minus phone interface

• Live On Air, Hard Disk 8( Satellite

• Ultra High Audio Performance

A rugged design with heavy aluminum

Automation, Production, Jingle

• Easy Connectorized Installation

panels, solid oak trim, 5M operation On/Off

Box, 8( Segue Editor

switches 8( full DC control, the 1200 is ideal
for

On

Air,

Production,

or

News

applications.
%.41411

Standard Configurations

.
"1",•«0

es.

• •

1-4

1200-5S

5channels $2,295

1200-10S

10 channels $3,495

1200-15S

15 channels $4,495

(call factory for options)

12,000 Con5ole.

D

• 8, 18, or 28 Channel

• Dual On Air 8( Production System

• Fully Modular Design

• Live On Air, Hard Disk 8( Satellite

• 3 Stereo Output Buses

Automation, Production, Jingle Box 8

• VCAs Remove Audio from
Faders
• Telephone Talkshow Module Option
• Monitor for Control Room 8( 2Studios

Y51:e.m Ill

Segue Editor
Standard Configurations
12K8-6

6channels $4,350

12K18-12

12 channels $7,075

12K-18-18

18 channels $8,755

(call factory for options)

Complete - just add 3 PCs
• ONLY $16,995

The DL4 System Ill comes complete with a

series is designed for the advanced On air and Production studios of the 21st

hours of audio storage, two 7input play swi

century. Modular, reliable, flexible, 8( powerful, the 12,000 is found around the world from

AUTO software packages for On Air. 8( DL.

Tokyo to Paris to New York. The 12,000 is perfect for any size market or any radio application.

powerful 3 studio system requires only

The

12,000

PF:\/- 12C
• 12 8( 18 Channel Modular Mainframes
• Both Analog 8( Digital Operation
• Full Monitoring for Control Room 8(
Studio
The advanced two piece modular design of

PE\f-12P
• Complete with rack mounted digital

• Fully Featured Digital Radio Console

audio engine 8( console control

• 3Stereo Output Buses & 2Telephone

• ONLY $ 7,995

Buses
PC based hard disk audio systems 8( pro&
editors have become afamiliar site in radio in

digital audio engine and familiar

years, making the Revolution the ideal soli

console control provide an

While traditional console control is the comf9

effortless transition from analog

option, high resolution LCD touch screer

to digital without hassle. No other

reliable, take up very little desk space, and ari

digital console on the market features greater

the control system of choice in retail, commi

flexability, performance 8( lower price.

and industrial applications.
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• Complete - just add 2 PCs

•Most

• ONLY $7,995

• Triple Play & Record Jingle Box

Powerful Jingle Box in Radio

have asingle play

• Control from 1, 2, or 3 PCs
he DL4 System II comes complete with a

Just connect 1, 2, or 3 PCs running our INSTANT 3-

faudio storage, 7input play switcher, 7input

PLAY software to our rack mounted digital workstation

cord switcher, DL4-AUTO software for On
DL4-SCHED

for

Production

• ONLY $2,995

• All Jingles Stored on Single Hard Drive

iple play 84 record DL4 workstation, los hours

,&

• One PC has triple play - or- 3 PCs

8( you are ready to go.

This workstation has 3

8(

simultaneous plays with record. Software setup assigns

cheduling. This powerful 2 studio system

play control to the PCs. Three time the power of other

equires only 2 customer supplied PCs 8(

Jingle Boxes, the Instant 3- Play provides access to the

nstallation.

SAME jingle from 3 places.

Fiefi-Studio
• Modulux FLEX- STUDIO
• One size fits ALL modular design
• Highest quality laminates & wood
• World famous Modulux cabinetry
• In- Stock, ready for delivery
• ONLY $4,995 list price (call for other configurations)

that can be configured in

6 play 8( dual record DL4 workstation, 210

The Modulux Flex- Studio is acomplete modular studio package

tchers, two input record switchers, (
2) DL4-

dozens of different ways to meet nearly any studio design. It can be assembled left or

1-SCHED for production 8( Sceduling. This

right-handed as well as in all of our standard configurations: ' Short L,"Long L,'8('Unbalanced

3 customer supplied PCs 8( installation.

U.'

Complete

How
• Complete with digital audio engine

to

with

racks,

access

doors,

interview table,

8(

much

more.

[. uy

Domestic Dealers for Arrakis products are:

8«:ontrol software - just add PC
• ONLY $3,995
ction
ecent
tion.

• BSW ( Broadcast Supply Worldwide) ( 800) 426-8434
• Crouse-Kimzey
• BGS ( Broadcasters General Store)

( 800) 433-2105
( 352) 622-7700

• SCMS (Southern Coastal Marketing Servie) ( 800) 438-6040
• Bradley Broadcast

(800) 732-7665

• RF Specialties (contact their regional offices)

-table

s are
now

For more complete information on any Arrakis product, visit our website at:
www.arrakis-systems.com or call: (970) 224-2248.
Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Dr. Fort Collins, CO 80525

If time is money, what
could you get for an extra
radio commercial every
ten minutes?
If you're in the radio business to
make money ( and who isn't)
you need

"Cash"
Through an exclusive timeshifting process, Cash creates
additional broadcast time to
sell. It does it in real time, right
on the air. It does it without
reducing program content. It
does it without affecting pitch
or creating a " chipmunk effect,"
It does it in stereo or mono. It
does it in variable amounts,
adding from zero to five
minutes, within two minutes to
two hours.
Cash, from Prime Image - you
don't need one unless you want
to make some.

Prime
mage
The Digital Video People

662 Giguere Court #C, San Jose, CA 95133 • Tel ( 408)867-6519

Fax ( 408) 926-7294 Service ( 408)926-5177

Primeimagein@earthlinknet • www.primeimageinc.com
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MARKET WATCH

Philadelphia: Rich Radio Heritage
Scott Fybush
Cheese steaks. Independence Hall and
the Liberty Bell. "Rocky." Think of the
City of Brotherly Love and those are the
first images that come to mind. For radio
fans, though, those thoughts might be
pushed aside by some others — "WFIL,"
for instance, and "WIBG."
You weren't in Philadelphia in the
1950s, ' 60s, and ' 70s? Then you missed
ayoung DJ named Dick Clark as he got
his big-city radio start on "Famous 56"
WFIL(AM). Tom Donahue was up the
dial on "Wibbage," WBIG(AM) — now
WZZD(AM) — helping to invent top40 radio.

Drive down the Schuylkill Expressway
into Philadelphia today, and you'll hear
religion on the AM spots where WFIL
and WIBG used to be.
But on the FM side, with signals coming from the huge Roxborough tower
farm off to your left, there's still plenty
going on in the nation's No. 5 market,
according to Arbitron.
Variety
"It's a market where there's one of
everything, but without the competition
that there used to be," said Chris
Coleman, who watches Philadelphia
radio for his phillyradio.com Web site.
"It's a very big Pennsylvania ' small'

VVMMRs Pierre Robert at WMMRs Day Off at the Slopes' event
Clark went on to TV, of course, and
Donahue to California and the birth of
underground FM, but they were followed
by legendary jocks like Jerry " The
Geator" Blavat, Hy Lit, George Michael,
Jim Nettleton, Joe Niagara and Dr. Don
Rose — participants in one of the
longest-running hit radio battles on the
American AM dial.

town," said Sam Milkman, program director at Greater Media rocker WMMR(FM)
— although most Pennsylvania small
towns don't have huge station clusters
controlled by companies like Infinity,
Clear Channel or his employer.
Clear Channel's group leads the market in the Arbitron Summer 2000 persons
12-plus, Monday to Sunday, 6 a.m. to

midnight ratings, with 26.3 share of the
market. (All Arbitron ratings reported in
this article are in this demographic and
daypart.)
Clear Channel's Philadelphia stations
include urban adult contemporary WDASFM, contemporary hit radio WIOQ(FM),
urban WUSL(FM),
smooth jazz
WJJZ(FM), modern adult contemporary
WLCE(FM) and gospel WDAS(AM).
While Clear Channel leads in AQH ratings, Infinity leads the market in revenue
rank, earning $ 108.2 million, according to
BIA Financial Network's estimation.
Clear Channel earned $ 88.6 million in
1999 with its six Philadelphia stations.
Infinity's top station, in both revenue
and ratings, is all-news KYW(AM). The
station was No. 2in the Arbitron summer
book. BIAfn estimates that KYW earned
$38 million for Infinity in 1999, the most
recent numbers available. Other Infinity
stations in this market are rocker
WYSP(FM), oldies WOGL-FM, talk
WPHT(AM) and sports WIP(AM).
Greater Media's cluster includes classic
hits WMGK(FM), rocker WMMR(FM),
nostalgia WPEN(AM) and rhythmic
oldies WEJM(FM).
Two more players nearly round out the
ownership picture: Beasley, with country
WXTU(FM), talk station WWDB-FM
and ethnic WTEL(AM); and Radio One,
with modem rock WPLY(FM) and urban
WPHI(FM).
This is a fun game'
Yet at the very top of Philadelphia's
ratings, book after book, sits astation that
may be the last true standalone in amajor
market: adult contemporary WBEB(FM).
The station, better known as "B101," is
still owned by the same man who put it
on the air back in 1963, Jerry Lee.
"As astandalone, the only way we can
survive and prosper is by being top dog,"
Lee said. "Our goal in Philadelphia is to

6193 Finchingfield Rd. Warrenton VA 20181

Tel 540.341.8550

Philadelphia
Nlarket rank: 5
Market revenue rank: 9
Number of EMs: 19
Nyetpber of ANIs:
Estimated Re. enueVi S00
1996:
1997:
1998:
1999:
2000:

2I1,500
223.400
259,000
297,200
321,000

Revenue Grow th:
'93-'98: 10.8',i
'99-'03: 7.2% (
projected)
Local Revenue: 63%
National Revenue: 37%
1998 Population: 4,876,200
Per Capita Income: $ 20.463
Median Income: $44.7,=o)
Average Household Income: ‘) 5e,,() I
Final/rim!'
netwa.rk
Background: The Liberty Bell
be 50 percent larger 12-plus than anyone
else," Lee said.
WBEB was No. 1in Arbitron's summer book, but with only asingle station,
Lee commands a6.4 market share, compared to Clear Channel's stations — 26plus or Infinity's 21-plus — so Lee can't
quite claim that kind of ratings lead.
But Lee believes the consolidation
that's reduced his competition to three
big clusters and two smaller ones can
only help B101 stand apart.
"It's so much easier to compete with
deregulation," Lee said. He pointed to the
fact that his station is completely debtfree, in contrast with the debt- financed
acquisitions that have seen several competitors sell for more than $60 million.
"Jerry never said no to a good idea,"
said B101 PD Chris Conley, pointing out
that his station spends far more than most
See PHILLY, page 36
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group-owned competitors on promotion
and research — with more in reserve
should competition force the need.
"We have awar chest for anyone who
comes into the market with AC," said
Conley.
Call Lee athrowback to another era,
but he's earned the admiration of some of
his competitors in the process.
"The No. 1thing for Jerry Lee is that
it's still fun for him," said Dave Allan,
vice president/general manager of Clear
Channel's WUSL and WJJZ.
True, said Lee, but hanging on to a
radio station that could easily sell for nine
figures means something more to him.
"Everybody else in my position would
have sold:' he said. "The reason Ididn't is
that this is my platform for social change,"
through projects like the Jerry Lee Center
for Criminology he recently endowed at
the University of Pennsylvania.
'All News, All The Time'

Ni\iltile B101 dominates the FM dial, one
Philadelphia AM signal routinely draws
twice the listeners of its closest competitor:
Infinity's all-news KYW at 1060 kHz.
"When you tune in, you've got to get
the news, if we don't get the news we've
failed for you," said veteran General
Manager Roy Shapiro of the format that's

occupied the 50- kW signal since
Westinghouse introduced it to the market
back in 1965.
What's changed in 35 years, Shapiro
said, is the number of other sources competing to provide news to his audience.

Guides at Independence National Historical Park, Philadelphia
"In 1965, there was less than 5 hours
of news programming to compete against
(on radio and television)," he said.
"Today that number is 2,000 hours a
day," including all-news cable, television,
radio and the Internet.
In fact, Shapiro said he doesn't even
look at other radio stations as much competition these days. Instead, he's focused
on TV. " If you closed your eyes and
woke up at 5 a.m. and listened to TV
news, you'd think you're listening to

Philadelphia

WBEB(FM)
KYW(AM)

BlAfr's 1999 Est
Summer ' 00
Steion Rev ($000s)
Rating

Owner

Format

WEAZ-FM Radio Inc.

Soft Rock

24,000

6.4

Infinity Broadcasting

News

38,000

6.1
6.1
5.4

WDAS-FM

AMFM

Urban AC

22,500

WYSP(FM)

Infinity Broadcasting

Rock

32,000

WIOQ(FM)

AMFM

CHRDance

AMFM

Urban

13.600
12,600

5.3

WUSL(FM)
VVJJZ(FM)

AMFM

Smth Jazz

5.0

WOGL-FM

Infinity

Oldies

15,400
17,750

WXTU(FM)

Beasley Brdcast Group

Country

3.7

WMGK(FM)

Greater Media

WMMR(FM)

Greater Media

Clsc Hits
Rock

9,500
17,000

WPLY(FM)

Radio One

WLCE(FM)
WPEN(AM)

4.3
3.7
3.5

Alternative

9,000

3.3

AMFM

Rock AC

12,200

3.0

Greater Media

Big Band

4,300

3.0

WPHT(AM)

Infinity

Talk

2,400

2.8

WWDB-FM

Beasley Brdcast Group

News Talk

9,350

2.8

WIP(AM)

Infinity

Sprts Talk

8,000

2.7

WPHI(FM)

Radio One

Urban

2.6

WEJM(FM)

Greater Media

R&B Oldies

6,300
4,750

WDAS(AM)

AMFM

Gospel

2,288

1.8

2.2

WHAT(AM)

Inner City

Talk

1,900

1.0

WEMG-FM

Mega Communications

Spanish

2,500

0.5

WEMG(AM)

Mega Communications

Spanish

3,100

0.4

WNAP(AM)

GHB Broadcasting

Gospel

400

0.4

WSSJ(AM)

Mega Comm Inc.

Span/Oldies

WNPV(AM)

WNPV Inc.

News Info

WNWR(AM)

New World Radio Inc.

Ethnic

WTEL(AM)

Beasley Brdcast Group

Talk

700

N'A

WTMR(AM)

Beasley Brdcast Group

Christian

1,200

N/A

WWJZ(AM)

ABC Radio Inc.

Children's

800

N/A

1.000

0.3

600

N/A
N/A

Stations with NA in the right column are heard in the market but are rated in distinct suburban
Arbitron markets, or didn't report sufficient listeners to be rated.
Motions are ranked in order of Arbitron Sumner 2000 12+ share. Copyright 2000
Arbitron Company. Mus nor he quo?ed ¡Titre:Wed without the prior written
permission of Arbirron Orher information provide,' he RIA Fi lllll rcial Neinprk
hrough its .11EPIA A,, esà Pro Radio Arrai,.7er natcr"ase sofrum re

Background: Philadelphia skyline

execution," Shapiro said.
The landscape of KYW's competition
changed dramatically in early November,
with asudden format change at talk competitor WWDB-FM.
The Beasley-owned station had celebrated its 25th anniversary as an FM talk
station in March. At just about the same
time, it returned to an all- local format
after abrief experiment as mostly national talk. Local hosts like Iry Homer, who
had been moved to its sister AM station
WTEL(AM), were back on WWDB.
But in the meantime, WWDB lost FM
talkers Rush Limbaugh and Dr. Laura
Schlessinger — they moved to Infinity's
WPHT(AM).
In the summer book, the long- struggling talker WPHT pulled even with
WWDB for the first time. Both stations
posted a2.8 rating.
On Nov. 6, WWDB dumped its talk format in favor of ' 80s pop and began to promote itself as "96-5 The Point." It sent its
airstaff and GM Dennis Begley packing.
(See "Death of aPhilly Legend," page 44.)

In 1990, CBS abruptly fired most of
WCAU's talk hosts, flipped the 50 kilowatt clear- channel outlet to oldies
WOGL(AM), mostly simulcasting
WOOL-FM.
Over the decade that followed, the AM
went through three more sets of call letters, two new formats, and asuccession of
managers, most recently GM Chris Claus,
who left Infinity over the summer. (Claus
held the same title for WOOL-FM.)
Until this summer, most listeners in
Philly remembered the 1210 spot on the
dial only as the home of Phillies baseball,
if they remembered it at all. WPHT
lagged far behind KYW in both ratings
and revenue.
The dozen or so spots in between are
filled with a whole spectrum of FM
music stations, and even a few format
wars still raging.

5.1

12,900

netw‘rk

radio, - he said of the morning news
shows that start long before sunrise on
four of his city's TV stations, including
co-owned CBS affiliate KYW-TV.
How does KYW radio compete? "We
just keep on moving forward with better

Jerry Lee

Commercial Radio Market Overview

Station

December 6, 2000

GM JOURNAL

Roy Shapiro

Rick Feinblatt
Would this help put WPHT back
where it had been as powerhouse
WCAU?
"Is it positive news for WPHT?" asks
Shapiro of KYW's sister station.
"Nobody gets back to where it was,
because of how fractionalized the market
has become since then," he said.
Shapiro credits Limbaugh and
Schlessinger for the ratings improvement
that WPHT has demonstrated.
WBEB's Jerry Lee said without the
competition from WWDB, WPHT might
be capable of " something like a 3.8"
share in the next book.
That's abig improvement, but still a
far cry from the ratings that "AM 1210"
used to post in the 1980s and earlier,
when it was CBS-owned WCAU.

In a market that's nearly 20 percent
African- American, urban listeners have
plenty to pick from. For 25-to- 54-yearold listeners, the top choice is Clear
Channel's WDAS-FM, where playlist
staples like Luther Vandross and Boyzil
Men helped the station celebrate its 50th
anniversary this year.
The station that was once WDAS'
biggest competitor, "Power 99" WUSL,
has been a sister station under the
Chancellor, AMFM and Clear Channel
banners for several years, aiming its hiphop format at the 18-to-34 crowd.
"Power and ' DAS are still having the
best year ever," said WUSL's Allen —
and the newest urban entries aren't posing much threat yet.
Radio One entered the Philadelphia
market in the late ' 90s when it bought
modem rock WDRE(FM) and flipped the
low- powered signal to urban AC as
WPHI(FM), "Philly 103.9."
"WPHI during the course of this year
has dropped their ' Russ Parr' syndicated
morning show out of Washington, and
gone local because the syndication wasn't
See PHILLY, page 38
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working," said Allen.
Another new entrant in the market is
Inner City Broadcasting, which bought
WHAT(AM) this year and bolstered its
lineup of talk aimed at ablack audience.
While Inner City has had success with
the format on stations like New York's
WLIB(AM), its limited in Philadelphia
by it's 1 kW " graveyard" AM outlet
that's hard to hear even within city limits
at night.
Signal strength
"Whether they can do it on that signal
remains to be seen," Allen said.
Philadelphia's urban audience rubs off
on many of the market's other stations,
too, said several of the PDs that Radio
World talked to.
"The music here kind of goes thumpthump a little bit," said B101's Conley.
"We play alot of Donna Summer."
And the "blue-eyed soul" that was the
hallmark of the Philadelphia sound in the
1960s and ' 70s is still in evidence all
over the FM dial.
"We came in trying to be ahybrid —
classic hits, not classic rock," said Dan
Michaels, program director at Greater
Media's WMGK.

GM JOURNAL
"Jammin' Gold 95.7," is meant to appeal
to a mainly female audience, but like
many rhythmic oldies stations around the
country, the format is having ahard time
catching on in Philadelphia.
"It's festering," is Webmaster
Coleman's blunt summation of the station
that's the lowest-rated FM in the city.
"Jammin' Gold played out for African-

lion):' Feinblatt said.
That kind of one-on-one promotion is
vital in Philadelphia, said WMMR's
Milkman.
"It's atown where you really can promote on the street," he said. "In New York.
you just can't be everywhere, you just
can't go to all the right street parties."
But in his market, it's different.

Chris Conley
tition for its share of the format pie, landing it in the top 10 with regularity.
Nearby in the ratings sits the city's
lone oldies station, Infinity's WOGL-FM.
"WOGL-FM is heavy in Motown, it's
always been that way for years," said
Coleman.
It doesn't hurt to have market legends
like Jim Nettleton and Hy Lit, either, still
playing the same tunes they used to spin
on WFIL and WIBG.
VVMGK's Debbi Calton
American audiences in the fall of last
year," said WUSL's Allen.
But after dismissing the station's PD
and most of its air staff, including veteran
morning man Terry " Motormouth"
Young, WEJM's management said it's
committed to the format.

Philadelphia's Mummers at their annual New Year's Day parade
"We believed going into it that if
After along run with AC as "Magic:'
the station changed directions in the mid- there's a market in the country where it
ought to work, Philadelphia is it," said
1990s to become one of the first all-' 70s
stations. Today, it's aimed at an audience
Greater Media GM Rick Feinblatt.
The station is now promoting three allthat's about evenly divided between men
and women, and it's at the top of the
music hours during the day, including 8
a.m. and 5p.m. blocks during drivetime.
cluster's ratings, finishing in the No. 10
spot in the summer book.
"We need to get out in the streets and
the neighborhoods and promote (the staSister station WEJM, better known as

"Radio is very important to
Philadelphia because we don't have
movie stars here," he said.
Instead, listeners treat the city'o DJs
like stars. WMMR midday jock Pierre
Robert ( pronounced " RoBEAR") has
been in the market for decades, aheritage
Milkman describes as ablessing.
"WMMR has the benefit of being the
rock station here forever and we can
leverage that into being whatever it wants
to be in rock," he said, explaining that the
station has "hipped it up a little bit" to
attract 25- to 34-year-old listeners.
Across town, Infinity's WYSP is the
major rock competition, helped along by
Howard Stern in the morning (the station
was Stern's first affiliate outside New
York City) and Eagles football. For
younger listeners, Radio One's WPLY is
also competing with WMMR.
"They're in the awkward position of
trying to meld modern AC with modern
rock, and neither market is big enough to
support an entire radio station here," said
Milkman.
That modern AC niche is further eroded
by one of the market's newer competitors,
Clear Channel's WLCE ("Alice"), which
switched from AC "Star" ayear ago.
"It's a very under- radioed market, so
that makes it a great place to be for
radio," said Clear Channel's Allen.
Indeed, one of the stations he oversees —
smooth jazz WJJZ — has no real compe-
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The lone ranger
In the early ' 80s, the predecessors of
both WJJZ and WOOL- FM battled for
CHR listeners as " Electric 106"
WTRK(FM) and "Hot Hits" WCAU-FM.
Today, while competing PDs cite hot AC
and CHR as potential holes in the market,
just one station plays the hits: Clear
Channel's WIOQ.
Greater Media made WPEN one of the
nation's first adult standards stations
more than two decades ago, and the station still does well with its predominantly
older audience.
Looking for country? There, too, just
one choice awaits: Beasley's WXTU,
which has had the format to itself for
two decades.
Leased-time ethnic and religious programming makes its home on Beasley's
WTEL and New World's WNWR, both
AM daytimers, while religion is the format of choice at Salem's WFIL(AM),
WZZD(AM), ( 990, the old WIBG),
Beasley's WTMR(AM), and Family
Radio's WKDN-FM.
And with Hispanics making up just 4.2
percent of the market's 4 million listeners,
only one national Spanish-speaking group
has entered the market. Mega Broadcasting
programs Spanish hits on WEMG(AM)
and Spanish oldies on WSSJ(AM), across
the river in Camden, N.J.
Spin the dial all the way to the left,
and three major noncommercial outlets
See PHILLY. page 40
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Music Licensing Fees in Play
Ken R.
While recent newscasts focused on the
clash between Napster and record companies over copyrights, another conflict
looms directly over the radio landscape.
On one side are stations, many of
which are represented by the not-for-profit Radio Music Licensing Committee.
On the other side are performance
rights organizations Broadcast Music Inc.
(BMI); American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers ( ASCAP) and
SESAC Inc.
At stake are millions of dollars.
These performance rights agencies ask
radio stations, club owners, restaurants
and anyone else who plays music publicly to pay an annual premium based on
gross revenue. These funds are distributed to the composers and publishers represented by these three organizations
based on the popularity of their music.
ASCAP and BMI control the largest
share of the talent pool, while SESAC
represents less than 5percent.
Exorbitant pricing
"The pricing of the whole enchilada
has become exorbitant to radio stations
and we have not yet been able to convince these agencies that we want to pay
only for the music we play," said Glen
Larkin, finance chair for RMLC and
senior vice president/CFO of Bonneville
International Corp.
"We are usually forced to license the
entire BM! and ASCAP repertoire, even
if our stations have talk or news formats
that only use afew pieces of music."
Now that consolidation has taken hold,
Larkin feels negotiation with the licensing agencies is easier than in the past.
"What we're trying to do is unhitch
the fees from station revenue," said
Larkin. " We want to find a different
economic model."

Larkin feels stations have been overpaying ASCAP and BMI for years. While
he doesn't expect to obtain lower fees, he
hopes that the Radio Music Licensing
Committee can freeze rates at current
levels to save money in the future.

William Slantz
"When you combine the ASCAP, BM!
and SESAC fees, it's monumental," said
Larkin. "A top- 10 market music license
can exceed $500,000."
The RMLC has only one full-time
employee; all other services are donated.
Broadcast groups contributing to the committee's efforts include Clear Channel,
ABC Radio, Entercom, Cox Radio,
Hispanic Broadcasting, Susquehanna
Radio,
Emmis
Communications,
Bonneville International, Jefferson- Pilot
Communications, Radio One, Saga
Communications, Tribune Broadcasting
and Inner City Broadcasting. •
David Bander, assistant vice president
and director of radio licensing for
ASCAR said the revenue-based fee structure predates his term at ASCAP.
"But it's agood proxy for the size of
the station audience. The greater the
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audience, the greater the station income
from advertising," said Bander.
"The individual performances of
music have greater value because the station reaches more people."
The formula ASCAP uses to charge
stations is 1.615 percent of adjusted gross
revenue. These adjustments can include
ad commissions, debts that are written off
and other factors.
Bander recognizes that certain formats
play very little music.
"That's why we offer two types of
licenses: ablanket license for music formats and a ' per-program' license for other formats," said Bander. " Stations can
use music up to 55 percent of the time
and it's still cheaper to be on the per-program license."
ASCAP provides a Windows- based
software template for stations to report
music usage monthly. Stations are

David Bander
allowed to file reports electronically and
annual payments are broken up into
monthly installments.
BM! Assistant Vice President of Media
Relations Pat Baird said her organization
has about 1,300 stations taking advantage
See LICENSING, page 42
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compete for ears and listener dollars.
The most established is WHYY(FM),
which offers NPR's news and talk programming from anewly renovated facility on Independence Mall shared with
PBS outlet WHYY-TV.
NPR listeners around the country
recognize the call letters from Terry
Gross' daily magazine "Fresh Air," a
WHYY staple since 1975.

Jim Nettleton
carved out," said Coleman. "They'll
follow the station wherever it goes."
What's next for Philadelphia radio?
For many station managers and PDs,
it's adapting to the multi- station clusters created since 1996. While Infinity
adheres to its philosophy of maintaining separate GMs, sales staffs and even
physical facilities for its stations, the
other big groups are moving ahead with
consolidation.
"We have separate sales and programming staffs," said Greater Media's
Feinblatt.
Under
the " Greater
Philadelphia Radio" banner, though, the
Hy Lit
group also employs adirector of marketing and adirector of sales to coordinate
Over at Temple
University,
the four stations' efforts when needed.
WRTI(FM) established a reputation as
The former AMFM stations in
the city's jazz station before changing
its focus in 1997. That's when
Philadelphia are just getting settled
under new owner Clear Channel, and
Philadelphia's longtime commercial
WUSL/WJJZ GM Allen said the final
classical station, WFLN(FM), was sold
management structure is still being
to Greater Media, becoming modern AC
"Max" WXXM(FM) and then "Jammin'
worked out.
"We're optimistic that it's going to
Gold" WEJM. To fill the void, Greater
be acompany that allows acluster menMedia donated the WFLN record library
tality," he said.
to WRTI, which relegated jazz to the
The lack of sudden changes isn't a
evening and overnight hours, switching
bad thing, say those who have been in
to classical music during the day.
the market almost as long as Rocky
The newcomer on the public radio
Balboa.
scene is the University of Pennsylvania's
"The market's very slow to accept
WXPN(FM), which was astudent-run,
low-powered station until undergoing a change in the business community, and
in the listener community," said
major power boost in the late ' 80s.
WWDB-FM's Begley, shortly before
Today, it's where fans of Dar
his station's format change.
Williams, Ani DiFranco and Bruce
Scott Fybush ( www.fybush.com) is a
Cockburn get their fill of AAA music,
not to mention the home base of Public free-lance writer and frequent RW
contributor based in Rochester, New
Radio International's "World Cafe."
"XPN has its own little audience
York.

•
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Quarterly Lists: Back to the Future 9
•

Ill One TV Proposal, the FCC May Be Testing
Re- Regulation of the Broadcast Industry
Harry Cole
The venerable "quarterly list" of issues
and programs which each broadcast
licensee is required to place in its public
file four times a year may be subject to
overhaul, if a Federal Communication
Commission proposal on the television
side of the universe is any indication.
In October, the FCC proposed the use
of "standardized" quarterly lists for television licensees because of concern that
"the public may have difficulty determining the extent to which the station is serving the public interest" from the current
quarterly lists.
The way it was
The quarterly list has been with us for
almost 20 years. The obligation was first
imposed with the deregulation of radio in
1981. There the commission abandoned
the "ascertainment" requirement, which
had forced licensees and applicants to
undertake elaborate, fully documented
efforts to interview leaders of various specific elements in the community as well
as random members of the general public.
In place of "ascertainment," the FCC
required simply that radio broadcasters
include in their local public inspection
files lists reflecting, ( a) issues which the
licensee had determined ( through any
mechanism of the licensee's choosing) to
be important to the station's audience and
(b) programming aired in response to
those issues.
Initially, the quarterly lists needed to
be representative of some, but not necessarily all, of the station's programming.
However, at the insistence of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, the
commission then specified that the quarterly lists must reflect the station's most
significant treatment of the issues included on the list.
While the list as originally conceived
by the commission was limited to a
maximum of 10 issues, that cap was lifted in 1986. The quarterly list requirement was eventually imposed on television licensees in connection with the
deregulation of the TV industry in the
mid- 1980s.
The idea underlying the quarterly list
requirement is that the lists provide members of the public an easy way to determine how each station serves the public
interest. Of course, the public might be
better and more directly able to make that
determination simply by listening to ( or,
in the case of television, watching) the
station in order to find out what the station is programming.
But in the view of the commission and
the court, the quarterly list should do the
trick even if the inquisitive members of
the public have chosen not to be members of the audience.
Historically, the commission has dictated no particular format requirements
for the quarterly lists. As a result,
licensees have been free to set up their
lists in pretty much any way they like.
And because the lists are supposed to
reflect the station's public service efforts,
each licensee has the obvious incentive to
present an appropriately detailed and

clearly laid-out description of that programming.
As apractical matter, the quarterly list
requirement has not been a matter of
aggressive ongoing regulation by the
commission. The commission itself seldom if ever has occasion even to lay eyes
on any station's quarterly lists, much less
assess the contents of such lists.
Nor do quarterly lists appear to have
been the source of asubstantial amount
of litigation initiated by members of
the public, outraged at what they found

Licensing
Continued from page 40

of a per-program payment plan, representing about 15 percent of the stations
it licenses.
"We have very good relationships
with our stations and in fact, BMI controls the largest share of licensed
music," said Baird. "BMI still feels that
the economic model of tying compensation to station revenue is valid."
Deborah Houghton is vice president
of broadcast and cable licensing for the
smallest of the music performance agencies, SESAC.
"What we do is similar to ASCAP
and BMI," said Houghton. "We give the
stations permission to use our entire

Our song writers include Bob
Dylan, Paul Shaffer and Neil Diamond,
among others."
repertoire.

Jon Weiss
SESAC offers only ablanket fee and
does not have a per program option, a
frustration to some broadcasters.
The licensing organizations engender
strong reactions among radio station
managers.
"Although they account for less than
5 percent of the music played on most
stations, they want fees equivalent to
the ' big boys, — said Larry Fuss, president and general manager of Delta
Radio Inc. in Cleveland, Miss, in reference to SESAC.
"Their attitude is, 'This is what the
rate is and we're not changing it for
anybody."
Fuss said SESAC has automatic
annual fee increases written into its contract that are not tied to any measurable

or didn't find in one or another station's lists.
When you get right down to it, the
commission imposed the quarterly list
requirement to justify its deregulation
effort without seeming to ignore the
"public interest" consideration of nonentertainment programming.
Protection
In other words, the commission could
tell the court, " Look, while we do not
require ascertainment of minimum levels
of non-entertainment programming, we
still require that broadcasters themselves
maintain lists of that programming for
review by the public.
index, such as the rate of inflation or
cost of living.
"They're just arbitrary increases
because SESAC wants more money,"
said Fuss. "I've offered to sign acontract without the automatic increases,
but they refused."
Houghton of SESAC sees things differently. It hired Broadcast Data
Systems to develop a fingerprinting
monitoring system to identify the use of
SESAC music.
"We implemented this as a test in
1994 and across the board in 1996," said
Houghton. "Radio stations are reasonable with us because they know that we
know which performances are aired on
which stations."
To be fair to the thousands of radio
stations, the three music-licensing agencies have agreed to treat all similarly situated stations the same. There is no
negotiation with individual stations,
they say.
William G. Slantz, president of
William G. Slantz Co., is aconsultant to
the broadcast industry in music-licensing negotiation.
Constant commerce
As a former employee of ASCAP,
Slantz saw the frustration of the broadcasters in their relationship with performance-licensing companies.
"Stations are really in the business of
selling commercials," said Slantz. "But
in order to attract listeners they usually
play music which gives them their profits. The copyright holders feel they are
entitled to apiece of that action."
"While ASCAP and BMI can't negotiate with individual stations, the stations do have a choice of different
license options and that's where we can
help," said Slantz, whose company
charges his station clients only a percentage of the money he saves them.
His company also helps the stations fill
out their financial and music reporting
forms.
"Actually, Ithink that broadcasters
provide a valuable service to the songwriters and publishers by getting their
music out there in the first place," said
Slantz. "Ibelieve that should be enough.
The bottom line is that the station is
making the music successful."
"It's arrogant of the music industry to
ask someone to sell something for them,
and then ask them for acommission on
it," said Slantz.
When the Radio Music Licensing
Committee and the performance rights

-That way, if there turns out to be a
problem, the public can alert us, and the
public interest will be protected." The
court bought the argument.
As far as broadcasters were concerned,
while preparation of the quarterly lists
may be afour-times-a-year hassle, that's
asmall price to pay for deregulation.
And the public? Well, they get the
quarterly lists to review, if they want to.
But as apractical matter, how often does
the public really look at quarterly lists?
Our purely unscientific observation at
Team Cole's Law is that members of the
public seldom, if ever, seek to review
public files at all.
So while the quarterly lists are certainly there for the public's perusal, the public generally declines the opportunity.
For some unfathomable reason, however, the commission now wants to mess

See COLE, page 43 •

Glen Larkin
organizations can't agree on fair compensation, they go to the next step,
which is litigation.
"ASCAP and BMI operate under a
government- consent decree," said
Jonathan Weiss, partner in Weil, Gotshal
& Manges LLP. "There is a rate court
which has oversight," said Weiss, whose
firm represents the RMLC in this action.
There are separate rules for certain
religious and public broadcasters, but
since 1940 the RMLC has represented
most commercial broadcasters. The
agreement with ASCAP will expire this
year, the BMI agreement expired in
1996.
"We're in the midst of litigation right
now with BMI on behalf of about 3,000
stations," said Weiss.
"SESAC is smaller and they don't
operate under any decree," said Weiss.
"In instances where stations refuse to
pay them, they are able to sue radio stations on behalf of their composers and
publishers."
Theoretically, stations are free to
negotiate with individual music copyright holders and not pay ASCAP and
BMI. However as apractical matter this
would be an almost impossible task.
Weiss sees a future where ASCAP and
BMI might hold less power over stations.
"We might be able to bypass them at
some point. There are already industries
including TV where per program licenses are more actively used. With the new
technology, radio stations might soon be
able to negotiate directly with the
sources of the music."
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster who
now writes full time.
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ming that meets its public interest obligations should not be concerned about having to describe that programming, even
though more detailed descriptions than

the beginning of are-regulation trend in
which long- abandoned regulations are
re- imposed. We expect that the agency
will disclaim any such re- regulatory

Continued from page 42

with the longstanding arrangement, at
least insofar as TV stations are concerned. The commission is contemplating
revisions to "standardize" quarterly lists
to include information related to "various
concrete ways in which ( the stations)
meet certain public interest obligations."
For example, the standardized form
would include "categories of programming" — say, local and national news, or
local and national public affairs, or programming that "contributes to political
discourse." You get the idea.
The FCC also is contemplating that
the standardized lists would include some
description of the manner(s) in which the
licensee has informed itself of the
"issues" to which programming is
addressed.
Familiar
Maybe we're missing something, but
it looks like the commission is moving
back in the direction of regulation,
which it supposedly abandoned nearly
20 years ago.
We could understand such a move if
there had been some identifiable problem
arising from quarterly lists as they have
been compiled for years, or if there had
been some drop in public service programming which might be traced to the
quarterly list requirements. But there
does not seem to be any such problem.
To the contrary, as abasis for its proposal, the commission cites the observations of one commenter that amember of
the public seeking review of a station's
public file "might be required to go to
different areas in abuilding to inspect the
public files."
That may be true, but changing the
contents of the quarterly lists ( as the
commission proposes) will not affect
their location within any given station.
Similarly, the commission mentions a
commenter's concern that public files of
different stations are not consistent and
uniform. That too may be true, but how
does it affect the determination that one
particular station is or is not serving the
public interest?
Is that determination necessarily
dependent on some comparison with other stations? The commission's proposal
seems to suggest that the commission
believes so, even though we frankly
would have thought that astation's public
service should be more an absolute,
rather than acomparative, determination.
Our completely uneducated hunch is
that the commission may be experiencing
some second thoughts about deregulation. Such a pendulum- like phenomenon
is not unknown in regulatory circles.
Here, while the agency's concern may
not be so great that the commission is
willing to re-inject itself directly into program regulation, it may be figuring that it
can achieve nearly the same goal indirectly through "standardization" of quarterly lists.
For the most part, the FCC's proposal
should not raise too many concerns for
broadcasters. A station with program -

Correction
An article in the Oct. 25 issue
misspelled
the
name
of
Lightningcast Inc.

It looks like the FCC is

moving back

in the direction of regulation, which it
supposedly abandoned nearly 20 years ago.

are now required could obviously pose
some serious inconvenience.
The more ominous concern here is
that the commission's proposal may be

intent. For our part, we intend to take
such disclaimers with areasonable measure of salt.
Again, we emphasize that the proposal

at present relates only to television
licensees, and the FCC has given no indication at all that any similar proposal
might be considered for radio licensees.
However, it is difficult to perceive how
the commission could distinguish
between the audio and video services in
the limited context of quarterly lists. At a
minimum, radio broadcasters may wish
to monitor the FCC's "standardization"
proposals on the off chance that those
proposals may sooner or later be directed
to the radio industry.
If you have any questions about this,
you should be sure to consult with your
communications counsel.
Harry Cole is a principal in the
Washington- based law firm of Bechtel
& Cole, Chartered. Reach him at
(202) 833-4190 or on the Internet at
hfcole@coleslaw.com
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The Death of aPhilly Legend
Tom MacDonald
It was alittle before 9 a.m. on Nov. 6,
the clay before Election Day. Pat Farnack
and Earle Bailey, the morning news
anchors on WWDB-FM in Philadelphia,
were told by management not to introduce
Gil Gross, the host of the talk show that
was to follow the news. The format of the
country's first FM station to go talk was
about to be changed after 25 years.
Instead, a pre-recorded, automated
female voice started counting down to
the new format, and the employees of the
Beasley Broadcast Group station were
brought together for ameeting.
Company COO Bruce Beasley told
them that General Manager Dennis Begley
and Sales Manager Dan Sullivan had been
fired, according to staff members who
were present. The other employees would
be replaced immediately by an automation
system airing anew ' 80s format until live
personalities were gradually introduced.
There had been rumors throughout
the Philadelphia broadcast community
for months that Beasley Broadcast
Group was going to do something at
WWDB. The station was sinking in the
ratings, especially since the move last
January to hand over syndicated talkers
Dr. Laura and Rush Limbaugh to rival
CBS-owned WPHT(AM).
That station, the old WCAU(AM)
1210, now bills itself "The Only Talk
Station in Town" in on-air liners.
But the switch to ' 80s music at
WWDB was a shock, especially to the
hosts, producers and news people who
lost their jobs. Many simply sat around
the station after the meeting; some
answered listeners' phone calls to explain
the format switch, according to staffers
who did not wish to be quoted by name.
Complete change
According to a statement from the
Beasley Broadcast Group, the reformatted
WWDB will deliver a sound that
Philadelphia audiences have demanded.
The format was chosen after an exhaustive
market survey and confirmation of its success in other major markets.
According to one employee, staffers had
assumed that the all news morning show
would not survive and that afternoon hosts
Jay Sorensen and Hilarie Barsky would be
moved to the coveted morning slot.
Some employees, according to one
source, discovered in the station's computer system that management had had
its voiceover talent cut new promos for a
Jay and Hilarie morning show.
Barsky said they were offered a new
contract to take over the morning show
and were disappointed when the decision
was made to change the station to music.
She said the duo had been gaining a
foothold in the afternoons and expected
to expand on it in morning drive.
When asked about the morning show
change, Beasley Director of Corporate
Communications Denyse S. Mesnik said,
"Beasley Broadcast Group's company
policy is not to comment on internal station procedures or operations."
Begley had negotiated new contracts
with the pair, contracts that were never
signed, according to Barsky. She said
Begley had been poised to make the move
two days after the talk format was dropped.
Instead, Begley was the first to be fired,
then Sorensen and Barsky and the rest of
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the WWDB staff. Management at the
cross-town Beasley station, WXTU(FM),
will handle duties at WWDB.
The station also is expected to drop
its legendary call letters. They stood for
the first owners' names, William and
Dolly Banks, who changed the station to
talk in 1975.
Out of a job
News Director Kirk Dorn is one of
those looking for a new job. Dorn had
left KYW(AM) to run the news department. Dorn said the Beasleys didn't give
their "news in the morning, talk the rest
of the day" format achance to mature.
"Habits take a long time to form,"
Dom said of the switch to an all- news
morning show a year and a half ago.
"The company's patience just ran out."
Dorn also is disappointed that "The
Point," as the new station is now called,
is supported by a major TV advertising
effort, which sources estimated will cost
Beasley $ 1.5 million.
"They told us they didn't believe in
advertising, then they started the TV campaign when the changed format," said Dorn.

Beasley sMesnik would not comment
when asked about the TV campaign in
support of the new format or any other
matter related to the format flip.
WWDB had undergone aratings decline
for years. Once No. 2in the 12-plus ratings
beauty contest, there was more to the story
of the station's slide than last winter's loss
of Limbaugh and Dr. Laura.

WWDB-FM's logo until Nov. 6
The station had changed hands four
times in 15 years, from Philadelphia attorney Regan Henry, to Chuck Schwartz's
Panache Broadcasting to Charlie Banta's
Mercury Broadcasting and finally to the
Beasley Broadcast Group in 1997.

Dr. Jim Corea, a talk show host who
has been on the station since it went talk,
said it was "bad management" that led to
the station's format change.
Corea also points to the decision to split
up the talk show hosts about ayear and a
half ago for an ill-fated attempt to support a
FM and an AM station on 860 kHz. The
AM station has been switched back to ethnic and religious programming.
Radio infomercials were a staple of
WWDB programming before the switch.
Listeners could hear everything from food
supplement ads to extremely personal vanity product infomercials in every daypart.
Some staffers who didn't want to be
quoted called it the " infomercial crack
pipe" that did the station in.
Corea, host of many of the paid programs, said the infomercials "weren't the
problem."
Many of the talk show hosts are still
under long-term contracts, like Iry
I
lomer, who said he's going to be on the
payroll "until 2002."
Homer said he wasn't sure he was ready
to return to another radio station, unless he
finds "some sanity in management."
Tom Mac Donald is a news reporter
for Metro Networks in Philadelphia,
which supplied news for WWDB until the
format change.
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Learning From the Radio Greats
Scott Fybush
How do you reduce a room full of
hundreds of radio professionals to helpless laughter? Putting legendary air talents Casey Kasem, Gary Owens and Dr.
Don Rose together is apretty good start.
"This is the staff meeting from hell
over here," quipped veteran consultant
Lee Abrams from across the podium as
Owens and Rose traded jokes during the
"Radio Legends" panel that closed out
the sessions at the recent NAB Radio
Show in San Francisco.

Gary Owens
But amidst the memories and the
jokes, the panelists also offered some
serious insights into the future of the
business they've helped to shape over
the last few decades.
Long view
For Abrams, after 30 years of creating
new broadcast formats like classic rock, it's
now time to tear apart much of what he's
learned and rebuild radio from scratch.
As the director of programming for
XM Satellite Radio, he's in charge of
creating 100 new " living, breathing"
radio stations in amatter of months.

. "Come up with 100 ideas and as long
as 30 of them work, you're batting
.300," he said. "Nobody will remember
the 70 that didn't work."
But don't expect to hear some of the
format tricks Abrams made famous, like
"twofer Tuesdays."
"We have to, for survival, throw out
the playbook," he said. " We have to
build asound that's as fresh to today's
FM listener as FM was to AM listeners
in the 1970s. We believe the playbook
hasn't been rewritten in 30 years, and
it's up to us to rewrite it."

they're looking in radio."
For programmers, too, there are still
challenges.
"The real ratings battles are in the
smaller markets," said consultant Kent
Burkhart. "If you can win in Amarillo,
Texas, you can win anywhere."
To help overcome the idea that program directors don't understand the
business aspect of radio, as well as offer
young programmers role models,
Burkhart has founded a new group
called "Programmers to Presidents."
Its charter members include top executives like CBS' Dan Mason and Clear
Channel's Randy Michaels, who began
their careers on the programming side
of the business.
Perhaps those would-be programmers
could benefit from one final word of
advice from Owens. direct from "beautiful downtown Burbank:"

Secret to success
While Abrams rewrites the playbook,
on-air talent like Kasem and Owens say
their sccref to success lies in doing what
they've always done.
"If someone asks, what's the most
important thing in radio," Kasem said.
"I will say consistency, even if it means
you're consistently bad."
Kasem also urged those new to the
business to constantly ask questions.
"That, Ithink, perpetuated my career in
broadcasting. because Iwas never afraid
to make amistake." he said.
Mistakes or not, the voice of "LaughIn" said he and his colleagues entered the
world of broadcasting at the right time.
"The ' 50s were atransitional time,"
said Owens. "Mad Magazine was becoming big
and if you did something different, you would kind of stand out."
Among Owens' first attention- grabbing stunts: persuading listeners of
Oakland, Calif., station KEWB(FM) to
get out of their cars on the Golden Gate
Casey Kasem
Bridge and "tap-dance for peace."
"Whatever you do, hone your
While the AM top-40 days that produced Kasem, Owens and Rose are long
skills. Hone your craft. If you have a
piece of cheese with you, hone your
gone, the jocks and programmers agree
that there's still room for anew generaKraft right now."
Scott Fybush is the editor oi
tion of radio people to do what they did.
"The talent in our industry is just
NorthEast Radio Watch when he's not
reporting for Time Warner's R New.s
great," said Kasem. " Look at where
they're looking now for talent for TV —
cable channel in Rochester, N.Y.
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If you work in acommercial radio station

You may have already won

AudioSonix will give away
up to Ten $ 1000 CASH prizes!
Before December 15th we will randomly draw the names of the
potential winners from alist of FCC registered commercial radio stations
(AM and FM) . To find out if you've won, simply download, install and
register the free AudioSonix Software using your stations callsign.
There's no obligation and it costs you nothing.
Download the free software at http://www.audiosonix.com.
Oh, and talk real sweet to your GM....he might just let you keep the cash.
Contest starts December 15th 2000 and ends January 15th 2001.
Winners will be chosen at random from alist of FCC registered
commercial radio stations. Registrants must use the radio stations
FCC Callsign and must be an employee of the registering station.
Cash payment will be paid to the person registering
the AudioSonix software. In the event that astation's policies
prohibit employees accepting prizes, payment will be made to the
station. Winner will be notified by email with the address given
at the time of software registration. A list of contest winners
will be available on the AudioSonix website after January 30th 2001.
All winning registrants will receive their prizes within 30 days
after the contest ends. Contest applies to new registrants only.
Other rules may apply, contest void where prohibited.
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Small Markets Need Radio News
Scott Fybush
Whether it's as small as aRed Cross
blood drive or as big as atornado in the
middle of downtown, local news is a
vital service for broadcasters to provide
in the face of growing competition from
other media.
"Whenever anything is happening, we
have someone there to report on it, no
matter how insignificant it seems. Those
are the things people want to hear
about," said Jay Fisher, president/general manager of KTKS(FM) in Lake of the
Ozarks, Mo.
But providing that coverage in atime
of shrinking budgets and growing sta-

tion clusters isn't always an easy task.
That's why the station managers and
news directors who gathered at The

drain on the bottom line.
At Dick Broadcasting's four stations
in Knoxville, Tenn.. Operations

If there's a tornado

in downtown

Knoxville, we don't think people
want to hear the latest Kenny G record.
— Mike Hammond
NAB Radio Show said it's important to
make sure everyone at the radio station
knows that news is more than just a

Manager Mike Hammond sees that
every station employee is an honorary
member of the news team. ( As of Oct. 1,

It's 2am.
Do you know where a
Two-Track Recorder is?

Citadel Communications Corp. was to
own these stations.)
"We tell them that if they see any
kind of event happen, get on the cell
phone and call us," said the operations
manager of Dick Broadcasting's cluster.
By involving the entire station in
news, Hammond said it's easier to persuade them to break format when an
emergency occurs.
"We even break format on our smooth
jazz station," he said. "If there's atornado in downtown Knoxville, we don't
think people want to hear the latest
Kenny G. record."
That sort of local commitment,
Hammond said, is what radio stations
will need to withstand the competition
from satellite radio and the Internet.
"I say bring it on, because if we've
got a tornado in downtown Knoxville,
(listeners) are going to come to my radio
station — they're not going to go to the
Internet and they're not going to go to
satellite radio."
Ask station news directors 'hat their
biggest challenge is, though, and they'll
point to the difficulty of finding and
retaining talented radio journalists.
In an industry that's accustomed to
fierce competition, Program Director
Don Schrack of KMPH-FM in Fresno,
Calif., said some cooperation is in order.
"In the last 12 months, I've lost people to KABC-TV in Los Angeles,
KCRA-TV in Sacramento," and other
stations, he said.
While he's sorry to see them go, he
said he's using their departures as a
recruiting tool by asking the larger stations to send him talent that might not
be quite ready for amajor market.
Training is also a vital part of any
news director's job, the panelists say.
"There is nothing more boring than a
boring newscast," said Hammond, who
holds weekly sessions with his reporters
to coach them on making their newscasts more relevant to listeners' needs.
And if all else fails, Hammond said,
make sure the part-timers at least know
what to do.
After aweekend fire destroyed nearly
a block of downtown Knoxville while
the station's part-time staffers sat by and
said nothing on the air, "Imade up my
mind that wasn't going to happen
again," he said.
The result: astep-by-step manual that
everyone in the station can use, guiding
him or her through the basics of putting
news coverage on the air. •
STATION

Chances are, there's one on Broadcastmarket.com, the auction
and classified website designed exclusively for audio and video
professionals. Whether you're looking to purchase afew items or
an entire studio, Broadcastmarket.com is the first place to look for
all of your equipment needs, whenever you want, day or night.
Log on to broadcastmarket.com and find just what you're looking
for. Any time.

kroadcastmarket corn
Your online A/V auction site

SERVICES]

NBG Syndicates
'The Complete Sheet'
NBG Radio Network Inc. has
signed a three-year deal to syndicate " The Complete Sheet," a
morning show prep service.
"The Complete Sheet" is written
by Johnny Vega, Bryan Crain and
Charlie Reinke. The daily service,
which boasts 230 station affiliates,
provides up to 25 pages of showbiz
news, "Weird News," jokes, top- ten
lists, listener phone topics and funny bit ideas.
For more information call Gina
DeWitt at NBG Radio Network at
(503) 802-4624 ext. 784, e-mail
gina@nbgradio.com
or
visit
www.TheCompleteSheet.com

ATR:
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

4215: Simultaneous Ins and Outs
Jim Withers
Eight years ago, Ikluged together a
rudimentary hard-drive-based audio system using a386 PC and astate-of-the-art
8- bit, ISA slot consumer sound card.
Talk about digital grunge. As the
cigarette ad said, "We've come a long
way, baby!"
The AudioScience ASI4215 digital
audio card is so far advanced from that
old 8bit card that it does not even belong
in the same product category. With the
advances in PC horsepower, disk size and
access speed, audio files can be written
and read from the hard drive much faster
than before.
Multiple streams
The AudioScience card takes advantage of faster access time by using a
sophisticated DSP chip that allows simultaneous recording and playback.
ln fact, the card can play four
streams of 44.1 kHz/16-bit sound while

The AudioScience AS14215 digital audio card
recording a fifth stream. Each stream
can also be set to either linear PCM or
compressed MPEG H.
This translates into incredible flexibili-

PRODUCT EVALUATION

Adaptec Solves
Cable Problems
Carl Lindemann
Adaptec is best-known for making
SCSI adapter cards and CD- R software.
The entry of the company into the SCSI
cable business seems peripheral to the
cards and software. But the quality of

ty for the user. Instead of delegating an
entire hard-drive system for, say, anews-

11

z salt- jai

Business
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me-irm

MBM,

See Page 48
December 6, 2000
feed delay, the AudioScience card allows
the recording to take place on ahard drive
system already doing duty as a full-time
playback system.
This is possible because the card uses
aseparate sample rate generator for each
stream. This design allows compression
rates to be adjusted on a channel- by channel basis, making multiple- format
audio stream integration easy.
Want to mix 32 kHz PCM playback
with 44.1 kHz MPEG? That is not a
problem with the ASI4215.
From acritical-ear standpoint, this card
sounds good. With up to 50 kHz sampling
and a 16-bit word, the card is transparent;
what goes in, comes back out.
The analog portion of the card is
robust as well. Icranked up the input on
the card about 20 dB over nominal and
could hear no clipping or overshoot.
The card Itested came without drivers,
which Ithought might be a problem.
However, Iwent to the AudioScience
Web page at www.audioscience.com,
went to the driver page and downloaded
what Ineeded.
See ASI, page 50

You'll find endless features and more than
forty cool effects in every box of Cool Edit Pro!

P.O. Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA

cepro@syntrillium.com
1-888-941-7100

(toll frec . les, USA and Canada)

tel. + 1-480 -941 -4327

fax: +1-480-941-8170

.".•90od

setni

st4«,
11

SCSI cables can make a major difference in whether the cards and software
work properly.
Idiscovered this the hard way. Looking
through the computer wholesale junk
mail, Inoticed awide range of prices for
SCSI cables. Typically, external cables are
not packaged with either external hard

The unit was under warranty, so I
called Yamaha tech support and the
company swapped it for another. A few
months later, similar problems began
to appear.
As always, it was an irritating, intermittent problem. Sometimes the CD burns
See CABLES, page 50

ad

Back to

drives or CD-R burners.
Ibought acheap mini 50-pin to mini
50- pin cable to connect an external
Yamaha CD- R to an Adaptec card
installed in aPC. After afew months, the
CD- R stopped working and Istarted
receiving error messages.

An Adaptec high-density 68-pin to 50-pin SCSI cable

•
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It's Back to Business at ATR
another animal. Ipicked 1170 kHz, as it
was an unused frequency here in
Washington area and the closest licensed
Okay, time to stop dwelling on radio
station on that frequency is powerhouse
station clocks and begin getting back to
WWVA(AM) in Wheeling, W. Va.
the actual station.
While that station can be heard in
Progress continues on Annandale
Washington well after sunset, it does not
Terrace Radio — ATR 1170 — but the
appear to have amajority of listeners in
going is slow. Iwant to be sure the thing
the pocket of town Icall home. But a
works properly before permanently boltfew dozen yards down the road. ATR is
ing it to my roof.
Among the snags Iam running into: I completely wiped out by WWVA. Yards!
If Iwant ro have areceivable signal anymay have to consider adifferent frequentime after 4p.m., Ihad better rethink my
cy. my Internet connection has slowed to
dial position.
snail speed, 1am being asked my advice
on firing up Part 15 stations in other comOutside queries
munities. and Ifind myself tantalized by
Because the first of the ATR articles
numerous software packages that promise
appeared here, my e-mail has been
full station automation for little money.
Alan R. Peterson
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Cheap and versatile automation software abounds for the micro-broadcaster.
ATR is vacillating between VVebiockey from IIGYS (above) and VVinJay ( below),
an Italian-made scheduler and playback system for the PC.
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can sympathize.
Admittedly. Ihave also enjoyed some
fun e-mail on the topic of Part 15 radio.
John Devecka, VP of sales for LPB
Communications, suggested a great
bumper that tosses a wink at the lowpower aspect of ATR:
"(Laser blast) Burning up the airwaves with one hundred thhhhhousand
(micro)watts of flamethrowing power!
ATR-I170!"
Pat O'Brient and Jim Cartwright of
KSYZ-FM in Grand Island, Neb., produced a hysterical ATR quarter-hour
imager and e-mailed it to me as an MP3.
It repeats an idea published earlier:
"(Laser zaps) Broadcasting to the
galaxy with less power than afirefly's
a**! ATR-1170."
Support for Part 15 AM came all the
way from broadcast engineer Greg
Stoddard of Indiana, proprietor of
"Radio Greg," his own low- power
endeavor. Greg offers free airtime to
neighborhood kids to do their own
shows, and on days when it looks as if
bad weather is going to force snow
emergencies, he rebroadcasts NWS
radio all day.

buzzing with questions
from people looking to
launch similar operations
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in their communities.
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qualify for LPFM and
The original rooftop location for my
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r
ANTENNA
ADLAT IC.A
100 milliwatter gave me the coverage I just have aneed to put up
09. 5 .
2',/C:/2CCC
astick without going the
wanted — aradius of up to four blocks
— but did nothing for my Internet conpirate route.
Ithink some members
nection. The double phone line entering
of the latter group are the
my house picked up the signal.
folks that need the most
The interference was not enough to
guidance. After describactually cause program audio to be heard
ing essential parts of my
in the phone line, but it did clobber my
Stoddard may not get the range of the
rig to one curious party, like the mixer,
bit rate. Iwatched my dialup line drop
Big Boys, but it sure sounds like he knows
the on-air processor and maybe amic or
from close to 50 kbps to about 4.6 kbps
how to serve his immediate community.
two, the response Ireceived was, "What
when the transmitter was on. Hard for
Of course, what do Ido when I'm off
those bits to swim upstream against a are those for?"
to the day job? Ihave had occasion to
"For getting on the air," came my
current, Isuppose.
look into numerous automation programs
rather astonished response.
Moving the mast to the other side of
that can run on el-junko computers.
"I thought the transmitter did all that,"
the house cleaned things up considerably,
Commercial products aside, Ihave found
replied the writer. " You mean Iwould
but no doubt chewed up the phone line of
no shortage of freebies and cheapies out
have to buy more equipment?"
my neighbor next door. So, now there are
there in cyberspace.
My best guess about this fellow was
ferrite beads and donuts everywhere in
These products have become inexthat, as ayoungster, he used to broadcast
the basement, and acall is in to the phone
pensive and plentiful, thanks in great
all the way to next door by holding down
company, requesting their help in chokpart to Windows DirectSound, which
the button of his CB walkie-talkie and
ing down the phone line at the pole.
See ARP, page 57
playing a record into the microphone. I
The frequency issue is altogether
That is not to say Ihaven't been hitting
the air. My little AM-2000 transmitter has
been moved to ashort mast to stake out
some general coverage around my immediate neighborhood. The initial setup that
Iused during my review of the unit ( RW,
June 21) turned out to be impractical.
Ihad been hoping to go up full-time
by Labor Day, but distractions, general
home life and the technical snafus have
sorta changed the agenda alittle.
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Mr. Rafael Arreaza
OMB AITICriCa
3100 N.W. 72nd Me.
Miami, FL 33122

Dear Rafael:
Iwng to tell you how happy
antenna

we are

with our nevi Obea3 10,000 watt

system
It is fantastic!
Ihave.owned
m any brands of transmitters and antennas in the

past.

transm itter

Some have

and 0M13

worked

better then

others. The performance of your OMB transmitter, exciter and antenna has been as good or better then any
other equipment

I've ever owned.
The transmitter has been rock s
olid, we set it and it does not deviate, it works great. The same can
be said for the exciter and power amplifier. Your antenna system also works great and provides fantastic
.

overa ge

for our listen'
Iant especially happy with the simplicity of your systems. In today's complex world, everyone
seems to be trying to complicate everything. The simplicity of your equipment is abreath of fresh air. It
makes installation and maintenance easy and I'm sure it plays apart in keeping your equipment affordable.

crs

Ican't forget affordability. It was one of the major reasons Iconsidered OMB when Istarted my
decision making process. Idid alot of research and came to the c,onclusion that OMB would provide me
more for my dollar. OMB did just that and more. Your products and customer service have far exceeded
my expectations.
in cl
osing, Irecommend OMB to any broadcaster and my doors are op
en to

anyonewho

would

like to see your products in action.
Thanks for all your help and your great products.

Sincerely,

eut D. Smith
President
Darby Advertising Inc.

FAX: (517) 732-6202

650 E. MAIN

l

ST.

P.O. BOX 1766 • GAYLORD, MI 49734-1766 • (517) 732-2341
•
•

orPDIer 9IT WIT

4fAVZ J'A- 73

www.omb.com

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112
Miami, F1. 33122
305-4770974 / 73
Fax 305-4770611
ombusa@bellsouth.net
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ucts can eliminate dealing with tech
support.
As SCSI standards quickly evolved
from the simple single-ended 8-bit connections to the LVD SCSI Ultra160 standard
and beyond, cabling becomes more crucial
as the demands on equipment multiply.

Cables
Continued from page 47

would fail. Was it another bad burner?
After more calls to tech support. Iwas
about to give up. But Ihad recently
received an Adaptec 1480 SCSI PC Card
for my laptop. The problem and the error
messages disappeared after connecting the
burner through the card. It was not the drive or the SCSI card — it was the cable.

Less interference
The Low Voltage Differential found in
Ultra2 and Ultra160 is ashift from unbalanced to balanced connections to help filter out noise that can interfere with data
transfer. It also allows cable lengths
between devices to double over previous
SCSI setups.
A cable product engineer Ispoke with
at Adaptec sees the adoption of the new
balanced design as only a part of the
solution.
The engineer said there is alot of noise
interference that comes into play and it
starts to affect the digital signals. So the
company uses various techniques such as
better insulation material on the conductor
and to have the wires twisted.

The next step
According to Joan Konsdorf, vice president of customer services and support at
Adaptec, some 20 percent of the tech support calls received boil down to bad cables.
The best solution was not to recommend particular brands or manufacturers
of SCSI cables, but to bring those capabilities in-house. Though it seems odd, the
cable unit reports to her division.
"Several years ago, we did aroot/cause
analysis to see what we could do to

It's odd

that people will spend the money

to buy a top-line host adapter and a top-line
peripheral, then skimp on the cable. It's like
putting cheap gas in a Ferrari.

— Joan Konsdorf

For consumers, the difference between
cables is hard to tell in acatalog or even in
person. The price tag does not necessarily
mean quality or lack thereof.
The Adaptec range of SCSI connectors
is available at www.adaptecstore.com and
at other Web-based retailers along with
many large retail computer and electronics
emporiums.
The reason for not bundling the cables

improve our product so that customers
don't experience support issues," said
Konsdorf. "We discovered that alarge percentage of the problems coming in were
from poor-quality cables.
"It just made sense for us to get into the
cable business and come out with aquality
cable. This gives the customer a better
experience and reduces my support cost."
Using Adaptec's cables with its prod-
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Guaranteed compatibility
and reliability with Adaptec
SCSI cards.
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Not bundling with cards

For more information contact Adap
in California at ( 408) 945-8600 or vi
the Web site at www.adaptec.c

with the cards is that the interfaces need to
connect with different SCSI devices. In
other words, the end user needs to select a
specific cable to fit the particular combination of devices.
List prices for single cables range from
$13 for athree-foot DB25 male to DB25
male cable, up to $ 146 for 32.8 feet of 68pin VHDCI to 68-pin VHDCI LVD cable.
Do Ireally need this?
Is there atest for installed cables to find
out if it is up to spec?
In my case, the only way to find out is
if the serious error messages start appearing after intermittent failures.
For Konsdorf, the challenge is getting
customers to avoid a "penny-wise, pound
foolish" approach to cables.
"Customers think they are saving
money. There is agreat difference in cost
between some of these cables," said
Konsdorf. "If Ican get this cable for $20,
why would Iwant to spend $30 for the
same thing? But that overlooks the total
cost of ownership and frustration down
the road.
"I think it's odd that people will spend
the money to buy atop- line host adaptor
and atop- line peripheral, then skimp on
the cable. It's like putting cheap gas in a
Ferrari."
Carl Lindemann is afrequent contributing writer to Radio World.
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IDigital I/0s shared

For more information contact the
company in Delaware at
(302) 324-5333 or visit the Web
at vvww.audioscience.co

The AudioScience card provides
AES3 and S/PDIF ports, making direct
recording from aCD cut to the hard
drive asnap. These features will come
in handy, as one of the red flags mentioned with the transition to IBOC is
repeated AID-D/A compression in the
audio chain.
A downside is that these inputs and
outputs are shared and are only hardware-switchable. Most users should not
find this aproblem, as the type of digital interface typically is set when
installing the card.
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Staying digital
As the radio industry contemplates the transmission of digital
audio, the requirements for audio
will be to stay in the digital realm
from mie to the speaker cone.
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World
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22041

Contact information is on the home
page. Although Idid not try to access
the customer support system, Isuspect
it will reflect the attention that went
into putting the site together.
For those who habitually misplace
operating handbooks as Ido, the company has also thoughtfully included
Adobe versions on its Web site for
downloading.
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PCs in the broadcast industry have
enjoyed steady growth in both numbers
and in areas of use. From rather humble
beginnings as data processors for trafficking and billing, PCs have achieved
full potential as digital storage and
playback devices for audio.
This transition would not have been
possible without peripherals such as the
AudioScience ASI4215 sound card that
turns astandard PC into a multitrack
digital audio record/playback source
without peer.
Jim Withers is VP of engineering at
Pacific Broadcasting. Reach him at
(314) 345-1030 or via e-mail at
jim@koplar.com
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Step Up to the Plate With PZMs
find out.
Suppose you are picking up a sound
source with amic placed close to ahard,
sound- reflecting surface. Situations
where this might occur include picking

Bruce Bartlett
Ever wondered what those funny-looking "plate" microphones are and how
they are used?

Radio World 51
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the mic from two paths —
directly from the sound source
and reflected off the nearby
surface. Because the reflected
sound travels a longer path
than the direct sound, the
reflected sound is delayed relative to the direct sound (Fig.
The Neumann GFM 132 boundary layer mic
1, left).
The direct and delayed sounds comphase cancellations for more natural
bine at the mic, causing phase cancellasound reproduction (see Fig. 1, page 57).
tion at various frequencies. The result is a
Additional benefit
series of peaks and dips in the frequency
response called a comb-filter effect. It
Furthermore, the coherent addition of
yields afiltered, colored tone quality.
direct and reflected sound boosts the sen-

When taped

to the walls or ceiling near

an audience, boundary mics provide realistic
pickup of audience reaction.

Crowns SASS- P Mk II stereo PZM mic
up live stage sound with the mics near
the floor, recording an interview with the
mic on adesk stand near atable top or
recording apiano with the mic near the
open lid.
In these situations, sound waves reach

They are boundary or "pressure zone"
microphones (
PZM) designed for mounting on surfaces such as a floor, wall,
table, piano lid, baffle or panel.
You might wonder how amicrophone
can sound good on the floor. Read on to

However, on aboundary microphone,
the mic capsule is afew thousandths of
an inch from the surface. Direct and
reflected waves travel virtually the same
distance to the mic capsule, so they are in
phase at all frequencies. This eliminates

sitivity 6 dB, and therefore increases the
signal-to-noise ratio 6 dB, which
improves clarity and "reach."
Another benefit of the boundary microphone is that it has no off-axis coloration:
See PZM MICS, page 57

The BSI Series 300 System is c World-Class digital automation solution for
broadcast, From the Dell 2450 base platform with dual redundant power
supplies and fast SCSI drives.. to the advanced WaveStation digital
automation sof-twarD... the Series 300 is capable of Tasks that no other
system can perform. The entire dual studio system ( twice what you see
1
- re), including two workstations, flat screen monitors, network switch and
cabling.., is less than what the other guys charge you for a single studio
system of lesser quality. Just $ 26,999... and that includes free tech support,
3 year warranty, one-year of free software upgrades and no recurring fees.
Need Music? We've got more than 28,000 songs in a dozen formats.
Too good to be true? Visit ur at www.bsiusa.com... and see for yourself.
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Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible ine of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly fuinctional solutions to your control requirements
without the need for "custom boxee.

AES3 Switching And Distribution
Made Easy with the AES-200

,

DC 8A Dial -Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

MS0-8 Control Panel

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller

•

Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smaller profile products with eight LEDindicator-equipped switches.

Stores and controls up to 160 events with Hour/Minutes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings lime correction. 20 SPST relays
and/or 32 serial custom commands provided.
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e

mom.
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eal=r-

ea
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Features:
2 Input AES3 Switcher
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SRC-1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL compatible inputs and 16- Relay ( Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
units can be used in astand-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

2 XLR Outputs, 2 BNC Outputs
Remote Control/Status

BOS, ROS 11 PBB-24 Switch Panels

MC -16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler

The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with
status LEDs in adesktop panel. The ROS is similar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBB-24
provides 24 momentary buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

Full featured telephone line coupler/hybrid provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings (DTMF to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4-digit access
codes and much more.

Uses:
Main/Alt. Transmitter Audio Switching
Digital Studio Switcher
Professional Digital Dubbing

SRC 8Serial Remote Control
The SRC-8provides ameans of adding 8channels of remote control to RF, wireline and fiber type
STL systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems (full áhalf duplex models).

SSM Smart Silence Monitor

UI 411 Universal Interface

Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical
switches/relays, adding remote functions to transmitter control/logic, detecting phone line "ring", etc.

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!
Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

E-mail: bti@ broadcasttools.com

Voice: 360 . 854 . 9559
Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5 Crestview Avenue
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567

BROADCAST

tools

bdi

Tel. (
914) 737-5032 Fax. (
914) 736-6916

z
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Website: vvww.Broadcast-Devices.com

Innovative Problem Solving Tool For Broadcast

If You Cec
Maket
Yo

EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

in stock for
immediate delivery!

Equipment is

Price $ 1750.00
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

ar)4ak

Phone 740-593-3150

23- \
V Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898
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• Stwo-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board • 2minutes of digital audio storage
• Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended • 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
operation
• 4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting

6016 FM Antenna Condé Nast Building New York City

Shively Labs

orWl
da

(207) 647-3327
www8 88-SHIVELY
.shively.com
saleseshively.com

• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
• BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
input levels
for second transmitter
•Will handshake with automation equipment Pmg@gorman-redlich.com Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com
• Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitally
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.

AM ANTENNA SYSTEMS

C.O.P.
ows

Antenna Tuning Units
Transmitter Combiners

eA tern

eg.
0.C. White Co
n

cSo

Folded Unipole Antennas
Diplexers, Triplexers
RF Components

Mic Boom Arms
Once you view o
CD demo, we kn
want the softwar

•Noise- free, precision
microphone placement

FREE
you will

*Holds amultitude of mics
*Black or beige finish
*Large selection of mounts

ace ecuee low r ice,
gag at 'Meted mat c ',debt cliscowrts
gag

& risers available
*Order from your favorite
dealer today!

No Obligation!
See what the Traffic C.O.P. for

Mir

Windows can do for you!

ALLIED
INDEPENDENT

Call Now

(
800) 275-6204

www.broadcastdata.com

REPRESENTATION

(
765) 935 -3893
Email: dbocw@aol.com

Contact Dave Burns

www.ocwhite.com/html/microphone arms.html
dim

LBA antenna systems will improve
your efficiency, performance and
reliability. Our products are designed
and built to international standards.
Call LBA Technology for RF systems
and excellent technical service.
800-522-4464 1252-757-0279
Fax 252-752-9715
Email: lbatech@lbagroup.com
or Contact Our Representatives Worldwide

LBATechnology,Inc.
P 0 Box 8026, Greenville, NC 27835 USA

35 YEARS OF WORLDWIDE
ENGINEERING SERVICES
An LB. Grouo Company
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Reviving Sweepers: Radio aGo-Go
Ken R.
Ihave archived more than 5,000 PAMS
jingle packages that were rescued from the
edge of oblivion. Iwrote about this in the
Oct. II issue of RW.
These were the original tapes or backup
copies produced for hundreds of radio stations around the world between 1958 and
1977.
The original master multitrack tapes,
which Ipurchased in 1980 after the
demise of PAMS, provide an interesting
angle to this story.
First, aprimer about how the jingles
were recorded.
The instrumental tracks were recorded
and, in the earlier days, mixed first; the
singers listened to those tracks and added
several layers of vocals.
Then the tape is mixed, meaning that
the instruments and vocals are combined,
adding reverb, compression and sometimes other effects. This is how jingles
were created in 1958 and it is done in this
same manner today.
Syndication
This scheme allows the jingle company
to "syndicate" the same tracks to multiple
markets by changing the vocals without
re-recording the instruments.
Also, recording is easier when the engineer does not have to mix 25 instruments
plus afive- or seven-voice vocal group at
the same time. While this description is an
oversimplification of the process, technology has not altered this routine.
In the 1950s, PAMS recorded the
instruments in mono or stereo to 1/4-inch
tape. The entire band would set up in one
room at one time and play simultaneously.
By 1960, tracks were recorded in
stereo, with the rhythm instruments on the
left track, such as the drums, bass, guitar
and piano, and everything else on the right
track, like strings, brass, orchestra bells,
etc. This gave the engineer some flexibility in mixing.
In 1962, the first multitrack machines
came into use. PAMS recorded many
series on 1/2-inch machines at either 15 or
30 inches per second, no noise reduction,
in athree- or four-track format.
These machines allowed the studio to
record some of the solo or specialty instruments after the main band was through, a
process called "overdubbing." An example
of an overdub might be asparkle effect, a
harmonica solo or a sped-up xylophone,
which is difficult to record while the band
is playing.
Around 1968, a 10-track machine was
introduced; a 16- track machine came
along in 1971. Overdubbing became more
common after "Sgt. Pepper," as recording
became more sophisticated.
Iwanted to use my studio to re- sing
some of the classic PAMS music tracks
from the 1960s and 1970s for contemporary oldies stations. After obtaining proper
legal clearance, Ibegan to assemble a
vocal group that could recreate the PAMS
sound.
Idecided to mix the instrumentals from
the multitrack masters to amore workable
two-track format for several reasons.
For one, PAMS instrumentals were
complex and each instrument needed its
own EQ settings, levels and effects.
Creating this mix was a tremendous
amount of work. To redo this mix every
time acut was sung would be impractical.

Also. Idid not want to record onto the
original tapes; they were old and brittle.
The wear from constant rewinding and
recording would have destroyed them.
And Iknew that stations would want to
purchase cuts from different series and it
would be a waste of time constantly
rewinding and reloading tapes.
The DAT format was used for these
mixes; it had the best available quality in
the late 1980s when Iundertook this
effort. CD recording was not yet affordable; analog tape would have added noise.
Itackled the one- inch tapes from a
weird 10- track machine first, because I
owned aTascam MS- 16 one- inch 16track. The PAMS tapes played fine, with
audio on tracks 1and 2, nothing on 3,
audio on 4 and 5, nothing on 6, on down
the line.

congas or shakers, also overdubbed)
Tracks 8 through 10: vocals
It was educational to figure out how
these famous jingles were put together. I
often found myself saying "ahha" as I
discovered arranging and recording tricks.
Secrets revealed
While the biggest secret was good writing and playing, an examination of the
tapes revealed alot of hidden detail.
In the early 1970s, a "slap back" echo
was used on the brass to provide depth.
Flanging was also used as aprehistoric
effect. When amono source is recorded
onto two different tracks, then panned to
mono, aphasing effect is created as the
audio goes in and out of sync. If one holds
afinger on the flange or metal edge of a

Ken inspects a reel of tape
The board Iused was aTascam M370032 32-channel automated desk. Idid not
use any compression or reverb on these
transfers so that Icould add these during
the mix.
In the early days, the monitor speakers
were apair of JBL 4411s mounted on the
wall. Isoon discovered Icould get amore
detailed and accurate balance using
Tannoy PBM 6.5 II nearfield monitors.
In some cases, Imade simple two-track
mixes without reverb, meaning the rhythm
was panned to the left and the other instruments to the right. In other cases, Imade a
more realistic stereo mix with rhythm usually in the center and other instruments
panned naturally between the speakers.
On the panned stereo mixes, Iused an
Alesis Quadraverb very gently on brass
and strings. It is easy to ruin a mix with
too much reverb, so Iused it conservatively.
In many cases, the PAMS master tapes
had the appropriate effects printed to tape,
which made it easy to make the transfers
sound like the originals.
The tapes were in pretty good condition, but afew recorded in the 1970s had
to be baked before they could be played.
Several of these were originally recorded
for WGAR(AM) and WLS(AM).
Each of the heavy multitrack boxes
included acut or track sheet that indicated
which instruments were on which tracks
of the tape. In most cases they were accurate, if rather casual.
A typical cut sheet for aWLS jingle
circa 1970 is:
Track 1:
Track 2:
Track 3:
Track 4:
Track 5:
Track 6:
Track 7:

bass
drums
guitar
piano
brass
french horn (overdubbed)
additional percussion ( xylophone,

tape reel to adjust the speed slightly during the process, an effect like ajet plane
"whoosh" is heard as one source overtakes
the other.
A device called aKepex, made by Kepex
Corp., also was used; it allowed drumbeats
to trigger vocals in an unusual way.
Each time a musician hit adrum, it
would cut into the vocal, all of which were
fed to the unit. The result was achoppy,
gated- sounding noise, which made the
vocals sound strange. PAMS fans would

More shelves filled with
PAMS master tapes
recognize that sound in Series 42. It was
also used on brass in aBBC custom package in 1972.
A rotary Leslie speaker from a
Hammond was employed on voices on
certain cuts. Uncommon instruments such
as sitar, boom barns { percussion) and
zither were played. Backward guitar and
brass were also heard on several cuts.
PAMS producers tried many techniques
to make the jingles mand out on the radio.
Irecall a discussion with a former
PAMS singer who told me that owner Bill
Meeks once asked the group to sing into
paper cups against apane of glass to find
out how it would sound. Inever heard the
results of that trick.
My effort to remate the PAMS sound
was successful. Before Iclosed my studio
in April of this year, thousands of PAMS
cuts were sung for hundreds of clients in
11 countries. My Web page wwwketircom
has many examples.
PAMS re-sings are now recorded at JAM
Creative Productions, now owner of the
PAMS franchise. For the full story of PAMS
and details on current ownership, visit
wwwpains.com/pamsitecentlintd 4)

AM Improvement
Model 235 • $ 1800
MAKING `GREAT-SOUNDWG AM
POSSIBLE ONCE AGAIN
Afull-function, mono-AM processor featuring
"gain-riding" AGC, 3-band compression and
variable EQ, plus tight asymmetrical peak control
combining fast limiting with variabie-depth•clipping.
On-spec pre-emphasis and overshoot-compensated
cutoff filtering assure strict NRSC compliance.
Front-panel controls and indicators make local
operation asnap, and the built-in serial port with
supplied software enables easy computer or
modem remote control.
Contact your preferred supplier for ano-ool.cation
demo at your station.
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TEL. (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: info@ inovon.com
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Since 1979 Mager Systems has been
designing and fabricating exquisite custom studio
furniture for the broadcast industry nationwide. Our
unique award winning furniture offers true solid wood
premium construction, 3D drawings and design, delivery and
installation. Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on solid surface tops
exclusively, that will long out last wood edges and laminates. Our quality furniture
is very affordable, and can accommodate every budget from economy to
showplace. We know the broadcast industry is changing everyday. so.
if you haven't looked at Mager Systems lately. its time you checked to
see what we have new to offer like Turnkey Prewiring. Call us

pc ,siqued, Fabricated,

today and find out why Mager Systems is the best in sound furniture.

Invaluable Remote Broadcast Extension or GreatTest

POWER

Gearfor Your Tool Box? Hmmmmm... You Decide!
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The CircuitWerkes RP- 1

combines ahigh quality mic
amp with aheadphone amp
in one battery operated
package for extending your
remotes into locker rooms
and other distant locations
OR for testing out lines, etc.
The RP- 1is agreat addition
to your remote setup and its
host of handy features,
including calibrated meter
makes it an incredibly versitile
addition to your station's
arsenal.
Whether you're
doing
news / sports
actualities, general remote
broadcasting or just need a
handy, portable test set, you'll
love the versatile features &
performance of the RP- 1.
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Circuit Werkes
3716 SW

3W

Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352)335-6555/fax 380-0230

hap://www.circuitwerkes.com
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The RP- 1's Features Include:
> Headphone amp has ayanable level
balanced input and adjustable sidetone
so you can monitor an IFB or cue retum
source AND your program audio.
> Program bus is fed by balanced mic
preamp and an auxiliary unbalanced line
in each with individual controls.
> Built in, vahable level, 1kHz, sine wave
calibration oscillator.
> 10 segment, calibrated, LED metehng
switchable to program output or cue input.
> Momentary pushbutton switch, user
settabie for cough Of PTT.
> XLR mic and program output connectors.
ve stereo headphone/cue jack and
3.5mm auxiliary input jack
>Attractive & rugged metal enclosure with
belt dip standard.
> Phantom power for condensor mics.
> Two hour+ run time on 9V alk. batteries.
> List price is just $299.00

FM BROADCAST ANTENNA
FMR Series
• Circular polarization
• Series fed
• Internal feed
• Brass/Copper
construction
• Excellent bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road
Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540 Fax 814-472-5676
E-mail: psiba@surfshop.net

Without Advertising
A Terrible Thing Happens...

...NoTHING
Model 10/3000
,,, msin.31100
1
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au.m114,uaraniced , /
4" HA Ilange connector

luter

VSWR

Broadband, no tuning

foldhaels

Remote On- Olt (, am Control

•
single-phase 190-265Vac

30/Y

At-a-glanee stamy indicators

t
' sc. the same modules me has elucen supply ing for years to I
lards and Continental
V‘cighs less than 300 Ms. no chassis vieighs more than 75 Ills, one person can install

Silicon Valley
POW E R
AMPLIFIERS

The RF Peoole

Ph: 408 986 9700 Toll free: 800 986 9700 Fax: 408 986 1438
eniait: ..» 11e.

as.pa.ncrii
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pa.com

Place your ad here and reach key broadcast
professionals with purchasing power.
Call your area sales representative
or Simone Mullins @ 703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.
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iceberg Revamps Studios for Web
James Careless
When most people think of Internetonly radio stations, the common perception is of abare-bones basement operation that is aradio station only in name.
However, the five Web streaming stations operated by Toronto-based Iceberg
Media.com Inc., found on the Web at
www.theiceberg.com, have much more
sophisticated studios.
In fact, not only does Iceberg use wellequipped broadcasting facilities — if the
Internet links were replaced with transmitters, the stations could go straight to
air — but its five stations operate out of a
true studio broadcasting center.

instead .of windows looking down on a
rave, it overlooks downtown Toronto.
It features the accoutrements needed
for live club mixing, including turntables
and other variable- speed playback units,
including CD players that can be synchronized on the fly.
On the other hand, PrimeTicket.net
's programmed from a large room ini-

endorse the opportunity for music to be
ripped off, but we sure get behind the idea
of letting people hear music they probably
will not hear on any other media. This is
the music people are buying, but that oldfashioned radio chooses to ignore."
Iceberg is a different form of radio
than most are used to. But David
Marsden is comfortable doing something

Jordan de Virj shows off the
studio routing system

New premises
Until recently, the six-story building in
That is why he laughs off critics who
downtown Toronto housed country radio
wonder why he is putting so much effort
station CISS-FM.
into producing original, quality Internet
When that station moved to new
radio programming. Marsden said his
premises last summer, "this floor in the
critics are saying the same things that
building was completely empty except the
were said about his first forays into FM.
walls for the radio studios," said David
David Marsden is not too concerned
Marsden, Iceberg Media.com vice presiabout the challenges of running five stadent of entertainment. "This appealed to
tions out of one space. Instead, he is
Turntables are an important part of the 1groove.com studio
me, because having to build your own stulooking towards the future when theicedio space can be both expensive and time
berg.com "doubles the number of chantially designed for live country- music
different. In past years, Marsden brought
consuming."
nels we are putting out now."
However, Marsden and company did
broadcasts.
life to FM radio in Toronto through his
Got a radio studio facility story to
not move into the space and replicate the
"Live broadcasts were acondition of
performances on CHUM-FM and then in
tell? Pass the word. Write to us at
CISS-FM operations. Instead, they used
the CISS-FM license:' Marsden said.
founding CFNY-FM.
bcox@imaspub.corn
Now, instead of bluegrass, cuttingthis opportunity to create anew kind of
broadcast space, one that combines the
edge bands play live in this room to a
best of traditional radio production with
select audience of contest winners and to
Then and Now
listeners through the Internet.
new technology and the attitude of theiceberg.com.
Here's aphoto that landed in our In Box earlier this year while RW was preparThe attitude is what
ing astory about beyerdynamic. We liked it enough to want to share it with you.
sets
Iceberg
apart.
The manufacturer used this picture as part of apromotional campaign. It comWebcasting is not oldpared beyer's past — represented by stereo DT48 headphones, which began producfashioned radio by other
tion in 1937 — and the present, featuring the new MCD-100 digital microphone.
means; instead, Marsden
Beyer wanted to show that its approach to building high-quality audio products
said, Iceberg is a new
has not changed.
form of radio uniquely
"This picture represents the enthusiasm of maintaining this poiicy in the past It
adapted to the possibiliis still the philosophy now and will be our mission for the future," said Bob Lowig.
ties offered by the World
regional sales manager at beyerdynamic.
Wide Web.
The picture shows founder Eugen Beyer and associates viewing arecord cut on
Think of the formats as
their own lathe that would be used as playback material to test the headphones.
alternatives that no on-air
program director could
ever get past management.
The main Iceberg.com studio
For instance, W IV W.
2kool4radio.com delivers eclectic, edgy
Anyone in the world can also watch
and alternative music unavailable on the
these broadcasts, because PrimeTicket.net
airwaves.
shoots the concerts with digital video
Meanwhile, www. 1groove.com offers a cameras and then streams the video on the
DJ- driven club mix, one available in
Web alongside the audio.
dance clubs and raves around the world,
Recent concerts include Billy Bragg,
but not on AM or FM.
the du Maurier Downtown Jazz Festival,
Next is www.primeticket.net, an
Punkorama 2000, Joe Strummer, Maceo
around- the-clock "digital concert hall"
Parker, Fat Boy Slim and the Afro-Celt
featuring performances from the compaSound System.
ny's own studios and clubs across
Beyond its on-air studios, Iceberg also
Canada.
has a 16-track digital production room; a
Another aspect that sets Iceburg apart
download center for dubbing material
is the technology.
from vinyl, MiniDisc, cassette, CD or
The company does not have aproblem
any other media; and a large room for
using mixing boards, CD players and any
informal interviews complete with a
other piece of traditional radio technolocomfy leather couch.
High-end recording equipment and lots
gy that helps the 47 presenters do their
jobs. However, the station also uses
of servers with huge hard drives back the
turntables heavily, which are not as easy
entire operation. This is so that Iceberg
to find in these post-vinyl days, but are a can record all broadcasts for Web surfers
must-have for staff who "like to mess
to access the programs on demand.
around with their music," Marsden said.
Marsden is not afan of piracy, which
Share your interesting radio and techNowhere is this fusion of old and new
is why theiceberg.com only offers
nology pix with us. Contact Bernie Cox
technology more apparent than in the
streamed content.
at (703) 998-7600 x183 or via e-mail to
lgroove.com on-air studio.
"We protect the music and the artists
bcox@imaspub.com
completely by not making our music
Instead of a standard windowless condownloadable except as alistening expetrol room, the Igroove.com studio is
rience," Marsden said. " We cannot
essentially a dance-club DJ booth, but

Products Ea. Services Showcase
THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE

THE MOST COMPLETE FM
TEST SET AVAILABLE
AND IT'S A GREAT MOD MONITOR TOO!
• Complete

'Mee

Econco

proof of
performance
instrument
• Frequency
agile

REBUILT POWER TUBES

• Converts
standard XY
•
scope into a
spectrum
analyzer
The QEI Model 691 Modulation Monitor and Test
Package is a high technology precision instrument that
set a new standard for FM performance measurement
tools. We also manufacture a very comprehensive FM
transmitter Line. Contact QEI today and let us put our
innovations to work for your station. Contact our sales
department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.

SERVICE, REPAIR &

SPECIALIZING IN

CALIBRATION

EQUIPMENT BY

WE ALSO PROVIDE
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

mmitazi›

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

TECHNICAL SERVICE

Please call for quotation
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95776
Phone: 530-662-7553 Fax: 530-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841

• 60 dB control range.

Tri Maze

•

Meets all NRSC requirements.

•

Time domain contoured, integrated release.

•
•
•
•
•

Easy access compression and mix controls.
Dip switch selectable pre and de- emphasis, 75 or 150 uS.
Mix down peak metering, permits precise yet simple setup.
Triggered absolute level expansion, auto- mode for voice or music.
Zero hysteresis post filter clipping, provides up to 2dB loudness
without center channel distortion products

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262

textatibur Ciettronitg
HA- 1Hybrid Adapter
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'7.becCatid rPloductp.,

•

75412 Highway 25
Covington, LA. 70435 U.S.A.
1-800-624-7626

o

www.freeland-inc.com

e
•

1

Phone: 719-336-3902

DIRECTIONAL

AND

INEXPENSIVELY

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT
•

Since the HA- Ihooks up through your telephone
instrument's handset connector, no connection to
the telephone line is needed. With

he HA- I 's

front panel push-hutton out. your telephone functions normally. With the button pushed in. the
handset is disconnected and your hybrid is now

would he if hooked up directly to aC.O. line.
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Call VOW' laranle ' Will, ha lailtaAl dealer !Oday .101 [7:W0111111r IMXIII(IN!

Amiga World.
Reach key broadcasting professionals!

FERROLINEAR

o
o

telephone — old, new, single line, multi- line, etc.

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!

RF CHOKE
•

your favorite broadcast hybrid with almost any

OR

•
•
•

;

NON- DIRECTIONAL
PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED
SIMPLY

WITH THE

Email freeland-inc com@freeland-inc corn

HA- 1HYBRID ADAPTER

performance of your hybrid will he the same as it

ARE POWER POLES DEFORMING
YOUR AM COVERAGE PATTERN?

•

M. HYBRID

excatibur

on line: nothing could be simpler or easier. The

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751 • Lamar, CO 81052

4110

HANUSET

The HA- I Hybrid Adapter allows you to use

Reliable, Quality Processing From:

4,

• And others...

Free, over-the- phone technical assistance

Model TM4013

*

• TFT

• Remote Control Systems

"fre

•
•

• McMartin

• AM/FM Monitors

Tri Maze Complete AM FM Processing Package

•

• Moseley

• Exciters • Optimods

http://www.qei-broadcast.com
OE, CORPORATION
PO Box 805
Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
800-334-9154\856-728-2020
856-629-1751 Fax

•

• Belar • Marti

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's

NOTT LTD
PHONE 505-327-5646
FAX 505-325-1142
EMAIL k5ynr@tjantenna.com

AE/?/?0//2VEAR

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium for
marketing your products and services.
It's an efficient, effective and
affordable advertising option!
For more information including rates
and deadlines contact your sales
representative or Simone Mullins
at 703-998-7600, ext. 154
to request amedia kit.
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PZM Mics

SOUND
SOURCE

SOUND
SOURCE
°\

(—)

DIRECT SOUND

o

Continued from page 51

Inventors
Invented in 1978 by Ed Long and Ron
Wickersham, the PZM was the first
boundary microphone with a full-range
frequency response. Ken Wahrenbrock
built the first prototypes; my employer
Crown International
took over production in 1979.
Each of the PZM
mics from Crown
includes a miniature
electret condenser
capsule mounted
face down next to a
sound- reflecting
plate or boundary
(Fig. 2). The polar
pattern is omnidirectional, or more correctly, hemispherical. Note that the
plate is not apickup;
it does not pick up
mechanical vibrations, it serves as a
predictable hard surface to reflect sound
into the mic capsule.
Another type of omnidirectional
design uses aflush- mounted mic capsule
aiming up in a shallow housing. An

REFLECTED
SOUND

SURFACE
777

dB

FREQUENCY

Fig. 1

example is the Neumann GFM 132.
Boundary mics are also available with
aunidirectional polar pattern. They have
the benefits of improved gain before
feedback and better rejection of room

Audion Laboratories released VoxPro 2.0 for the iMac, G3 and G4 Macintosh
computers. The audio editor is designed for quick phone editing in control rooms
and newsrooms.
The package includes software, control panel, ADB/USB adapter cable, PDF
manual and an eight-page "easy-install" manual for $2,495 list.
The system is sold without acomputer, but the base price for an iMac recently
dropped to $799. New iMacs come standard with 7 GB standard. The hard drive
holds 10-1/2 hours of stereo or 21 hours of mono audio.
The updated VoxPro control panel has 10 hot keys and keys for record, edit save
and playback audio functions. The system does not require asoundcard or dongle.
The screen interface also sports anew look with enlarged edit and master list windows, digital VU meters and blinking record light, but has the same wave form area.
For more information contact Audion Laboratories in Washington State at (206)
842-5202 or check out www.voxpro.net
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DIRECT SOUND

MIC

the frequency response is the same anywhere around the mic.
"Off-axis" means not in front of the
mic. All stick-type omnidirectional mics
roll off the high-frequency response offaxis, but not boundary mics. Everyone
seated around aboundary mic is picked
up with equal fidelity.

II 1!
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STUDIO SESSIONS

ARP
Continued from page 48

allows simultaneous play of several
soundfiles under the Windows
environment. All the software author
needs to do is write a skin that lies on
top of DirectSound and presto, Instant
Radio Automation.
Lots of folks latched onto WinAmp
once they found out it could do seamless segues. Many swear by programs
such as OTSJukeBox, Virtual DJ,
DRS2000 and others.
In the near future, Iwill publish an
article about the types of budget automation programs one can find on the
Internet. Almost all are intended for
Webcast applications, where the most
desirable features may consist of little
more than uninterrupted playback and
power failure recovery.

acoustics and background noise. Some
examples are the beyerdynamic MPC
65, Crown PCC- 160, Audio-Technica
AT871R and ATM87R, and the Shure
SM9I.
There are miniature versions of direcCheaper replacements
tional boundary mics; some are only one
Frankly, few of these products can do
inch in diameter. Examples include the
what commercial products can: integrate
Crown MB series and the beyerdynamic
with billing and traffic, offer grab-and-go
MPC 22.
song replacement and work as a suite
An omni boundary mic can be placed
with other machines around the plant.
in the center of atable to pick up agroup
That is why the radio- specific systems
discussion. The convenience is obvious
cost what they do, work a lot more
as there is only one mic to connect. Yet it
dependably and are supported.
sounds as if eight cardioid mics are
Still, there are two products I've noospread around the table.
dled with for unattended operation and
The sound can be made clearer or
I'm split down the middle on them.
less hollow by adding acoustic absorpWeb.lockey, from a small company
tion such as carpeting, acoustic- tile
called IIGYS, is the silver-skinned, threeceiling, drapes and panels of muslindecker player seen in the artwork of this
covered fiberglass insulation to the
story. It plays back WAVs and MP3s
room surfaces.
(what doesn't anymore?), has an on-board
Boundary microphones can be taped
mixer that works the soundcard outputs,
to the underside of a piano lid.
and has a 36-button "whoopie box" for
According to many users, the sound
instant playback of bells, quacks, jingles
quality is excellent.
or whatever is desired. It's stable and it
When taped to the walls or ceiling
has given me uninterrupted 24-hour audio
near an audience, boundary mics provide
playback for better than 10 days before a
realistic pickup of audience reaction.
computer restart was needed.
It comes with a built-in random
A boundary mic can be attached to a
two foot by two foot clear Plexiglas panel
playlist generator, and as Iunderstand it,
("boundary") and suspended over an
an actual music scheduler is due out
orchestra or choir.
soon. When Iobtained it, WebJockey
A stereo arrangement with excellent
was about $99. It is probably about $ 150
imaging can be made using two sheets of by now.
clear Plexiglas, each two- feet by twofeet. These are mounted with one edge
Automation in Italian
touching to form a "V" with a60-degree
Programmer Antonio Cristiani wrote
angle between the panels. A boundary
WinJay in Italy. The black- and- green
mic is placed 6.7 inches from the front
screenshot shows a five-slot queue, nice
edge of each panel. This array is suslarge clock numbers and plenty of song
pended above and in front of a musical
information. Using two dirt-cheap soundensemble with the point of the V aiming
cards, WinJay can play program audio
at the ensemble.
through one card while allowing asource
If the wedge stereo array is too
to be cued up through the second.
unwieldy, consider the Crown SASS-P
WinJay can also do playlist generation,
Mk II, a stereo boundary mic. It can be
but only by genre. Incorporating data
handheld for ENG work in the field or
such as tempo, key, intensity, etc., has not
stand- mounted for recording classical
been incorporated into the software,
music or sound effects.
although the company may add those in
Unidirectional boundary mics are well
the future. The WinJay whoopie box can
suited for stage-floor pickup of drama or
be fired from the screen or the Fl through
musicals. Shure notes that its SM9I can
F12 keys. There is a "Tell Time" feature
even be used in akick drum.
in WinJay, but at the moment it says the
For users who want to understand
time only in Italian.
boundary theory and create boundary
The downside of WinJay is the cost,
arrays for PZMs, Crown International
ranging close to $ 1,000. You can see
offers a free pamphlet called the
why Iam up in the air about picking a
"Crown
Boundary
Microphone
program.
Application Guide," available by callHopefully, all will be ironed out soon.
ing the company in Indiana at ( 800)
My signal will be clean and not clamp
342-6939.
down anyone's Net connection, all my eBruce Bartlett is a microphone engimail writers will be happy, Ipick the
neer and the author of " On- Location
automation program Iwant and all will
Recording Techniques" published by
be right with the world.
Focal Press
Istill wonder how I'll handle that first
Reach him in do RW.
snow day. •
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

icossticerst"
Z.1.8811-71111-4101
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com

Andrew L44- N 1/2" connectors ( 8), new in boxes, $20 ea;
Andrew 87-R 1-5/8" connectors, $ 125 ea; Bird 460
wattmeter line section 4600000 thruline, 3-1/8", BO; various Jenning vacuum capacitors, fixed & variable, call for
values, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp,
PA 16066. 724-776-5204.

AMPLIFIERS

AM Ground Systems

Want to Sell

Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair

Crown stereo power line one
amp, $275. John Price, 214321-6576.

1-877-766-2999

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
Shively 6813 4 bay includes
70 1-5/8" Cablewave heliax
w/connectors & 120' 1-5/8"
Cablewave foam core, $4000.
Vicky Watts, KOZT, 110 S
Franklin,
Fort
Bragg
CA
95437. 707-964-7277.
S.W.R. FM Antennas

Cablewave CP-1000-3 3- bay
circular FM antenna tuned to
106.7 MHz, gd cond, $ 500. Bill
Barry, WAMB, 1617 Lebanon
Rd, Nashville TN 37210. 615889-1960.
Phelps Dodge LP- 3 low
power 3 bay circ pol antenna,
$2500. Ken Diebel, KHMB,
414 Ineichen St, Rayville LA
71269. 318-728-2370.
[LPFM

Great Antenna
Great Price!
HAu

www.amgroundsystems.com

18041 984-4255

filidr3nki

TWR L865 ( 2) med intensity
strobe lights, used very short
time, BO. Clay Freinwald,
Entercom, 1820 Eastlake Ave
N, Seattle WA 98102. 206726-7071.

ANTENNAS,

$95!

3db gain single bay
fmbroadcasters.com '
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 800-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiastl.net.

ICE KRACKERS, INC.
Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400- foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747-8921
Ask for Jim Newbanks

4 Bay VHF repeater/base station antennas ( 2), BO. Ken
Diebel, KHMB, 414 Ineichen
St, Rayville LA 71269. 318728-2370.

LPFM10 antennas $34.95!
3dB Gain. Up to 30 watts.
Tuned to your frequency.
Silver Star Electronics, 650365-5732.
E-mail:
lofm10eoacbell net

•
--"Pw

Weather- resistant
re,r
aluminum tower
signs for
compliance with
47 CFR Part 17.4(g) - .

AntennaSigns.com
800-526-4817. ext. 115

Want to Buy
200' Rohn 45 or Rohn 55
tower. Ken Diebel, KHMB, 414
Ineichen St,
Rayville LA
71269. 318-728-2370.

horn The Denyte Line acne ol Hoed Incluseles Inc

Andrew 1-5/8" Air Dielectric,
200'. $750. Ken Diebel, KHMB,
414 Ineichen St, Rayville LA
71269. 318-728-2370.
Andrew 1-5/8" foam dielectric
200+, $ 900. Ken Diebel,
KHMB, 414
Ineichen St,
Rayville LA 71269. 318-7282370.

Presonus ACP22 stereo compressor/limiter/gate,
new,
$295; Auditronics stereo sliders, new model 340-560 plus
extender boards 110EX6-2-A
& 110-EX9-2-A. John Price,
214-321-6576.
UREI LA- 12 stereo limiter,
$550. Mark Schackow, Mark
Schackow Recording, 307 4th
Ave East, Lemmon SD 57638.
605-374-3424.
Fidelipac On- Air lights, BO;
CRL PMC 300 peak mod controller, APP 300 audio preparation processor, BO; Radio
Systems TM611, BO. Cliff
Bryson, 93 Robinhood Dr,
Cranberry Twp, PA 16066.
724-776-5204.
Want to Buy
Operator & service manual
for chip, burner model storey
system P-240, MCI, processor
board PCA 2500-0611. John
Price, 214-321-6576.

BAY COUNTRY

Want to Sell

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Ampex
AM10-6x2,
excel
cond, $295. John Price, 214321-6576.

Fostex M2ORP stereo ribbon
mic, $800. Mark Schackow,
Mark Schackow Recording, 307
4th Ave East, Lemmon SD
57638. 605-374-3424.

Arrakis 2000SC 12 channel
console, BO. Clay Freinwald,
Entercom, 1820 Eastlake Ave
N, Seattle WA 98102. 206726-7071.
Howe Series 9000 12 channel
console, BO. Clay Freinwald,
Entercom, 1820 Eastlake Ave
N, Seattle WA 98102. 206726-7071.
Ramko Research DC-8M 8
rotary pot board, works very
well, gd overall cond w/manuals, $ 550/130. Jim Canwell,
Canwell Productions, 1629 W
Cleveland,
Spokane
WA
99205. 509-324-0575.
Tangent 3216, gd cond, BO. Ray
Murphy, Ray Murphy Creative,
4607 City Park Rd, Austin TX
78730. 512-349-2231.
Harris Executive 10 pot
rotary 10 channel w/expandable capabilities, power supply
& audio amps, gd cond, $ 350.
Joe Garcia, WGNO, 265
Union Blvd, St Louis MO
63108. 314-454-6660.

AUTOMATION

Want to Buy

EQUIPMENT

WE 25B console, will pay
$5000-6000.
Parts
also
please. Sumner McDanel, 1800-251-5454.

Want to Sell
Scott Studio AXS on -air
workstation & prod workstation w/cards, monitor, etc.
Units have never been used &
are still in the box, call for
details. Bob Kenning, WBYT,
237 Edison #200, Mishawaka
IN 46545. 219-258-5483.
Arrakis Digilink Il on- air system w/(2) 7- channel audio
switches, CD controller & trakstar workstation, BO. Tim
Zeimann, KTAA, RR6, Box
6000, Big Sandy TX 75755.
903-636-2000.
Scott Studio system, never
used, still inboxes, call for
details & prices. Mr. Cobb,
WLRX, POB 370. Nappanee
IN 46550. 219-773-7989.

CART MACHINES

FINANCIAL/
LEASING SERVICES
STATION
OWNERS/BUSINESS OWNERS- turn your
invoices/receivables into cash.
We buy invoices/accounts
receivable nationwide - no
credit reports, no tax returnsLyndon Snyder- 718-347-2940.
LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Harris M-95 processor/stereo
generator, $ 750. Vicky Watts,
KOZT, 110 S Franklin, Fort
Bragg CA 95437. 707-9647277.

AUDIO

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

PRODUCTION

ITC SP & WP, 4 PB units & 2
recorders, gd cond, real work horses, $300/130. Joe Garcia, WGNO,
265 Union Blvd. St Louis MO
63108. 314-4544-6660.

Altec 436C or 438C, one or
the other. Mark Schackow,
Mark Schackow Recording,
307 4th Ave East, Lemmon SD
57638. 605-374-3424.

COMPLETE
FACILITIES

Collins 26U-2, or parts for
same. Mark Schackow, Mark
Schackow Recording. 307 4th
Ave East, Lemmon SD 57638.
605-374-3424.

Want to Sell
JBL M-712 stereo limiter,
$350. Mark Schackow, Mark
Schackow Recording, 307 4th
Ave East, Lemmon SD 57638.
605-374-3424.

Transmitters, Antennas, STL Systems

superiorbroadcast.com
Jimmie Joynt

Phone 800/279-3326

MICROPHONES

Yamaha BP-2 bass generator
& pedals schematic/literature.
Would prefer electronics, but
schematic
essential.
Bob
Meuse, Muse Audio Arts, 191
E El Camino Real #209, Mtn
View CA 94040. 650-9692433.

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

contact

CONSOLES
Want to Sell

Fax 800/644-5958

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTERIANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio'

Teletronix LA -2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.

Telex xmtr & mic WT- 50, $ 125;
Telex xmtr & mic WT- 200, $ 125.
John Price, 214-321-6576.
Neumann U87 (
2) w/shock
mount & phantom power, $ 1650
ea; RCA 99 ( 3), classic ribbon
mics, $ 1750 ea. Roger Rhodes,
POB 1550, New York NY 10101.
212-245-5045.
Want to Buy
RCA 77- DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's,
WE- 639's, On- Air & recording lights wanted, top dollar
paid! 615-352-3456, FAX:
615-352-1922.
E-mail:
bilibryantmgmt@home.com.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

THIS SPACE IS
AVAILABLE!
Call Simone for details
05-99&7600, ext 154

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
ABCO 60AB3000 300 cart
Carousel, perfect cond, price
includes shipping, $200. Jim
Canwell, Canwell Productions,
1629 W Cleveland, Spokane
WA 99205. 509-324-0575
RF Warning Signs
9"x

12" $ 13.95

10"x 19"$19.95

A

CAUT1011

uFfAi_

Dedronics

80-11 98442 ,

Digicord
by
Henry
Engineering,
new,
never
used, $ 150. Mr. Cobb, WLRX,
POB
370,
Nappanee
IN
46550. 219-773-7989.

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Line At
http://www.baycountry corn Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.
7117

Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 21220
Phone 410-335-3136
FM 786-513-0812
E-mail baycountry3pcbank net
Member of BBB

MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Belar. Many to
choose from, tuned & calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
402-493-1886.
RECEIVERS/
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
Marti UHF rack mounted
receiver for 450.925/455.925
MHz receive frequency, $ 750.
Ken
Diebel,
KHMB,
414
Ineichen St,
Rayville LA
71269. 318-728-2370.
Wegener DR96 digital receivers
(2), used to receive satellite signals
for automation system, in excel
cond, one unit still in original box,
the other has been used very little,
$1500 ea or BO. Ken Diebel,
KHMB, 414 lneichen St, Rayville
LA 71269. 318-728-2370.
RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Ampex 351 transprots, decks,
etc, BO; Ampex 440 stereo
w/Ampex AM 6x2 mixer, $695;
Ampex 4400 in console, 3.7530 ips, $ 995; set of new
Ampex 8 trk 1" heads, $750;
set of new Ampex 16 trk 2"
heads MM1100, $350 ea; MCI
JH 110 stereo in console,
$695; MCI stereo electronics
B- C, $ 150; MCI power supplies, $ 150;Ruslang recorder
console, $ 200. John Price,
214-321-6576.

HALL
706 Rose Hill Dr.

Electronics
Charlottesville Va. 22901

804-984-4255 (Voice)

804-984-3299 ( Fax)

This Months beet':
Toscorn DA -30 MKII
DAT Recorders
Rebuilt $ 595.00
kv/ 30 cloy warrenty

Lots more Used / Rebuilt
gear on our website.
Visit our web site for more information.
_sales@halls.com www. halls. com tech@halls.com

BEE
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RECORDERS (cont.)
Tascam ATR-60 2track mastering machine, great warm sound,
excel cond, $ 1000/60. Jim
Canwell, Canwell Productions,
1629 W Cleveland, Spokane
WA 99205. 509-324-0575.

REMOTE

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell
Marti RPT-30 RPU xmtr, new
cond, $1300. Jim Canwell,
Canwell Productions, 1629 W
Cleveland,
Spokane
WA
99205. 509-324-0575.

VIF
Hold Down Knobs
Pressure Rollers
Motor Rebuilding

Moseley TAC 15 remote control, $ 250; Moseley PCL505/C STL xmtr & rcvr, $ 1500.
Vicky Watts, KOZT, 110 S
Franklin,
Fort
Bragg
CA
95437. 707-964-7277.

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
800-848-4428
MASTERCARD

Akmo

WE RENT FOR LESS

&

BE Series 2100C stereo cart
record/PB deck, excel cond,
$850/130. Tim Zeimann, KTAA,
RR6, Box 6000, Big Sandy TX
75755. 903-636-2000.

FL.iJTAL5

TELOS-Zephyr
COMREX-Hotline, Vector
MUSICAM-Prima

Panasonic SV-3700 professional DAT recorders ( 3),
excel cond, $ 750 ea. Tim
Zeimann, KTAA, RR6, Box
6000, Big Sandy TX 75755.
903-636-2000.

COMPLETE AUDIO PACKAGES

Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776

internet: silverlakeaudio.com
Marti
Electronics remote
control system, RMC-2AXS &
RMC-2AXT ( A), $ 100. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley,
Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring MO
63952. 573-998-2681.

Tanberg 15-21 Series 15
reels ( 2), like new, need belts,
$75/pr. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548,
Mill Spring MO 63952. 573998-2681.

Hotlines

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

SILO

Nexus
Audio

FM KW AMPS

59

SATELLITE

Test Equipment

It we don't knee k, we ea wale
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-61M0
"You Nixon, We Know. Radio"

Marti VHF remote xmtr on 161
MHz 40W, $450. Ken Diebel,
KHMB, 414
Ineichen St,
Rayville LA 71269. 318-7282370.
Moseley

IDCL
505C
STL xmtr & rcvr
tuned to 949.500 MHz, recently
tested &
aligned,
$2500/both or will sell separately. Ken Diebel, KHMB, 414
Ineichen St,
Rayville
LA
71269. 318-728-2370.

Fairchild Dart 384 15 kHz
DAT card, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp,
PA 16066. 74-776-5204.
KU Band satellite dishes,
brand new, still in original
packing, never used, BO. Ken
Diebel, KHMB, 414 Ineichen
St, Rayville LA 71269. 318728-2370.

microwave

Moseley TP2, BO; Moseley
lsocoupler 940-960 MHz, BO.
Cliff Bryson, 93 Robinhood Dr,
Cranberry Twp, PA 16066.
724-776-5204.
Space is
availablel
To advertise, call
703-998-7600,
ext 1541.

Want to Buy

•

S

SOCIAI

t

S

S0 FTVVARE/
DATABASES

Want to Sell

rT Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
• Experimental Authorizations • Class Upgrades
• AM Directional Antennas • STL Applications
• High Power Antenna Arrays • Station Inspections

1-301-913-9287

FAX: ( 301) 913-5799 • 5272 Riser Rd. #4611 • Bethesda, MD 20818.1

MUNN-REESE, INC.

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

AM - FM - TV
P.O. Box 220, 100 Airport Dr.
Coldwater, MI 49036
517 27S7339 or Fax 517 2786973

Full Service Front Allocation to
operation AN'I/FNITI .V/Al ' Xservices:
Field Work:Antenna :and
Facilities lksign
Cher 35 rears engineering
rind conulting ev/wrience

M Celenza
Communications Consultants

Low Cost Flat Fee
We make trips all across the U.S.
('all to get on our schedule.

T and T Measurements
800-687-9161
email: ltaft@2fords.net
tandtmeasurements.com

800- 7113- DOUG
MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Engineers
.Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MOSÍMMDS/ITFSrOFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
-Field Work
.Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: (
301) 921-0115
Fax: (
301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aoLcom

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
EL ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES

(

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649
AM FM Site Construction

Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

FREQUENCY SEARCH - $ 199
FM APPLICATIONS - $ 11199
LPFM APPLICATIONS - $748
(LPFM fee includes (ree, search()

Amendments & Upgrades
Field Work • Site Construction
MX Resolutions • Petitions

T

Coverage Maps - $ 39

MBC Consulting
(800) 219-7461
www.mbcradio.org/consulting

Market Analysis

datswople

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY

Applications, Amendments

AM Annual
NRSC Spectrum
Measurements

Doug Vernier
of-t
,
Engineering Consultant x
1600 Picturesque Drive v
Cedar Falls IA 50613

202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

TV-$550, LPTV-$550: FM-$250;
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail
631-928.0077
Fax: 631-928.1905

SOFTWARE

Signal Mapping—STL Paths
RFHAZ—US Census PopCount
FAA Tower—Draw Tower

912-638-8028

wayne@munn-reese.com

Fax ( 763) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 76 tI781-4115

PC —

• FCC Applications & Exhibits • Frequency Studies

IT

1-800-797-1338

AM FM TV Search Programs

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

Engineering Soft‘ are
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full- color NI
Sales Marketing Packages

nirros.s
•

X, 1

ige Testing

ELECTROACOOSTICS
OSHA measurements

.
datas

orld.rom
800-368-5754

REELS/CD's

Fldelipac Grey carts (
1500),
various lengths, spare pressure
pads, BO. Joe Garcia, WGNO,
265 Union Blvd, St Louis MO
63108. 314-454-6660.

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

210 S. Main St., Thiensville, WI 53092, ( 262) 242-6000, FAX ( 262) 242-6045
http:i(www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

Want to Buy
AM or FM station located in
RI. MA or CT area, non commercial or commercial, no station to small, will consider partnership. Michael Cardillo, 151
Morgan
St,
Cranston
RI
02920. 401-942-83z1.

Computer tools by Ron
Balonis at www.computertoolboxes.com.

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

EXPERTS IN:
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Buy an FCC Certified low power
AM transmitter & cover up to a
4-mile radius. Why wait 3years
or more for Non- Commercial
low power FM. Call ( 401) 3221743 or online: www.whlq.org
for more info. No FCC license
required. To order atransmitter.
send down payment of S500.
along with your address to:
DiPonti Comm., 244 Post Rd,
Westerly* RI 02891. FCC ID#:

TAPES/CARTS/

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

Tektronix digital multimeter
DM 501A, $150; Tektronix digital multimeter DM 502A,
$150; BK precision dyna-jet
707 tube tester, $ 195; Eico
150 solid state signal tracer,
$100; HP 353 100 db attenuator, $65; HP 5308A counter, for
parts, BO; HP multimeter
5306A,
for
parts,
BO;
Nuvistors ( assorted), $ 25.
John Price, 214-321-6576.

Want to Sell

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination

Engineers

OWN A COMMERCIAL
RADIO STATION
ANYWHERE IN
THE COUNTRY FOR
ONLY $ 1500!!

DPD62:IT-1100

Comstream
ABR
200's,
wanted dead or alive!. Alan
Guthrie, Educational Media
Foundation, 1425 N Market
Blvd, Sacramento CA 95834.
916-282-1538
or
aguthrieeklove.com.

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Communications

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

Want to Sell

CONSULTANTS
Consulting

STATIONS

EQUIPMENT

¡ ti lo dsums orld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

301-948-3844 • Fax 381 -330-5565

TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Older model Emcee 20W xmtr &
a100W amplifier. Has been in storage for over 20 yrs, unsure of condition. Operates at 2.156-2.162
GHz & is used in the wireless
cable/ITFS band. Will donate to
any school, church or appropriate
entity for donation receipt. Ken
Diebel, KHMB, 414 Ineichen St,
Rayville LA 71269. 318-728-2370.

Allen Dumont Labs oscilloscope made for WE type 2577
—KS 15586, $ 30; Ampex
300E vacuum tube voltmeter,
$45; B&W Nidek 400 distortion
meter, $ 30.
Will
Dougherty, WLD,
Music
Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.
Belar FM RF amplifier, AM
RF amplifier, BO. Cliff Bryson,
93 Robinhood Dr, Cranberry
Twp, PA 16066. 724-7765204.
Beta Scope non destructive
thickness gauge/Twin City
testing Co/Lionel electronic,
$40; Eico 250 AC VTVM &
amp, $ 30;
Electronic
Designs 100 electronic voltmeter/ohmmeter,
$35;
General Radio 1564-A sound
& vibration analyzer, $50. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley,
Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring MO
63952. 573-998-2681.
HP 201B audio oscillator, rack
mounts, cable cut, $25; HP
330B & 330C distortion analyzer, $35 ea; HP 400D vacuum tube voltmeter ( 4), $25 ea.
Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

22I
5 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
cimaili link(A'surcom ,•. nn ,,,. 1). n.,.., . nr,, ,ni

...Republicans say that's the way

it was...Democrats say that's the
way it is...the people say this is
the way it's going to be...and
some things never change...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

SI

: AC11

11- L!:-.-:.
-11afES!
IL22.1.ELLE!

Call Simone Mullins for more information
at 1-800-336-3045 ext. 154.

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment
1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

BEE

60

POWER
REBUILT
TUBES
APPROXIMATELY
THE

2
/
1

COST OF NEW!

December 6, 2000

Eco

IEL: 800-532-6626
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
EXT. 110

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040
'You Know We Know Radio"
CSI-T- 25- Al, 25kW,
early
1980's
model,
gd
cond,
$30,000/B0. Angie Sugalski,
WCN, POB 444, Spartanburg
SC 29304. 888-989-2290.
EF Johnson 145-102-13 40
amp, AM antenna systems.
BO; various silver Mica doorknow capacitors, call for values, BO; Moseley SCD-8 185
kHz subcarrier demodulator.
new, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp.
PA 16066. 724-776-5204.
RCA BTA-10U, 10 KWAM
xmtr for parts, free to anyone
who'll pick up. Bill Barry.
WAMB, 1617 Lebanon Rd,
Nashville TN 37210. 615-8891960.

100W

FM

1985

Harris FM100K Solid State - Single Phase

300W

FM

1968

Harris FM300K Solid State - Single Phase

1KW

FM

1961

Kant FM 1K

2KW

FM

1996

BE FM 2C Solid State Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1976 Collins 831D Single Phase

5KW

FM

1935 Hants Platinum 5, PT5 Solid State - Single Phase

5KW

FM

1965

Harris FM 5K
Hants FM 5K

5KW

FM

1984

5KW

FM

1967 Collins 830E

6KW

FM

1994

Henry 60000

10KW

FM

1974

Harris FM101-1K

20KW

FM 1980 Harris FM2OK

400W AM

1996 Nautel AMFET 400 Solid State - Single Phase

5KW

AM

1977 Collins 828E-1

5KW

AM

1982 Continental 315R-1

5KW

AM

1980 CS T-5-A

5KW

AM 1993 Harris "Gates 5" Solid State

903-562-1978
Email: )'tawkfmenetzeromet
www.MonsterFM.com
-Financing Available-

We offer Excellent Pay, Technical Training programs, 401K,
Employee Stock Purchase Plans, Great Benefits and many
Opportunities for growth and advancement.

10KW AM

1975 Continental 316F

25KW AM

1985 CS1T-25-A

50KW AM

1978 Continental 317C-1

50KW AM

1982 Harris MW-508

If you have great technical skills and are ready to work with
our highly qualified team... If you are tired of your job and are
ready for acareer...
If you are ready to make amove up...

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: WWW.FMAMTV.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@fmamtv.com

BEXT TRANSMITTERS - Call
for demos, closeouts, full warranty. 619-239-8462.
CCA 25,000W ' 70s vintage, OK
shape, priced to sell at $8900;
QEI 3500W FMQ-3500 with
matching exciter, presently on
air, excel, $ 10,900. Call Chris at
816-628-5959. Other FM models
also available!
Continental 315-R "
Power Rock"
pulse modulated five KW AM xmtr.
Continental
Communications.
800-664-4497.
Email:
contcommefiastnet.
Continental 315-R1
"
Power
Rock" five KW pulse modulated
AM
xmtr.
Continental
Communications. 800-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiastnet.
Continental 831-D2 2.5KW FM
xmtr.
Continental
Communications. 800-664-4497.
Email: contcommefiastl.net.

McMartin BF- 5K 5 kW FM,
factory rebuilt in perfect, like
new cond, includes new tubes,
tested & tuned on your freq,
guaranteed, fully adjustable
from 0 to 5.5 kW. Goodrich
Ent, 402-493-1886.
RCA BTF-20-E1 20KW FM xmtr.
Continental
Communications.
800-664-4497.
Email:
cantcommefiastl.net.
RCA BTF-5-E1 5KW single phase
FM. Continental Communications.
800-664-4497.
Email:
contcommefiastnet.
Want to Buy
Pre-war or slightly later WE
xmtr,
parts, etc. Sumner
McDanel, 1-800-251-5454.
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435
Manderson,
Omaha
NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

Harris MW-5-B five KW pulse
modulated AM xmtr. Continental
Communications. 800-664-4497
Email: contcommefiastl.net.
McMartin BF-10K 10 kW FM, factory rebuilt, in perfect, like new
cond, includes new tubes, tested &
tuned on your freq. Guaranteed.
Adjustable from 5.5 kW to 15 kW,
FCC type accepted. Goodrich Ent,
402-493-1886.

START YOUR OWN
LRADIO STATION

4CX250B (
2); 828 ( 6); 810 ( 2);
813 ( 2); 807 ( 2), all new in
boxes, BO. Cliff Bryson, 93
Robinhood Dr, Cranberry Twp,
PA 16066. 724-776-5204.

C Electronics Co.

P

LEGALLY! ;

M ONLY $748 hi
FREE FREQUENCY
R
,„e. SEARCH!
IIVIBC Consulting
800-219-7461

www. n,

We have the alternates
for all your needs, at the
lowest prices, direct from
OUR STOCWo

r.Sirice

1947

Since 1947

1
Elm
urle
Thomson
Svetlana'
!Freeland
RCA I
EEV
ARS I
4CX15000A EEV
4CX25013 - Eimac
I
3CX800A7 + more
I
New & Rebuilt Tubes
Export Shipping

Clear Channel is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
ASSISTANT CHIEF
ENGINEER
Infinity Broadcasting
Pittsburgh
KDKA-WBZZ-WDSYWZPT
Candidates for this position will need
aminimum of atwo-year Associate
degree in Electronics Technology
and at least five years experience in a
broadcast litcility working on AM
and FM broadcast equipment.
Background with high power transmitting systems is essential.
Candidates should also be proficient
at installing, troubleshooting and
maintaining studio equipment such
as cart machines, tape recorders,
consoles, routing switchers and other
common equipment. Experience
with computer systems is aplus hut
not arequirement. Submit resume to ,
Engineer Search, co Lisa Shannon, 1
Infinity Broadcasting. 651 Holiday
Drive. Pittsburgh PA 15220. Infinity
Broadcasting is an equal opportunity
employer.

WANTED
CHIEF ENGINEER
Entercom Memphis LLC, home of
Memphis' finest radio stations
WRVR. WJCE and WOGY is currently
seeking afull-time Chief Engineer.
Qualified applicant must possess a
minimum of 2yrs experience in the
maintenance & operations of FM &
AM radio station studio & transmitter equipment. Must be computer
proficient. Financial planning & budgeting experience preferred but not
necessary. Complete knowledge of
FCC rules & regulations required.
Qualified applicants may fax or mail
resume with cover letter to:
Curt Peterson
VP/GM
5904 Ridgeway Ctr Pkwy
Memphis TN 38120
Fax: 901-767-0582.
No phone calls, please.
Entercom Memphis LLC is an EOE.

ARS Electronics
•USA 800-422-4250 Ca 800-422-4277i
' Same Day World Wide Shipping •
I. mmmmmm
me à

TUBES, Eimac,
Svetlana
800-430-6683
Fax: 905-844-6263
www.hard-to-find.net
msehard-to-find.net
FOR THE BEST PRICE
&24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. ot 402 493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402 493 6821.

Broadcast
Equipment
Exchange

Svetlana

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( BOO) 881- 2374
FAX: [ 352) 683- 9595

e,

AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVETLANA
3CX400A7/8877,
3CX3000A7,
3-500ZG,
4CX250B, 4-400, 4CX400A,
807, 833C, ETC. Westgate
800-213-4563.

Contact:
Jeff Littlejohn - VP Engineering Services
Clear Channel Communications
50 East RiverCenter Blvd # 1200
Covington, KY 41011
859-655-6535 Direct
859-655-9345 FAX
jefflittlejohn@clearchannel.com

CHIEF ENGINEER West Virginia
We are currently seeking a full-time Chief
Engineer. Qualified applicant must possess a
minimum of 2years experience in the maintenance and operations of AM and FM radio station
studio and transmission equipment Remote
broadcast experience required. Must be computer proficient Complete knowledge of FCC rules
and regulations also required. EOE. Send resume
to: S. Mullins, Radio World, FOB 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Attn: Blind Box 412-6-00-1.

Online-Advertise your employment 05
on our web Site for only
112 per worth

Coll Simone Mullins
for ell the details at
703-998-7500. Est. 154

Mc_

POSITIONS WANTED

TUBES
Want to Sell

NEW TUBES

MonsterFM.com

Clear Channel Radio has openings for Regional Engineers,
Market Engineers, Project Specialists and Assistant Engineers
in several areas of the country.

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361

SERVICES
*LPFM Freq Searches:
$189
*LPFM Application
Preparation: $949
*Full Color Coverage Maps
(single station to any contour): $79

Clear Channel

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

ITA 5000W FM, worked when
removed
from
service,
w/spare parts, trade for? BO.
Clay Freinwald, Entercom,
1820 Eastlake Ave N, Seattle
WA 98102. 206-726-7071.

CSI T- 25-A 25 KW AM xmtr
tuned to 1150 kHz, less than
10,000 hrs use, gd cond w/gd
tubes, BO. Bill Barry, WAMB,
1617 Lebanon Rd, Nashville
TN 37210. 615-889-1960.

HELP WANTED

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Harris MS 15 exciter, gd
cond, $ 700; Gates TE 3
exciter, working cond, $300.
Clifford Smith, KREK, POB
1280, 116W 12th, Bristow OK
74010. 918-367-5501.

Wilkinson 20,000e, recently
replaced, works great, sell or
trade, BO. Clay Freinwald,
Entercom, 1820 Eastlake Ave
N, Seattle WA 98102. 206726-7071.

EMPLOYMENT

TRANSCOM CORP.

Bext L-7 FM, 5 yrs old, excel
cond, spare tube & many
spare
parts
included,
$13,000/60; Bext TEX 20
exciter, perfect match to Bext
L-7 FM xmtr freq agile,
$1200/B0;
Bext
PJ-501
AMP/IPA, plenty of power,
$3500/130; Sparta 680 10W
exciter tuned to 95.3FM, great
for back up, $ 250. Vicky
Watts, KOZT, 110 S Franklin,
Fort Bragg CA 95437. 707964-7277,

SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

For more
information, call
Simone Mullins
at
703-998-7600,
ext. 154

How about my golden voice
announcing your platinum hits?
Ready to work. Check me out.
Find
my classified
ad
at
www,radioschool.com. Gail, 972264-9884.

Attention PD's in the radio
world, broadcasting school graduate looking for work. Wet in the
industry, production & on-air personality talent, willing to travel.
Chris, 405-459-6318.

Listen to the voice of reason.. mine! Smooth & sultry or
loud & lively, I
can be your stations'
"every woman", request me. Kay,
817-695-2474.

Hardworking, ambitious disk
jockey, broadcasting school grad.
creative, energetic, dependable
looKing for on-air announcer, news
or production. Joshua, 918-4855832 madaruaeaol.corn.

Recent graduate of American
Broadcasting school seeking position as on-air announcer. Willing to
travel anywhere. Contact Justin at
817-469-1942 or crikter@mindspring.com.

Honest & fun to work with
broadcasting school grad looking
for ajob that will exercise my skills
& training. Experience as remote
technician. Nathan. 405-396-4701.

Will work for food! Recent ABS
grad seeking position from you!
Relocation desired, talented, professional, all of the above!, check it
out. Kris, 405-258-W3

Radio job wanted. Driven to succeed. Fresh talent seeks place to
grow. Good voice, strong writing.
Willing to work any format. Larry.
918-446-2196.

BEE
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ACTION- GRAM
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
MClo World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE berg service for radio stations only. All other end users will be charged This FREE service
goes not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only Send your listings to us by filling out
the form below

Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear

ADVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

The listings run for two consecutive issues

and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

PAGE

Please print and include
all information:

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
a Yes
J No

61

ADVERTISER

WEBSITE UAL

52

Allied

31

Aphex Systems

30

Armstrong Transmitters

Title

32, 33

Arrakis Systems

Company/Station

24

ATI

Address

18

Audemat by Auditem

38

Audio Precision

64

Audioarts Engineering/Wheatstone

Telephone

45

AudioSonix

www.audiosonix.com

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

2

Auditronics/VVheatstone

www.auditronics.com

30

Belar

Signature

Date

Contact Name

City/State
Zip Code

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

—

Model:

Price:

WTS a WTB a Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:
'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214,

Fails Church,

VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

ADVERTISE YOUR EMPLOYMENT
AD ON OUR WEB SITE FOR
ONLY $2 PER WORD!

www.ocwhite.com
www.aphex.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.arrakis-systems.com
www.atiguys.com
www.audemat.com
www.audioprecision.com
www.wheatstone.com

www.belar.com

12

Bext

52

Broadcast Data Consultants

52

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

3

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com

41

Broadcast Richardson

www.broadcast-richmond.com

51

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

56

Broadcast Technology Company

www.broadcasttech.com

52

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcasttools.com

39

BSW

4

Burk Technology

54

Circuit Werkes

18

Commercial Communication Assoc.

7

Comrex

26

Crown Broadcast

56

Econco

56

Excalibur Electronics

56

Freeland Products, Inc.

52

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

1

Harris

27

Henry Engineering

28

Inovonics

www.bext.com
www.broadcastdata.com
www.broadcast-devices.com

www.bsiusa.com

www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.cca.ws
www.comrex.com
www.crownbroadcast.com
www.econco.com
See ad for contact information
www.freeland-inc.com
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.harris.com
www.henryeng.com
www.inovon.com
www.inovon.com

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!

53

lnovonics

56

JSquared Technical Service

20

Kintronic Labs

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE
BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME!

23

Klotz Digital AG

www.klotzdigital.com

52

LBA Technology

www.lbagroup.com

MCA ftrr ee

tra

I
III

Call Simone Mullins for all the details at
nielleti m7101101
between 9-5 EST

jsquared@cdsnet.net
www.kintronic.com

18

LPB

54

Mager Systems

www.Ipbinc.com

35

Management Data AG

37

MediaTouch

56

Nott Ltd.

www.tjantenna.com

22

NSN Net

www.nsn.net

49

OMB America

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

34

Prime Image

54

Propagation Systems

56

0E1

18

Radio Design Labs

13

Radio Frequency System ( RES)

See ad for contact information
www.mdata-us.com
www.mediatouch.net

www.omb.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.primeimageinc.com
psiba@surfshop.net
www.qei-broadcast.com
www.rdlnet.com
info@rfsbroadcast.com
www.radiosystems.com

5

Radio Systems

5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor • Falls Church, VA 22041
PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-671-7409

11

Realnetworks Inc

18

SBS/Broadcasters General Store

Call Simone Mullins, Ext. 154,
Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept
VISA, MASTERCARD and AMERICAN EXPRESS.

43

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

52

Shively Labs

www.shively.com

21

Sierra Automated Systems

54

Silicon Valley Power

22

Sine Systems

26x

17

Sony Business & Professional

www.sony.com/proaudio

70

29

Studer Professional Audio AG

www.studer.ch

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2000
1x

6x

13x

1-9 col inch ( per inch) $83

81

79

76

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$78

76

74

Distributor Directory $ 120

115

110

105

85

80

www.realnetworks.com/listen
www.bgsfl.com

www.sasaudio.com
www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com

Professional Card

$90

47

Syntrillium Software

Classified Line Ad

$2.00 per word

14, 15

Telos Systems

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

19

Transmedia

www.spottraffic.com

63

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

Station/Studio Services

75

www.cooledit.com
www.telos-systems.com

62
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On the surface, radio and the Internet still seem to be
the best of friends. New Net-based broadcasters as well
as established stations come online every week on sites
such as Live365.com. Broadcast automation manufacturers offer studio control and voice tracking via the
Internet, as well as interactive listening and viewing
experiences for audiences. Displaced or relocated listeners maintain loyalty by tuning in their favorite outof-market stations.
Meanwhile, it is hard to ignore the press reports of 2000 filled with accounts of
dot-com businesses. Many closed up shop, went looking for new buyers or, failing
that, filed for reorganization or bankruptcy. It's happening in our business, but it's not
just broadcast-related ventures, by any means. Among the more visible victims of
2000 include Pets.com ( the company with the TV spokes- puppet) and
EnetRegistry.com, acompany formed to offer and register domain names.
Internet radio, while offering choices not generally found in one's local market,
still faces numerous hurdles. Many offices restrict listening on desktop terminals
because it loads down the bandwidth needed to run the business. Net stations cannot
be heard where there is no modem or cable connection ( the most widely used quote
on this matter has been "They haven't wired the beach yet").
The auction site eBay.com recently featured an established Internet radio station
for sale with bids beginning at $300,000, so evidently somebody is ready to put the
Net experience behind them.
This should not mean abandoning the notion of putting your station up on the Net.
If you are about to launch in 2001, see the plans through — but do so with an eye to
the realities of the situation today, not as they were in 1998 when Net fever raged.
Some studies are revealing that perhaps Web-based advertising has not done the
job it should have. If you are already online but the proposition is losing money, hire
asalesperson skilled in cultivating non-traditional revenue sources. Find out what
manufacturers and suppliers offer to 'oroaden your Netcasting experience.
The dot-corn shakeout is just beginning and it should concern you. But the Net
isn't going away. Under your own roof, think and react sensibly. The New Year may
bring changes at your station, but the battle for listeners will become even more competitive and your station needs every edge it has.
— RW

Don't

Give Up

Spread spectrum, DAB solution

SESAC: Renegade agency?

Dear RW,
Many thanks to Bob Rusk for awonderful article in the Sept. 13 issue of
Radio World about spread- spectrum
radio, and its co- inventor Hedy Lamarr
("Lamarr Had Looks and aGreat Idea").
This should remind us about the marvelous history of radio and those who
had agreat contribution. Many times the
lessons of history are forgotten. Let us
learn from them.
Just 12 years ago, the thought of a
practical, civilian use of spread- spectrum
radio was ridiculous and expensive; it
was for the industrial elite.
Just five years ago, the thought of a
practical, consumer spread- spectrum
cordless phone was ridiculous.
Recently Ibought one of the 900 MHz
spread- spectrum phones for my home.
This tiny marvel works more than acity
block from my house for well under
$100, and the audio is great. This ridiculous piece of technology has made my
week easier and better.
Now let's take this ridiculous idea a
little further. Industrial users of this
technology use it for spectrum efficiency and its ability to allow dozens of
transmitters to peacefully coexist ( not
to mention license- free).
In theory, 20 MHz of bandwidth in
the 902-928 MHz ISM band easily supports hundreds of simultaneous transmissions. Hmm, 20 MHz. See where
I'm going with this?
Want to come up with a DAB solution? The answer may already be right
here in front of us. This can't be more
complex than today's radio environment
and the impact and confusion that all of
the various DAB options will soon have
on the consumer. Just look at the wireless
phone industry. Confused?
So, let's just totally scrap analog FM
and force everyone to buy a new
spread- spectrum receiver. The LPFM
debate would go away because everyone in acity who wants astation could
have one. Ownership limits would disappear; who would care? Protected
contours, complex station classes,
negotiated interference agreements,
non-commercial educational licenses
— all gone.
Ridiculous? Wait afew years.
Glenn Finney
Engineer
Good News Network
Macon, Ga.

Dear RW,
S.P. Richey's letter ( RW, Sept. 1
Reader's Forum) about his problems with
SESAC mirrors the problems many of us
are having with this renegade agency.
Although they account for less than 5
percent of the music played on most stations, they want fees equivalent to the
"big boys" ( ASCAP and BMI). And their
fee schedule is non-negotiable. Their attitude is "this is what the rate is and we're
not changing it for anybody."
Their whopping annual fee increases,
which are written into the contract, are not
tied to anything specific, i.e. inflation, cost
of living, etc. They're just arbitrary increases because SESAC wants more money. I've
offered to sign acontract without the automatic increases, but they refused.
Perhaps Iam obligated by the copyright law to have acontract to perform
SESAC-licensed material, however there
is nothing in the copyright law that says I
have to agree to annual fee increases that
are out of line with reality.
Larry Fuss
President, General Manager
Delta Radio Inc.
Cleveland, Miss.

WNYG: No place for misfits
Dear RW,
Iwant to thank you for the story
"Teens Provide Live- Assist at WNYG"
(RW, Sept. 13).
WNYG(AM) in Babylon, N.Y., was
my first radio station. It was an oldies
format and Iwas only 16 when Ijoined
the staff. Other radio stations would often
look down at WNYG as aplace where
only misfits could work.
In a high- profile market, we were a
low-profile radio station. We didn't have
the best equipment, but we always had
the talent to make up for it.
WNYG was sold in 1994. We all
learned that we would be losing our jobs
because the station would be switching to
aSpanish format. We never got the chance
to say goodbye, until this past spring.
From April 3 until June 14, under the
supervision of Jim Pierce ( the last program director before the station switched
to the Spanish format) and assistant John
Saley, many of the old staff, including
myself, who weren't allowed to say
goodbye in 1994 were invited back on
the air to do some programs.

Web

We even had a mini "radio reunion"
party to say goodbye to the station we all
put work into. All of this happened while
the sale of the station ( which was auctioned in January) was being approved.

W rite to Us
After June 14, the station was under the
control of Multicultural Broadcasting and
General Manager Jack McCloy. Ivisited
WNYG recently. The changes are quite
amazing! Mr. McCloy and his staff should
be very proud of what they have accomplished in such ashort period of time.
Many wonder why the underpaid
staff of an underpowered station would
care so much? It was the friendships
that were formed while working there.
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It was that friendship that made it so
easy for everyone to get back together
for this final goodbye, and to put
together a tribute Web site for WNYG
at www.angelfire.com/wy/wnyg which has
lists of all the people who have graced
the airwaves at 1440 AM, dating back to
its inception as WBAB(AM).
WNYG was more than just " Good
Time Oldies" — it was agood time!
Mike Erickson
Contract/Consultant Engineer
Wireless Media, Eastern Tower
Long Island, N.Y.
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This new D-5000 audio console from WHEATS TONE gives you
our top-of- the-line D-600 digital technology— at a modest price!
Totally modular design lets you hot- • Serial port allows true integration with
swap all modules for on- air servicirg:
routers and automation systems.
even DSP and CPU functions reside
• Dedicated phone module with DSP
on easily changed modules.
generated MXM—two modules can be
Traditional user interface with clean
combined for up to 4 MXM sends.
layout and familiar control surfaces.
Available with up to 26 input modulËs
(any mix of analog and digital).

• All channel fader, display and switch
4 stereo mix busses, each with digital •
'
%.4`qhNsettings are addressable via the serial
and balanced analog outputs.
port for remote control and router/
Flexible mainframe layout options.,,
automation communication.
Inputs can be field- converted .from
analog to digital ( and back) through a
simple daughterboard change.
Choice of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz console
clock rates ( can be synced external y).

• Exclusive VDIPTM software lets you
configure console with a laptop PC ( no
pulling modules, installing jumpers or
setting dipswitches). Once configured
console runs standalone.

copyright 0 2000 by Wheatstone Corporation
specifications and features subject to change without notice

FOCUSED ON QUALITY
ÎUDIOARTS

AUDIO CONS

LES

OUR M ISSION — Make the BEST And with thousands and thousands of our

radio consoles already out there, we KNOW what you NEED. Choose from our
extensive line of analog and digital consoles; take advantage of W HEATSTONE'S
experience. Contact your local AUDIOARTS dealer— or visit our website!

ic,UDIOARTS ENGINEERING

Tel 252-cx:),
8-7CADCEtax 252-035-4857/sales

wnearsrone.com

www.vvneatsTone.com
copyright © 2000 by Wheatstone Corporation

